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Abstract 

A commodity biography, The Social Life of Kava: The Circulation, Transformation, and 

Extraction of Piper methysticum examines the various ways that the meanings and forms ofkava 

are transformed as the plant is introduced to new contexts. Combining online discourse analysis 

with extensive interviews with kava consumers, vendors, and scholars this thesis sheds light on 

the inequality of the global market and the forces shaping it. Drawing on anthropological 

literature that engages the globalization of food, the commoditization of indigenous products, 

and the pharmaceuticalization and medicalization of society, this project reveals that kava is 

subjected to the norms and standards of the contexts into which it is introduced. Specifically, I 

argue that in the presence of global markets, kava is extracted geographically, chemically, and 

conceptually. Geographically, kava is removed from the Pacific and introduced to new contexts. 

Chemically, kava is reduced to its active constituent properties, kavalactones, which are then 

mixed into new matrices. And conceptually, kava is reduced to a commodity that fulfills a 

prescribed function. Rather than approaching kava as a unique cultural good, global consumers 

treat it as an analogue to substances already in use. By investigating kava's various 

transformations I demonstrate that it has become enmeshed in neocolonial processes that 

continue to reproduce unequal global power relationships. 
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Introduction: The Kavascape 

In January 2018, in the village of Wailotua I sat in a circle on a pandanus mat and 

watched as a brown powder was poured into a basin, hydrated with water, kneaded, and filtered 

to produce a creamy solution. This mixture was dispensed into a coconut shell, also known as 

bilo, and passed to the highest-ranking person in the circle, the village chief. He cupped his 

hands, clapped once, yelled "Bula" and then accepted the shell. Grasping the base of the bilo 

with both hands, he downed the solution in one swallow. Then he passed the cup back and 

clapped three times. "Maca" (pronounced matha) he shouted. On and on this went, until it was 

my turn. I was handed the bilo, clapped following the normal ritual, then downed a coconut shell 

full of the brown liquid. Immediately my mouth numbed. That was my first introduction to kava, 

a ceremonial root beverage consumed throughout the South Pacific. Throughout my time in Fiji, 

I participated in a number of these kava ceremonies. They differed in their formality and scope 

(and strength of kava), but their essence remained the same. 

Fast forward a couple of months. I returned to the US to begin my Bachelors' degree at 

Swarthmore. One day in August I went grocery shopping at Whole Foods in downtown 

Washington DC. Coming across a long queue at the check-out, I browsed the aisles to kill some 

time. To my surprise atthe end of the herbal supplements' aisle nestled between bottles ofL-

Theanine, and Rhodiola Rosea I saw a brown container labelled "Kava Root: A traditional 

calming herb." It contained 60 liquid capsules and proclaimed it would function as a "stress 

support." Stunned, I flipped the container over trying to figure out what it contained. In tiny print 

it read: "harvested from the islands of Fiji" and saw an image a leaf of the kava plant. 

This discovery led to some confusion. I struggled to reconcile the beverage I consumed in 

Fiji as part of a scripted ceremony with the packaged bottle of supplements I found in Whole 
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Foods. I began to wonder: How does kava end up in the US? Why is it sold in supplement and 

pill form? Who consumes these products? And why are they doing so? This interaction was the 

kindling for a year-long research project on the circulation of kava into global markets. 

Kava (Piper methysticum Forst. f. ), is a member of the pepper family Piperaceae and is 

consumed throughout Oceania. In historical records, the term kava is used to refer to both the 

plant Piper methysticum as well as the beverage made from its rootstock (Lebot , Mark Merlin, 

and Lindstrom 1992a). For the purposes of this project, I will be using the term kava primarily to 

refer to products that individuals consume which contain components of the Piper methysticum 

plant. Kava produces various effects depending on the cultivar. However , in general , it produces 

soporific, analgesic, and anxiolytic effects notably different from the euphoria and lack of 

control associated with alcohol consumption. Tue activity of kava is generally attributed to a 

group of chemical constituents known as kavalactones, or alternatively kavapyrones in some 

sources, that synergistically produce a physiological effect (Singh 2004). 

Throughout the South Pacific there is remarkable variation in the cultivars of kava 

accessible (Baker 2011 ). This variation likely stems from kava's adaptation to diverse local 

climates and soils. Despite such variation, in Oceania, kava has been used in the Pacific Islands 

for hundreds of years for medicinal , social, ceremonial, and ritualistic purposes (Baker 2011 ). 

Kava has historically been used as a social beverage for chiefs and noblemen; to welcome 

distinguished visitors for formal gatherings; in preparation for a journey or voyage; to validate 

agreements; to celebrate important births, deaths and marriages; as a libation to the gods; and to 

cure illnesses (Le bot, Mark Merlin, and Lindstrom 1992b ). In fact , kava is considered one of 

most recognizable markers of Pacific Islander identity. Dr. Vincent Lebot, a renowned kava 

expert and botanist , reports that kava "plays a unique role in the social life of many Pacific 
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societies ... [as part of] asserting their cultural identity" (Lebot, Mark Merlin, and Lindstrom 

1992b). 

In Vanuatu, kava is ubiquitous. Many ni-Vanuatu consume kava at nakamals (kava bars) 

in the evenings. However, this was not always the case. In Tanna, Vanuatu, kava was abandoned 

early in the 20th century likely due to the influence of missionaries (Pollock 1995). Only in the 

second half of the 20th century did kava begin to make a resurgence in Tanna. Elsewhere in 

Vanuatu (such as the island of Pentecost) kava was regularly consumed. In Tonga, ceremonial 

kava consumption is seen as an important way Tongans can maintain their cultural identity. 

Recent research has noted that kava consumption venues function as sites for preserving and 

sharing Tongan language, traditions, and beliefs (Fehoko 2015). In Samoa, kava is considered 

"an important cultural symbol and a traditional sign of hospitality" (Minahan 2012, 2 79). It 

occupies a similar role in Hawaii, where kava is increasingly gaining popularity. Some scholars 

have argued that this may be because in contemporary Hawaii and Samoa, the kava bowl has 

now been adopted as a "national symbol" of postcolonial identity and sovereignty (Aporosa 

2019a). 

The cultural significance of kava in Fiji is well documented (Lebot, Mark Merlin, and 

Lindstrom 1992b; Aporosa 2019a; Pollock 1995). In Fiji, kava is known as the 'drink of the 

gods.' Kava is thought to contain mana (spiritual power). The iTaukei (indigenous Fijians) refer 

to kava as wainavu, a manifestation of land, people, and their cultural practices ( Aporosa 2019). 

As such, for many Fijians, kava consumption is seen as a moral obligation linked to enhancing 

their Fijian identity. 

While kava (Piper methysticum), a mild narcotic typically consumed for its sedative 

properties, has been consumed in the South Pacific for centuries, it has recently gained 
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international attention for its potential therapeutic properties. As kava is transported around the 

globe and introduced to different contexts it dramatically evolves. In each novel context, 

consumers respond to and embrace kava uniquely. As a result, kava consumption now exists in a 

continuum. As Baker notes, "in the Pacific, kava is still primarily used to make a drink" outside 

Oceania, kava consumption is drastically changing in both meaning and form (Baker 2012). 

Although global consumers have expressed an interest in the benefits ofkava, 

representatives from corporations have fundamentally transformed the good into new types of 

products. More specifically, targeting consumers predominately located in the US, New Zealand, 

and Australia who are interested in alleviating stress and anxiety, private companies have 

transformed kava into products including lotions, chocolates, candies, and dietary supplements. 

It is worth pointing out that this phenomenon is by no means new. Kava is joining a long legacy 

of items such as coffee, marijuana, and tobacco that have all dramatically changed after entering 

a global market. This creation of new products raises many questions including: what factors 

influence the form of a consumer good? What can the ways that objects are consumed and 

circulated reveal to us about the interplay between local knowledge, national products, and 

global markets? And, what kinds of discourse does the circulation of an object produce? Or 

conversely, what kinds of discourses propel the global circulation of objects and how do these 

discourses shift in the process? Focusing on these changes, this thesis primarily seeks to answer 

the following research question: how has globalization influenced the circulation of kava in both 

form and meaning? 

In sum, I am interested in what we can learn about the inequality of the global market and 

the forces shaping it from an analysis of the circulation and transformation ofkava. To this end, I 

draw from interviews, online social forums, newspapers, and books to explore kava, and through 
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this lens, to make broader observations about globalization. I argue that in the presence of global 

markets, local products end up being extracted geographically, chemically, and conceptually. 

I apply the concept extraction as a tool to analyze the transformation of kava. While there 

are numerous common-sense definitions of extraction, here I use the term to refer to the removal 

of kava from its historical and cultural context and subsequent modification of its form and 

function to appeal to consumers in new locales. I argue that kava has been extracted along three 

different axes. For starters, kava has been physically circulated beyond the Pacific, or what I 

refer to as geographic extraction. Due to the rising popularity of kava, the plant and its 

accompanying meanings have been circulated outside Oceania. Furthermore , here I also use 

extraction to refer to the chemical process by which kava's physiologically active ingredients 

(kavalactones) are isolated from the plant and embedded into different matrices to produce novel 

products. Circulated outside of the Pacific, consumers that seek kava's therapeutic properties are 

chemically extracting kavalactones in order to facilitate their use of kava. As an extract , kava 

becomes a substance that is easier to imbibe. Consumers can change the taste of kava by mixing 

it with other ingredients, prepare it in a short window of time, and modify its physiological 

properties to produce specific effects. Thus, chemically extracted, kava can circulate is a variety 

of new forms dramatically different from its forms in Oceania. Finally , kava has also been 

conceptually extracted. Exposed to the global market, kava has been reduced to a commodity 

that fulfills a prescribed function. Rather than approaching kava as a unique cultural good, global 

consumers treat it as an analogue to something else already in use. Kava is seen as "like" 

something else, whether social lubricant, medication , or recreational high. This association has 

shaped how kava is perceived, adopted , and fundamentally transformed. It is worth noting that 
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kava's extraction of meaning reflects the distinct power relationships that are embedded in 

consumption, namely the uneven distribution of power that the 'global north' possess. 

Methods 

In order to answer my primary research question, I decided to focus on four different 

components of the kava landscape (hereafter referred to as the 'kavascape'): Fijian kava 

consumers, global kava consumers, online kava vendors and companies that manufacture kava 

products, and kava scholars based both in the Pacific and the US. 

Fijian Kava Consumption 

I had several research questions about Fijian Kava consumption. These included: how do Fijian 

kava users feel about the global circulation of kava? Do Fijian kava users prefer to consume kava 

in traditional forms or in the form of newly produced consumer products? What kinds of social 

meanings are attached to the consumption ofkava in a particular form? To what extent does the 

Fijian government support the production of alternative kava products? How has kava industry 

changed in Fiji as a result of globalization? How has Fijian kava consumption changed as kava 

gains international popularity? 

To answer these questions, I used digital ethnographic methods in my quest to examine 

South Pacific, and specifically Fijian discourse surrounding kava circulation. I analyzed publicly 

accessible Fijian newspapers, online forums , and social media platforms (primarily Facebook 

and WhatsApp) to gain access to different discussions about the relationship between kava, 

national identity, globalization, and medicalization. More specifically, I studied kava-related 

publications in the two major Fijian kava newspapers: The Fiji Sun, and The Fiji Times. An 
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independent news organization, the Fiji Sun, tends to publish more controversial opinions than 

the government sponsored Fiji Times. As such, combining both sources allowed for a robust 

analysis of the attitudes surrounding kava as represented in Fijian media. 

I also spoke to the South Pacific kava association known as the Pasifika Kava Forum. 

The Forum graciously allowed me to participate in a Zoom talanoa session (in-depth 

conversations usually held in-person over a kava bowl) that it hosted with its members involved 

in all aspects of kava circulation: kava farmers, entrepreneurs, vendors, and consumers. This 

conversation sparked my interest in examining kava as a commoditized indigenous good. The 

majority of my social media discourse analysis focused on monitoring conversations that took 

place on the Fijian Facebook forum - Best Grog Fiji. Designed to provide recommendations for 

kava vendors, note changes in the kava landscape in Fiji, and compare the physiological impact 

of different kava cultivars, Best Grog Fiji provided a useful medium for examining general kava 

consumption in Fiji. 

I supplemented my discourse analysis with six interviews with Fijian kava users. These 

interviews focused on the prevalence of Fijian kava in the global market, the evolution ofkava 

products, as well as interviewees' incentive for consuming kava. The interviews gave me the 

chance to probe some of the themes that emerged as a result of my data collection on Best Grog 

Fiji. 

Global Kava Consumption 

In addition to studying the impact of globalization on kava consumption I was also curious about 

how global kava lovers consume their kava. As such, I explored questions including: Where does 

kava circulate and what kinds of people are targeted as consumers? What kinds of social 
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meanings do consumers attach to kava? What influences and motivates their consumption 

habits? To what extent are international consumers aware of the history and legacy behind kava? 

To answer these questions, I conducted discourse analysis of conversations that took 

place in online international kava groups and supplemented this information with eight 

interviews with global consumers. Specifically, I focused my analysis on Kava Forums, an 

online message board established in 2012 with the goal to "educate current, and prospective kava 

consumers about all things kava, to provide honest and thorough reviews of vendors and their 

products, and to provide a sense of community for those that chose to consume our beloved root" 

(Kava Forums 2020). I used Kava Forums to identify key trends, and recruit interview 

participants. I conducted eight interviews with global kava consumers hailing from the US, New 

Zealand, and the UK. I also examined conversations that took place on smaller Face book groups 

such as the Kava Community, and Kavasutra, but did not engage with participants on these 

platforms as much, largely because posts in both groups were more sporadic. 

Additionally, to get a broader sense of global consumption habits and patterns, I created 

a brief survey about kava products and the presence of Fijian kava in the global market. I 

designed this survey to assess consumption preferences of a diverse group of kava consumers. 

Questions focused on the forms of kava individuals consume, the frequency of kava usage, as 

well as consumers' justifications for utilizing kava. This survey was circulated to consumers 

through online platforms including Kava Forums and Best Grog Fiji. To ensure I received survey 

responses, I offered participants the opportunity to enter a lottery to receive a gift card. In total I 

received 250 survey responses from around the world. 

Kava Companies 
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Part of my research also entailed exploring how and why companies produce kava derivative 

goods. I pursued answers to questions including: What motivates corporations to modify kava 

into different forms? How do corporations determine where to market their modified products? 

To what extent does the kava experience fundamentally change because of these modifications? 

In order to learn more about modified kava products, I conducted eight interviews with 

representatives from global companies that produce alternative kava products. More specifically, 

I spoke to representatives from four major US companies and was able to connect with several 

smaller global companies. Interviews focused on the impacts of the global market on kava 

cultivation, the pharmaceuticalization ofkava products, and companies' justification for creating 

these alternative kava products. 

Kava Scholars 

Realizing that I would be remiss ifl didn't consult world-renowned kava scholars whose 

research provided the foundation for my thesis, I reached out to several of these individuals 

towards the end of my field research. I was able to conduct interviews with eight kava experts 

who are based in the Pacific. These interviews focused primarily on the experts' theories, but we 

were also able to discuss several of the trends I noted in my own work as well. 

Summary of Interviews 

In sum, from April 2020 - February 2021 I conducted thirty interviews with kava enthusiasts. 

Appendix 1 contains a full list of each interviewees' demographic information. To protect the 

anonymity of my interlocuters, throughout this thesis I use pseudonyms and remove all 

identifying information unless my interlocuters specifically asked to be referred to by name. 
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After extensive reflection I also decided to use pseudonyms for the kava companies discussed in 

this thesis in order to maximize their protection. I felt this was necessary to further protect the 

identities of my interlocuters. Using the real name of the organization but pseudonyms for 

individuals was not ideal; I feared due to the small size of the kava industry it would be very 

easy for readers to identify them. In addition, organizational pseudonyms seemed necessary due 

the nature of the kava industry, which has increasingly become more cut-throat and competitive. 

Thus, to avoid hindering the growth or facilitating the success of any one company, I implement 

pseudonyms for all kava companies throughout this work unless the owner of the company has 

explicitly asked for name recognition or unless I specifically quote information from a 

company's publicly accessible website. 

Researcher Positionality 

As I am interested in examining the circulation of kava outside of the Pacific , it is important to 

note my particular positionality. I am a white, upper-middle class American woman who grew up 

abroad. While I have lived in Fiji, I do not hold Fijian citizenship. And as with all 

anthropological research, my social, educational, and economic background has shaped my 

ontological framing. I am more attuned to certain ways of knowing and am prone to overlook 

others. While in this thesis I attempt to illustrate the various ways the meanings of kava change 

as it is circulated into distinct contexts, as well as the deficiencies inherent to my construction of 

reality, I am unable to fully escape my own ontology. 

Furthermore, my deliberate attention to extraction is shaped by my training in the field of 

Chemistry. As a Chemist, I am attuned to the various molecular transformations that matter can 

undergo. And I am aware of the ways in which this process can be facilitated by both human and 
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non-human agents. Based on my background in Chemistry I realized extraction provided a potent 

metaphorical and literal understanding of kava's multifaceted transformations. 

Key Concepts and Frameworks 

By examining the circulation of kava, this project explores the impact of an unequal global 

commodity system on indigenous products. In this section I situate questions about the impact of 

the circulation of kava within a framework of existing anthropological, sociological, and 

chemical scholarship. I present a selective review of research that engages the globalization of 

food, the commoditization of indigenous products, and both the pharmaceuticalization and 

medicalization of society. 

Circulation 

Anthropologists have long been writing about single food substances using these subjects to 

illuminate broader processes such as globalization. The first work in English likely devoted to a 

single food was R. Nathan Salaman's History of Social Influence of the Potato (Salaman 1949). 

Since this publication, scholars have explored diverse foods such as sugar (Mintz 1985), 

tomatoes (Smith 1994), bananas (Jenkins 2000), saffron (Willard 2002), and salt (Kurlansky 

2003). However, most early studies of single food substances have focused on closed systems of 

products - in households, local communities, or ethnic groups. Not until the mid 1980s did 

anthropology as a discipline pay attention to the impact of global processes on local and regional 

agricultural systems (Phillips 2006). Faced with the accusation of being more interested in stable 

interactions , than continually changing processes, the discipline transitioned and began to 
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emphasize "interrelations and linkages between local settings and larger regional or global 

structures and processes" (Gupta and Ferguson 1997, 6). 

Perhaps the best-known example of the mapping of a commodity chain of a single food is 

Sweetness and Power, Sidney Mintz's 1985 examination of the transatlantic trade in sugar, 

which dramatically expanded what anthropologists considered ''the field." By historically 

situating the rise of sugar through global systems of production, consumption, and identity, 

Mintz sheds extensive light on the relationships between food and globalization. In his Marxian 

analysis linking Britain's fixation on sugar with slavery, capitalism, and imperialism, Mintz 

showcases the benefits of historically tracing the production and circulation of foods (Mintz 

1985). I agree with Mintz that a historical analysis of the production and circulation of products 

is integral for a complete understanding. Inspired by Mintz' methodology and attention to 

history, I explore the global circulation of kava in an attempt to shed light on the impact of 

broader social forces that result from the movement of goods over international borders. I 

demonstrate kava's entanglement in neocolonial processes that continue to reproduce unequal 

global power relationships. 

Although Mintz investigated the impact of consumption on the circulation of foods, he 

loses sight of pow er of producers that are so critical to a study of kava. Foster remedies this gap 

in his analysis of the circulation of Coca-Cola, where he demonstrates that the circulation of 

products (such as Coca-Cola) can spark international dialogue between producers and consumers 

(Foster 2008a). However, Foster explores a slightly different direction of circulation than 

analyzed here. In Foster's analysis, goods from the 'global north' were circulated to the 'global 

south.' Therefore, drawing on both Mintz and Foster, here I investigate the circulation of 

substances from 'south' to 'north' (from the South Pacific to consumers in the US, and Europe). 
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Tracking the circulation of goods is integral for several reasons. Exploring the 

transformations in form and meaning of products as they circulate makes visible the "sometimes 

obscure and often unanticipated networks through which everyday objects of consumption move, 

thereby mapping the linkages between people and places" (Foster 2008a). Although 

globalization is often thought of as a steady, permanent unidirectional exchange, examining these 

linkages offers one way to illustrate the often surprising, fluctuating relationships between 

peoples and goods. Similarly, as Foster notes , tracking linkages between products may shed light 

on the perspectives that individuals in one place may have on those in another, as a result of 

being connected to the same commodity network (Foster 2008a). For example, catering to 

perceived 'Western tastes,' Fijian based kava companies have begun to modify the form of kava 

products they produce. Believing that Americans will be unable to devote extended periods of 

time to preparing kava, these companies have turned to micronized and instant products. 

Furthermore, tracing the global circulation of kava also reveals its changing meanings. In 

Sweetness and Power Mintz sets the foundation for this type of analysis pointing to the diverse 

meanings that arise in the circulation of goods. Examining the relationship between the social 

environment of a substance and its symbolic dimensions, Mintz notes that that within complex 

societies, "webs of signification" link us to history and social past (Mintz 1985, 32). Continuing 

this tradition, Harriet Friedmann points out that the meanings we associate with foods are not 

necessarily givens. Instead, food practices are part of a cultural history that is learned and 

constructed (Friedmann 1982). The traditions associated with the various ways food is grown, 

prepared, and eaten are produced through larger processes such as development, 

colonialism/imperialism, and globalization. And, although the learned meanings differ from one 

group to another, it is possible to interpret the different significances of a particular food. But, to 
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do so requires an exploration of the different powers that govern and shape the transformation of 

a good as power and meanings are always connected, "power is .... never external to 

signification" (Friedmann 1982, 42). The movement of a food between local, national, and 

global contexts is mediated by dynamics of power and resistance that represent distinct contests 

of meaning (Lind and Barham 2004). Drawing on Friedmann and Mintz's insights about the 

interdependence of meaning and power, this thesis explores how and why certain meanings 

associated with kava prevail , as well as what this might symbolize about larger changes in 

human interaction. 

I offer these remarks about the necessity of studying circulation as background to the 

story I am about to present, namely the results of my own tracking of kava. To do so successfully 

I draw heavily on anthropological theory on commodities. 

The Mutability of Commodities: Commodity Biographies and Appropriation 

Readers might appropriately situate this thesis within the recent outpouring of writings that seek 

to recover connections in world history through commodities. There is no dearth of books 

devoted to tracking different commodities through historical time and geographic space. The 

anthropology of commodities has an extensive history, but literature on the topic became much 

more widespread since the 1980s. In general, anthropologists consider commodities as goods that 

are subject to market exchange, yet generate insights into cultural values and meanings (Foster 

2008a; Foster 2008b; Miller 1995). 

The anthropologist Daniel Miller has spent a significant portion of his career examining 

commodities. One of Miller's key contributions to this fields is to regard consumption as a form 

of work; the act of consuming something personalizes it (Miller 1998). For example, Miller 
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points out that the residents of London public housing transformed their standard-issue kitchens 

through decoration. The degree to which residents customized their kitchen correlated with their 

sense of belonging as a resident of the housing complex (Miller 1997). For Miller, then, 

everyday commodity consumption in an industrial society holds the possibility of individualizing 

impersonal objects through deliberate appropriation (Miller 1998). Miller's discussion of 

consumption is helpful when thinking about the circulation ofkava. By virtue of imbibing kava, 

global kava consumers personalize it. Therefore, utilizing a commodity-based framework to 

examine the circulation of kava helps us think through the different transformations of kava in 

distinct contexts. 

Yet while Miller pays significant attention to individual appropriation of commodities, he 

fails to address the power inherent in personalization nor does he discuss larger-scale group 

appropriation. To rectify this gap, I tum to scholars such as V andana Shiva and Shane Green that 

discuss bioprospecting - the exploration of natural sources for small molecules, macromolecules , 

and genetic information that can be developed into commercially valuable products for numerous 

industries. 1 Shiva in particular has been incredibly vocal about bioprospecting and argues that the 

adoption of biological resources for global commercial interests is an "expropriation of 

indigenous collective and cumulative innovation, which they have utilized, protected, and 

conserved since time immemorial" (Shiva 2007, 307). However, unlike the Neem plant, Basmati 

Rice, or the Enola Bean, which all presented clear examples of the patented adoption of 

traditional knowledge for economic profit, kava does not belong to a particular nation-state or 

1 It is worth distinguishing between bioprospecting and biopiracy. Although the two tenns are often used hand in 
hand, they describe distinct processes. Bioprospecting describes the search for traditional knowledge on flora and 
fauna with a view to developing commercial products. Biopiracy on the other hand, involves the obtaining of 
infonnation about flora and fauna through deception or otherwise exploitative behavior by researchers for reason s 
different from those they were originally designed for (George 2011). 
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cultural group. Kava is used throughout the South Pacific for a variety of reasons. As such, while 

it is true that kava is a commoditized indigenous good , it would be oversimplifying matters to 

consider its circulation globally solely to be an instance of bioprospecting. Unlike some of the 

other classic examples of bioprospecting, kava has not been successfully patented. Putting kava 

into conversation with scholars such as Daniel Miller, and Vandana Shiva will thicken the ways 

anthropologists determine the status of indigenous goods. 

In addition , anthropologists have conceptualized commodities in other ways. Arjun 

Appadurai argued that a commodity's status is not determined once and for all by the intention 

and labor that create it, but rather the status of commodities changes depending on the social 

situation in which they are found (Appadurai 1986). Appadurai points out that commodities do 

not have to constantly be treated as such, but instead can move in and out of the commodity 

phase. Building on Appadurai, Igor Kopytoff has argued that commodities have histories, or as 

he phrases it, biographies. Material goods move through different contexts and are understood 

and circulated differently depending on these contexts (Kopytoff 1986). Goods, like people , 

move through specific historical and cultural contexts that shape them; and therefore their 

meanings as commodities are not inherent, but are continually reclassified (Foster 2008a). The 

notion of commodity biographies clarifies a point that is relevant to discussion ofkava. Namely 

that the meaning of a commodity must be constructed in terms of its prior, historically 

accumulated meanings. As I demonstrate later, kava's current status is inherently related to its 

historical circulation both within the Pacific and abroad. 2 

2 The title of this work pays homage to Arjun Appadurai , the author of The Social Liv es of 
Things: Commoditi es in Cultural Perspectives. In his work Appadurai argues that the meanings 
that people attribute to things derive from how those items are used and circulated. Embracing 
this theory, here I utilize a similar title to acknowledge Appadurai's intellectual contribution . 
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A commodity biography based approach has been employed successfully by numerous 

scholars including Kaplan who in a self-proclaimed commodity biography examines the 

transnational politics of Fijian water (Kaplan 2007). Kaplan reveals that through Fijian water, the 

cultural and national politics of Fiji are connected to a myriad of localities of consumption. 

Beyond revealing insight into the power of Fijian Water, Kaplan notes the uniquely American 

nature of consumption, namely the simultaneous desires to fetishize and appropriate. Kaplan's 

research therefore advances the notion that commodities can be used as tools to fetishize cultural 

groups. Similarly, Gewertz and Errington also use commodity biographies to examine the 

politics surrounding the export of fatty meat farmed in New Zealand and Australia to the Pacific 

Islands (Gewertz and Errington 2010). They argue that the circulation of certain kinds of meat, 

illustrate and reinforce Pacific Islanders' presumed second class status relative to the white 

populations of Australia. Ultimately, Gewertz and Errington reveal that commodities are 

inherently classed and showcase social inequality. In this thesis, I reveal that as a commodity, 

kava is transformed in distinct social, cultural, and historical contexts. These transformations are 

not random, but instead reveal social inequalities and global power dynamics. 

In his analysis of Coca-Cola, Foster points out that no study of commodities is complete 

without an acknowledgement of globalization and vice-versa. Consumption (the use of 

commodities) and globalization describe analogous and often overlapping processes. In the case 

of consumption, a process of "objectification and appropriation" reveals the mutability of 

commodities, and globalization exposes the mutability of global processes. I agree with Foster 

and draw extensively on globalization as a conceptual framework as discussed in the next 

section. 
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The Life of Global Things: Globalization as both Dis-embedding and Re-embedding 

"Globalization" refers to the development and proliferation of complex, interdependent 

international connections that is created through the movement of capital, natural resources, 

information, culture, and people across national borders. This concept has long been used in 

anthropology and other disciplines. Continuing this trend, I use globalization as a conceptual 

framework to explore why kava is circulated, and more specifically how its integration into 

different cultures illuminates a multi-directional set of influences and frameworks. 

Globalization as a framework has been conceptualized in many distinct ways. One 

component of this conversation examines the prevalence of globalization. While globalization 

may seem universal, Appadurai points out that while the circulation of people, money, images, 

and ideas is extensive and occurs in multiple paths, these paths do not extend everywhere 

(Appadurai 1986). Echoing this, Foster notes that globalization unevenly distributes 

opportunities, most visibly perhaps with respect to engagement with commodities (Foster 

2008a). Not all goods are evenly distributed, and even those that are evenly distributed are not 

necessarily equal in quality. While kava can be purchased in numerous places around the globe, 

various kava containing goods are prevalent to different extents in distinct countries. Although 

green kava is rife in Vanuatu, it is rare to see it for sale in the US. Exploring why this is the case, 

and trends that emerge about the types of kava goods that are present in different regions, as well 

as considering the forces at work excluding or emphasizing the sale of certain kava products is 

necessary to understand the circulation of kava. 

Furthermore, scholars have also examined the direction of globalization. While initially 

globalization was conceptualized as the spread of 'Western' ideas to developing countries , 

anthropologists have pointed out the erroneous assumption that globalization is unidirectional. 
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Appadurai argues that rather than a one-way flow of influence from center to periphery, 

globalization represents an increasingly complex, multidirectional and disjointed set of 

relationships (Appadurai 1986). As I will argue throughout this work, kava epitomizes the 

multidirectional nature of globalization. Although it originates in the South Pacific, as it is 

introduced to global markets, it dramatically changes in meaning, function, and form. 

An alternative definition of globalization could delimit it simply as all the contemporary 

processes that make distance irrelevant. A major body of work in globalization studies is 

therefore, concerned with dis-embedding (Giddens 1991). Anthony Giddens refers to dis-

embedding as "abstract systems," mechanisms that spread social relations across time and space 

detaching them from traditional social bonds. Time-space detachment refers to the stretching of 

social relationships across time and space (Giddens 1991). For example, mechanical clocks and 

time zones detach time from locality (Foster 2008a). Put more generally, dis-embedding refers to 

the "lifting out" of phenomena (things, people , ideas) from their original context (Giddens 1991 ). 

Yet in tandem with dis-embedding is re-embedding. Re-embedding refers to the efforts of 

human beings to "make themselves at home in the modem world" (Berman 1988). Rather than 

solely accepting unfamiliar concepts or practices, individuals re-embed the unknown within 

existing frameworks generating new forms of relationships and community. John Tomlinson 

notes that, ''there is always a 'push-and-pull' between 'dis-embedding forces' [of globalization] 

and countervailing 're-embedding forces" (Tomlinson 1999). An alternative paradigm that 

accurately accounts for the dual dialectical process of dis-embedding and re-embedding is 

glocalization. Glocalization refers to the simultaneous occurrence of both universalizing and 

particularizing tendencies in contemporary social , political, and economic systems (Robertson 

2016). The concepts ofre-embedding/dis-embedding and glocalization are both critical for this 
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study of kava. As I demonstrate in this thesis, when kava circulates in global markets, it is dis-

embedded and re-embedded in different sociocultural contexts. Removed from Oceania, it is dis-

embedded from Pacific life and culture and introduced to very different contexts. Yet, within 

those contexts it is re-embedded and localized in various ways. 

Medicalization and Pharmaceuticalization 

The concept of medicalization first gained traction in anthropology /sociology literature in the 

1970s, largely due to the work of scholars including Irving Zola, Peter Conrad, and Thomas 

Szasz amongst others (Zola 1972; Conrad 2005; Conrad and Potter 2000; Szasz 2003; Szasz 

1988). Seeking to explain the extension of medical knowledge to behaviors that are not self-

evidently medical or biological in origin these scholars coined the term medicalization. 

Medicalization refers to the process by which human conditions and problems come to be 

defined and treated as medical conditions, and thus become the subject of medical study, 

diagnosis, prevention, or treatment. This phenomenon is not considered new. In his analysis of 

the Birth of the Clinic Michel Foucault details the extensive history of medical authority and the 

evolution of medicine as a form of social control (Foucault 1994). However, due to the advent of 

technology, the reach of medicalization has extended. Now as Zola articulates, "Medicine is 

becoming the new repository of truth, the place where absolute and often final judgments are 

made by supposedly morally neutral and objective experts. And these judgments are made, not in 

the name of virtue or legitimacy, but in the name of health" (Zola 1972, 487). In the US, 

medicalization has produced a society where consumers are increasingly concerned about health 

and wellbeing and are regulating properties such as sleep, exercise, and anxiety. This hyper-

fixation on health and healing has led consumers to gravitate towards substances that claim to 
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provide therapeutic properties. Kava is one such substance which has become popular in various 

markets that target health-conscious consumers. Therefore, as I demonstrate throughout this 

work, kava has entered into consumer markets in the US as a therapeutic substance useful to treat 

a range of experiences that have become medicalized. 

While medicalization is a powerful concept, in and of itself, as Peter Conrad points out, 

recent (within the last two decades) changes in medicine have altered the medicalization process. 

Rather than solely emphasizing medicalization itself, it is also useful to analyze the role of large 

for-profit corporations such as the pharmaceutical industry. 

Conrad points to three dimensions in medical knowledge that have shifted medicalization 

in US society: biotechnology, consumers, and managed care. For the purposes of analyzing kava, 

only biotechnology and consumers are relevant. One of the primary forms of biotechnology that 

has shaped medicalization are drugs (Conrad 2005); the pharmaceutical industry is increasingly 

becoming a more prominent player in medicalization. The pharmaceutical industry has long been 

involved promoting products for various ills. For example, Conrad and Schneider note the use of 

Ritalin to treat hyperactivity in children (Conrad and Schneider 1992). However, previously the 

physician was the gate keeper for drugs. This is no longer solely the case in the US and 

pharmaceutical industries are increasingly promoting their wares to the public. As a result, since 

the 1980s prescription drug sales in the US have increased , as have drug industries throughout 

Europe and North America. Now, the pharmaceutical industry is one of the most profitable 

industries in the world. In 2019 alone, pharmaceutical revenues worldwide totaled 1.25 trillion 

US dollars (Mikulic 2020). 

The study of the pharmaceutical industry has led scholars to question the adequacy of 

medicalization as a sufficient framework particularly in light of the "complex and often 
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contradictory interactions between medicine, pharmaceutical companies, and culture at large" 

(Metzl and Herzig 2007, 697). To account for this change, scholars have introduced the term 

pharmaceuticalization. Pharmaceuticalization was coined by anthropologist by Mark and Mimi 

Nichter and applied by sociologists Williams, Gabe and Davis (Nichter and Nichter 1989; 

Williams, Gabe, and Davis 2009). In general, it refers to a "dynamic and complex heterogeneous 

socio-technical process that is part of the long-term and ongoing construction of the 

pharmaceutical regime, including distinct socioeconomic activities and diverse actors such as 

clinicians, patients or consumers and regulators" (Williams, Martin, and Gabe 2011, 711 ). In 

other words, pharmaceuticalization describes situations where a therapeutic course of action has 

been transformed from a more complex multimodal approach to one focused solely on acquiring 

and consuming pharmaceuticals. For example, Williams et. al. defines pharmaceuticalization as 

''the translation or transformation of human conditions, capabilities and capacities into 

opportunities for pharmaceutical intervention" (Williams , Martin , and Gabe 2011, 711). 

Abraham expands on this definition to point out that the use of pharmaceuticals extends far 

beyond the realms of the strictly medical or medicalized and often encompass other non-medical 

uses for lifestyle, augmentation or enhancement purposes (Abraham 2010). While using this 

definition of pharmaceuticalization helps explain why American consumers gravitate towards 

substances in pill form, it does not address how kava ends up transformed in form, and substance 

when introduced into the pharmaceutical-dominated Western medical systems. As such, I have 

turned towards another anthropologist, Johnathan Baker, to examine kava's physical 

transformations. 

According to Baker, pharmaceuticalization refers to the transformation in form, 

substance , and use of a non-pharmaceutical substance to be more like that of a pharmaceutical 
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(Baker 2012). Baker used this definition to contrast the different medical uses of kava (Baker 

2012). More specifically, his focus was on the conversion ofkava as a plant medicine into 

capsules, pills, and liquid extracts that take the form of other Western medicines. Here, I am 

stretching Baker's theory of pharmaceuticalization to explore not only the change in form of 

kava, but also the change in meaning. Fundamentally I explore the different social pressures 

influencing kava's mutation from a cultural social lubricant to a sleeping aid and recreational 

legal high. I relate this transformation of meaning to an accompanying transformation of form. 

In addition to borrowing from Baker, I also draw on William's analysis of pharmaceutical 

regimes. Williams notes that six sociological dimensions have shaped the status of the 

pharmaceutical industry. These provide insight into the forces shaping kava's reception in the 

'global north' and the pressure exerted on it to transform into pill and extract form. Namely, 

Williams states that health problems have been redefined as having a pharmaceutical solution; 

state regulatory agencies and the pharmaceutical industry have a changing relationship; 

pharmaceuticals are increasingly being mediated into popular culture and daily life; new techno-

social identities and consumer groups have been mobilized around drugs; consumers are utilizing 

drugs for non-medical (enhancement) purposes, and extensive drug innovations have together led 

to a resurgence in the pharmaceutical industry (Williams, Martin, and Gabe 2011). 

Of these six phenomena, one of the most applicable processes for a study ofkava is the is 

the use of drugs for non-medical purposes. As kava is gaining popularity amongst consumers in 

the US, it is increasingly being consumed as a recreational substance - as an alternative 'legal 

high.' This trend is by no means a process unique to kava. Numerous other plants have become 

recreationalized as they are introduced to other contexts. Khat (Catha edulis), kratom (Mitragyna 

speciosa), and coca (Erythroxylaceae) are all examples of substances that have dramatically 
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transformed as a result of commercialization. Even more evident are "soft drug" substances such 

as tea, coffee, and cacao, which all drastically evolved when they were removed from their 

traditional contexts and modified to suit European tastes. Here I refer to this phenomenon as 

recreationalization. Borrowing Baker's framework, I use recreationalization to refer to the 

process by which something is translated into a context of use primarily focused on inducing 

intoxication or inebriation (Baker 2012). 

Thesis Outline 

To contextualize the transformations of kava as it is circulated globally, Chapter 1 describes the 

history of kava in the Pacific. This chapter explores the historical meanings and uses of kava, the 

impact of colonialism, and the contemporary (post-independence) status of kava in Fiji. I discuss 

the different ways kava operates as a cultural keystone, exchange item, and tool to maintain 

social relationships. 

Chapter 2 provides an overview of kava chemistry in the context of the European Kava 

Ban. I demonstrate the role extraction plays facilitating the pharmaceuticalization of kava, 

leading to industrial control via the European Kava Ban, and standardizing the kava industry. 

This chapter also calls attention to the lasting ramifications of kava's initial exposure to North 

American and European communities. I demonstrate that kava ' s current status in the global 

market is a direct result of European Kava Ban. 

Chapter 3 probes the changing definition of kava. I argue that as kava is circulated 

outside of the Pacific it is exposed to a wide range of markets and institutions. Each of these new 

contexts has both expanded the concept ofkava and extracted (distilled) it. This chapter explores 

the use of chemical extraction to increase the number of products that are labelled "kava." And 

addresses the difficulty regulatory bodies have classifying kava. Ultimately, I divulge that 
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product labels are therefore less based on a substance's perceived physical and social effects, but 

instead reference their status in systems of regulation and social control. 

Chapter 4 analyzes the impact of extractive global economies on the kava industry. I 

reveal that in order to appeal to a global market, the kava industry has both expanded kava 

production and regulation ultimately transforming kava from a cultural good to a commodity. To 

satiate a global market, large foreign agricultural companies are pulling small kava producing 

island nations into neoliberal agricultural sectors. While the rising interest in kava globally has 

the potentially to significantly benefit the Fijian economy and increase public awareness of 

Oceania, production and regulation changes have the potential to decrease the variety of kava 

present in the Pacific, change a plant islander have been consuming for centuries, and endanger 

the Pacific's hold on kava. 

In Chapter 5, I shift my focus to discuss the impact of consumers on the transformation of 

kava. My analysis elaborates on the core claim I make throughout this work. Namely, that 

exposed to a global commodity system, local products are conceptually extracted and lose their 

original meaning and context. I demonstrate the various ways consumers attempt to fit kava into 

a prescriptive form and function. I argue that circulated out of its place of origin, consumers 

primarily perceive one of three purposes for kava: use as social lubricant, a form of therapeutic 

alleviation, and recreational entertainment. 

While many consumers participate in the extraction of kava, Chapter 6 discusses attempts 

to resist the commodification and appropriation of kava. I investigate the various ways 

international consumers embrace notions of authenticity and respect to distinguish their 

consumption habits from a perceived extractive mainstream society. This chapter also wrangles 

with the success of this endeavor and points out the different ways that in their quest to resist 
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extracting kava, an individual consumer ends up simplifying components ofkava's meanings, 

traditions, and uses. 

Finally, the conclusion situates kava within a broader comparative framework. I draw 

parallels between kava and other substances that have gained widespread global popularity and 

speculate about the future of the kava industry. 
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1. The Histories, Cultures and Contexts of Kava 

Kava has been used for ceremonial, ritualistic, medical, and social purposes in the Pacific 

for hundreds of years. Yet, its origin, spread, and cultivation still remain mired in mystery. 

Frequently understood as an ethno-specific substance, kava has recently circulated into the 

global market and thus becomes subject to different modes of cultivation , mobility, consumption 

and regulation. Exploring the complex relationships between these modes of production provides 

an opportunity to analyze the impact of the global market on an indigenous good. However, in 

order to explore how kava has changed as it circulates in the global market, it is necessary to first 

examine Pacific kava culture, and trace the evolution of kava's meanings and uses in the Pacific. 

This chapter begins by looking at kava botany and etymology, then transitions to analyze kava 

origin myths, and discusses the variation of meanings associated with kava before, during, and 

after British colonialism. 

Kava Plant and Constituents 

Figure 1.1: Leaves of P iper 
methysticum (Photo Credit: 

Wikipedia) 

Piper methysticum is an upright, diecious, evergreen shrub that 

can grow anywhere from 6-20 feet tall with heart-shaped 

glossy dark green leaves (Figure 1.1). Piper methysticum is 

sterile and unable to reproduce naturally. Although at times the 

plant will flower, these flowers are incredibly rare and do not 

produce fruits or seeds. Instead, kava must be propagated 

manually. Propagation typically involves taking the stem of an 

existing plant and chopping it up into three-to-four-inch cuttings (Lebot , Mark Merlin, and 

Lindstrom 1992b ). Historically these cuttings were planted directly into the ground. In recent 
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years, as kava has gained more popularity, the cuttings are usually grown in a nursery before 

they are replanted (PHAM A 2018). Kava thrives in climates where rainfall is plentiful, the soil 

remains moist, the temperature remains consistent (20-25 C), and the humidity is high all year 

round. Kava grows best when there is high rainfall ( over 2,200 mm annually) and copious shade 

and protection from the wind (Ministry of Agriculture 201 7). 

Kava is typically harvested after growing anywhere from three to five years. The longer 

the plant is in the soil, the higher the 

concentration of kavalactones present in the 

root system as the kavalactones have more 

time to fully develop. Certain highly prized 

kava plants are grown for ten years or 

longer. Kava roots typically extend 25 

inches underground, so the bulk of the plant 

consists of roots, leaves, and stems. Once 

Figure 1.2: Harvested and dried kava root 
(Photo Credit: Shutterstock) 

kava is ready to be harvested, farmers will dig out the plant taking care to carefully extract the 

entirety of the root system. Then, the plant is typically separated into three parts: the stalks and 

leaves , the stump and stem (lawena), and the roots (waka). The leaves of the kava plant are 

discarded, and the stalk is saved for propagation. The valuable part of the kava plant consists of 

the basal stump and root system. The lawena and waka are carefully washed, peeled, and dried 

(Figure 1.2). Depending on the market for kava, the roots may be distributed before being 

dried - a product that is commonly known as green kava - or the dried root may be ground up. 

Historically and in formalized kava ceremonies, the dried root material is pounded into a 

powder. This powder is steeped in water in a traditional wooden bowl, known as the tanoa and 
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the resultant mixture is massaged and strained using a piece of cloth. At times for ceremonial 

situations, a piece of Hibiscus tree bark ( vau) is used as a strainer. The infusion is then served in 

a half-coconut shell cup (known as a bilo). 

What's in a name? 

Although the term 'kava' is accepted and recognized internationally as a substance of the plant 

Piper methysticum, this was not always the case. Kava has been named and defined in various 

ways for centuries. The Proto-Polynesian term for the plant, kava, is thought to derive from the 

Proto-Oceanic term "kawaRi" referring to the "bitter root" or "intoxicating shrub" (Ross, 

Pawley, and Osmond 2016). Other names for kava include 'awa (Hawaii), 'ava (Samoa and 

Marquesan), yaqona (in ceremonial gatherings in Fiji), sakau (Pohnpei), seka (Kosrae ), and 

malok or malogu (in some parts of Vanuatu) (Lynch 2002). In some languages, these terms have 

also entered the vernacular as adjectives to describe substances that are bitter, or acrid to the taste 

(Lynch 2002). 

While it is difficult to say how exactly the name kava gained traction to refer to Piper 

methysticum and the substances prepared from it, as opposed to one of the numerous other names 

for kava, there are several plausible explanations. Kava may have been the go-to word because 

of its simplicity. In comparison to more complicated sounding phrases such as sakau, or malogu, 

kava is a relatively easy word to pronounce for non-Pacific islanders. Similarly, this term may 

have gained popularity because of the prominent role Fiji and Vanuatu have played exporting 

kava root. Combined, the two nations export the bulk of kava consumed in the US, New Zealand , 

and Australia. While Tonga and Hawaii are starting to increase their export market, they are still 

lagging far behind Fiji and Vanuatu. Since Fiji and Vanuatu both utilize the term kava, the word 
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itself may have travelled together along with the plant to global markets. Regardless of how the 

term gained popularity, it is clear that the phrase "kava" is ubiquitous amongst global consumers. 

Kava Origin Myths 

While there is still some speculation about the origins of kava, scholars generally agree that the 

kava plant was first domesticated approximately 3000 years ago in Vanuatu, and was 

subsequently transported throughout Oceania as a canoe plant with early Austronesian travelers 

(Lebot, Mark Merlin, and Lindstrom 1992a). From Vanuatu, kava was likely carried eastwards 

into Polynesia and then westward into New Guinea and central Micronesia. The most reliable 

evidence seems to suggest that kava is a domesticated form of Piper wichmanii, and is a sterile 

cultivar cloned during an ongoing selection process. The extensive existence of kava plants 

throughout the Pacific is largely due to Pacific voyagers that sought to explore the ocean. Kava 

was so highly valued that it was often one of the few goods that early explorers brought with 

them as a canoe plant. As kava spread and propagated in the region new kava varieties emerged 

on each island. This variation likely stems from kava's adaptation to diverse local climates and 

soils. Today, there are more than 100 kava cultivars throughout the Pacific. 

In addition to adapting to local climates and terrains, as kava was circulated throughout 

the Pacific it became part of the cultural heritage and ceremonial traditions on each island. Not 

surprisingly, it also found its way into historical legends and lore. There are a variety of origin 

myths about kava that reveal its integral social and cultural value. These are the only indigenous 

accounts ofkava's origins. Origin myths, as the pioneer anthropologist Bronislaw Malinowski 

noted, can be interpreted as social charters (Malinowski 1926). In their symbolism and narrative 

structure, myths have the ability to legitimate social orders and "encapsulate particular 
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worldviews" (Lebot, Mark David Merlin, and Lindstrom 1992, 121). Origin myths are therefore 

an instructive place to begin our analysis of the historical, cultural meanings associated with 

kava. 

One of the most prevalent kava legends is from Tonga. It states that a couple was 

peacefully living alone with their only daughter, named Kava, on one of the Tongan islands, 

Eueiki. One day, the Tu'i Tonga (Ancient Sacred King) stopped by the couples' house searching 

for shelter and food. The couple had no food to feed the king, so instead sacrificed their daughter 

to show the king respect and honor him. After burying their daughter, the couple was shocked to 

find out that two plants had grown on Kava's grave: the first kava and sugar cane plants (Lebot, 

Mark Merlin, and Lindstrom 1992b). 

An alternative prevalent myth which originates from Tanna, Vanuatu describes the birth 

ofkava from a woman's vagina: 

One day a Futunese woman [from neighboring West Futuna Island] was peeling 
yams alone by the seaside. As she crouched in the water, a spirit took advantage 
of her posture to slip a magic stone into her vagina. When she realized it was 
there, she pulled it out and looked at it. She was intrigued to find that it was 
slender and covered in knots and buds, and she decided to take it back to the 
village. The chief there claimed it and took it that evening to the kava-drinking 
ground, where all the village men assembled. They were gathered around the 
chief to look at the stone when the spirit appeared. He showed them a kava plant 
the size of a banyan tree [Ficus sp.] and told them this was the true kava. He also 
said the stone was sacred and should be handled respectfully. They immediately 
put the stone into a canoe-shaped bowl carved from sacred wood and sprinkled it 
with water. The next day, the canoe was overflowing with thousands of identical 
stones. People came from villages all over the island to take the stones home, and, 
because of the stones' magical powers, men are able to grow kava today. -
Recorded by Lebot from the Ianmanu Village in southeast Tanna, May 1982 
(Lebot, Mark Merlin, and Lindstrom 1992, 127). 

Common elements show up repeatedly in kava origin myths and provide some clues about the 

varied cultural understandings of the plant. As Le bot notes these include its "supernatural, 
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womanly or animal origins .. .its connections with death, corpses, and poison, on the one hand, 

and fertility and sexuality with the other; its twinning with sugarcane (the bitter with the sweet); 

and its evocation of both an inebriated consciousness and a tranquil male sociability" (Lebot, 

Mark David Merlin, and Lindstrom 1992). These origin myths illustrate the various rich and 

diverse meanings with which Islanders have imbued kava. 

Indigenous accounts of kava's origins were historically only available in the form of oral 

traditions and myths. It was not until the advent of colonization that written documentation of 

kava's historical distribution and function emerge. This often took the form of sustained 

observations of Pacific Island culture and daily life in the journals and reports of explorers , 

missionaries, and other visitors to these communities. Using this information, we are able to 

piece together a picture of the varied historical uses of kava. 

Historical Meanings and Uses of Kava - Kava Practices Prior to the 19th century 

"Yaqona is a Fijian link to the past, a tradition so inextricably woven into the 
fabric of culture that life without it is unimaginable. Fijians would scarcely be 
Fijians without their national beverage." - Fiji Guide 

In the Pacific, kava is cultural keystone species. According to Garibaldi and Turner, cultural 

keystone species are, "culturally salient species that shape in a major way the cultural identity of 

a people, as reflected in the fundamental roles these species have in diet, materials, medicine, 

and/or spiritual practices" (Garibaldi and Turner 2004, 4). Across the Pacific kava is used in just 

about all ceremonies and practices, whether to protect travel, impart a blessing , facilitate healing 

and medicine, aid in discussion, or influence respect. In Fiji, the cultural significance of kava has 

been well documented. When engaging in formal conversations , iTaukei (indigenous Fijians) 
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will often refer to kava as yaqona or wainivanua (the water of the vanua). 3 As Dr. Aporosa 

points out, wainivanua refers to an "ingestible representation of the land, people, and culture" 

(Aporosa 2015). Thus, the consumption ofkava personifies "Fijian-ness" and the Fijian way. 

Kava is a valuable exchange item within political, religious, and economic structures , all 

the main spheres of everyday island social life. It is a powerful substance within Fiji and 

throughout the Pacific. This force of power has been interpreted in a number of ways including 

as a link to the gods, a manifestation of mana, a tool to maintain social relationships and resolve 

disputes, as a mind altering drug, or as a symbol of national identity (Singh 2009, 109). Yet its 

consumption is almost always restricted to certain categories of persons. As such, kava plays a 

role expressing and reproducing power relationships in all the societies that use it. The extent to 

which this hierarchy occurs varies from one society to another and in the case of Fiji has changed 

overtime. 

There are a variety of traditionally important rules and restrictions on kava drinking. 

According to Glenn Petersen, "the assumption that in its ritual use kava mirrors, reifies , or exalts 

existing distinctions in rank, age, and gender is so widespread as to be ubiquitous" (Petersen 

1995, 37). One of the most prominent rules is that kava consumption is generally restricted to 

men, and frequently only to titled men. Although as the origin myths discuss above, while kava 

is thought to have originated in women the plant was historically primarily associated with men. 

This tension surrounding women and kava has led to gendered inequalities in kava consumption. 

These myths are cited as the reason for taboos that prohibit women from drinking kava or even 

seeing it prepared. In some regions in Tanna, Vanuatu and elsewhere in Melanesia men were 

3 According to the Fijian academic Asesela Ravuvu , "Vanua literally means land, but also refers to the social and 
cultural aspects of the physical environment identified with a social group. On the social plane it includes the people 
and how they are socially structured and related to one another. On the cultural plane it embodies the values , beliefs 
and the common ways of doing things" (Ravuvu 1983, 76). 
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forbidden to even mention women's names while drinking kava. If both women and men 

violated the rules, they could end up becoming ill as a consequence of ancestral wrath. In Fiji, 

the gender polarity that was so integral to kava consumption elsewhere in the Pacific is partially 

obscured by class. Kava created a hierarchy among men, in addition to separating men and 

women (Turner 1995, 101). Kava was commonly only drunk by older, high ranking men 

(typically men that belonged to chief families, priests, or elders) because they were seen as 

intermediaries to ancestors and deities. Women were not allowed to drink kava because they 

were considered to have no direct access to the supernatural sources of power. As such most 

Fijian women were not allowed to drink kava, touch kava plants, or even watch as the kava was 

being prepared. The presence of women during a Fijian kava ceremony could potentially upset 

the ancestors and poison the kava. 

In addition, one of the underlying assumptions of Fijian social life was the idea that 

exchange is beneficial and life enhancing. Kava was also commonly used as an exchange token. 

Throughout the South Pacific, Islanders used to exchange a wide range of valuable material 

goods including shells, stone money, and whales' teeth. While many of these practices declined 

over time, the exchange of kava still commonly occurs to this day. As Turner notes, "no ritual 

performance is complete without the presentation, preparation and drinking of yaqona" (Turner 

1992, 294). In fact, even within a kava ceremony, an integral part is the formal presentation of 

kava roots, known as the sevusevu. An implicit expectation in modem Fijian society is that if a 

guest is coming to drink kava, they bring kava of their own. Failure to bring kava is considered a 

significant social slight. Kava is often given as a gift because it promotes sociability, "A gift of 

kava fosters good relations; and its shared consumption further strengthens these relations by 

physically inducing emotions of camaraderie and sociability in those who drink to celebrate their 
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relationship" (Turner 1995, 142). Gifts of kava are also prominent in rituals that mark rites of 

passage. Kava is often exchanged and consumed at Fijian weddings, funerals, or male/female 

initiation ceremonies. In addition, kava is frequently exchanged to celebrate new or continuing 

political alliances and to aid conflict resolution. In both informal and formal kava drinking 

parties, gifts of kava function to circulate gossip and information, as well as serve as conflict-

management systems. 

One of the most important exchanges in Fijian society is that between a chief and his 

followers. Fijian society has historically been very stratified. A hierarchy of chiefs presides over 

villages, sub-districts, districts, and provinces. Kava was frequently used as a symbol and 

example of a transaction between the village chief and community. The kava ceremony provided 

chiefs and elders with an opportunity to assert and exercise their exalted status and authority, 

which is reflected in the seating arrangement in the kava circle and the order of service (Turner 

1992). However , kava is also a demonstration of the mutual respect between the chief and the 

people of the land (Turner 1995). The chief was not only the recipient of offerings, but also the 

transmitter of ancestral blessings. After kava was prepared, the entire container was offered to 

the most senior or highest-ranking man present ( often a chief). The man or his spokesman 

formally accepts the drink and then becomes a channel for the blessings of the ancestors to pass 

through. 

Finally, kava was also used as a religious tool: a way to commune with ancestors and the 

spiritual world. The consumption of kava was thought to put someone in direct communion with 

the supernatural realm. As Turner reports, "like the initiate in a rite of passage, the sacramental 

kava drinker 'dies' to find his life" (Turner 1992). Traditional priests and mediums would often 

drink kava to induce trance states or mark the symbolic induction into the supernatural realm. In 
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an advanced state of kava consumption, the drinker becomes extremely sensitive to light and 

sound and tries to limit sensory input. Kava consumers therefore would often sit quietly , taking 

advantage of their altered state of consciousness to heighten the acuity of the "inner ear" through 

which one hears the voices of the ancestors (vu). Although even ordinary men could make 

contact with the vu through the medium of kava, according to Katz, spiritual healers and seers 

are able to modulate this process of communication with the vu and control the e:ff ects of kava 

intoxication (Katz 1993). As such, once again kava is adopted as a tool to distinguish a power 

hierarchy amongst consumers. In the 18th century kava was commonly consumed in kalou or 

spirit houses, each of which was dedicated to a particular god (Wallis 1851, 174). The drink was 

prepared in a pottery bowl, or individual carved bowls. The drinker rapidly sucked up the liquid 

through their lips or with a straw. 

In the 18th century, the Fijian kava ceremony began to change after greater contact with 

Figure 1.3: A wood en tanoa with buli (Photo 
Credit: Wikipedia) 

Tonga, and the Chief became the focal point 

of a ritual. In particular , the Tongan kava 

bowl , a kumete, replaced som e of the earlier 

contain ers used in Fiji. The Fijians renam ed 

the bowl tanoa and it has since become the 

customary vessel for preparing kava. A 

tanoa typically has four legs evenly spaced 

around the bowl called the sucuna. Although 

the tanoa is round in shape, it deriv es its directionality from a lug that is known as the mat ani 

tanoa (which translates to the face/eye of the tanoa) (Le bot, Mark David Merlin, and Lindstrom 

1992). The lug is pierced with two holes and is often is strung with a cord containing cowrie 
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shells (buli). The entire cord is known as the wani tanoa (Figure 1.3). During a kava ceremony, 

the lug always faces the man who sits as the chief. To this day, when Fijians are participating in 

a formal kava ceremony they will use a tanoa (Turner 1992). 

The Impact of Colonialism on Kava 

"Kava drinking is a heathen practice. It is the first thing a native gives up on entering the 
Mission School ... The practice is a serious menace of the work of God ... the Christian 
people banded themselves together and vowed to strive to their utmost to destroy the vile 
thing ... "-J. Campbell Rae (a Christian missionary) (Patterson 2018) 

Upon contact with Europeans, kava consumption dramatically changed. The European 

"discovery" of Fiji was accidental. The first of these "discoveries" happened in 1643 by the 

Dutch explorer Abel Tasman. English navigators including Captain James Cook sailed through 

Fiji in 1774 and made subsequent journeys throughout the 18th century (Fiji - History, 2021 ). A 

significant portion of the island archipelago was "discovered" and mapped by Vice-Admiral 

William Bligh who sailed through Fiji after losing control of his ship, the HMS Bounty, during a 

munity (Fiji - History, 2021). 

The first Europeans to maintain substantial contact with Fijians were sandalwood 

merchants, whalers and "beche-de-mer" (sea cucumber) traders all of whom were able to 

establish a lucrative trade. Many of these merchants employed Fijian laborers who were often 

given firearms and ammunition in compensation for their labor (Gravelle 2000). By the end of 

the 1820s, many Fijian chiefs had amassed significant stockpiles of weapons which they 

employed in frequent clashes against one another. Between the 1820s and 1840s numerous Fijian 

clans attempted to assert dominance over one another. Eventually a warlord named Seru 

Cakabau gained control and established a confederacy which subsequently collapsed (Fiji -

History 2021). Between 1871-1874the Kingdom of Fiji was established and Cakabau was 
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declared monarch. Strife, however, continued. In 1874 Fiji was ceded to Great Britain, and Fiji 

was proclaimed a possession and dependency of the British Crown (Gravelle 2000). 

Simultaneous to the conflict throughout Fiji, missionaries arrived in the region in the 

1830s. The religious conversion of Fijians was a gradual process. During this time Christianized 

Fijians were pressured into forsaking their spiritual beliefs, cutting their hair, and fundamentally 

changing their marriage, and funeral traditions (Singh 2009). The presence of missionaries in the 

South Pacific had a dramatic effect on Fijian culture and namely kava consumption. 

One of the biggest impacts of the arrival of missionaries on the Pacific was their impact 

on kava consumption. As Singh notes, "when the missionaries first arrived in the Pacific, they 

learned that kava provided a connection to the supernatural world, and operated as a vital link to 

their gods, ancestral spirits, and so-called heathen way, all of which were considered contrary to 

and subversive to Christian monotheism" (Singh 2009, 113). The missionaries found this 

unacceptable and spent extensive time and energy trying to ban the growth and consumption of 

kava. This effort manifested in various ways. In certain regions of the Pacific, missions bought 

out entire kava plantations and had all of the kava plants dug up and destroyed. When that was 

unsuccessful, some missionaries attempted to argue that the chewing method of kava preparation 

(in which fresh kava was chewed rather than bounded, and then infused with water) was 

unsanitary (Gregory, Gregory, and Peck 1981). In other places , missionaries achieved their aims 

by pressuring the local government to ban kava. The missionary effort to ban kava was also 

uneven. The Boston Congregationalist missionaries made concerted efforts to eradicate kava and 

kava drinking in Pohnpei, as did the Presbyterian missionaries in Vanuatu. However, the 

Anglican , Methodists, and French Marist Catholics were less hostile to kava use. In particular, 

there was a significantly more tolerant approach to kava consumption in central and western 
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Polynesia, including in Fiji (Singh 2009). Rather than eradicating kava entirely, the missionaries 

encouraged Fijians to convert kava from a religious to a political tool. 

Many Fijian chiefs converted to Christianity but kept their kava circles as political rather 

than religious ceremonies. Rather than leading to the abandonment of kava drinking, the 

presence of missionaries in Fiji led to a net increase in the use of kava. Although kava was often 

used for both purposes before the arrival of missionaries in Fiji, this was not the case in other 

regions of the Pacific. In Melanesia, kava played much more of a religious role and hence was 

staunchly eradicated by Christian missionaries. Even though Fijians were gradually increasing 

their consumption ofkava, this does not mean that it became desacralized. Even after European 

contact with Fiji, kava was regarded as a thing of power (Turner 1992). 

In addition, after Fiji became a territory of the United Kingdom, kava was actually 

strongly embraced by the colonial regime in an attempt to normalize their power. In fact, many 

United Kingdom officials that served as governors (such as Sir Arthur Gordon) used kava when 

appointing and installing officials (both Fijian and European). The colonial government knew 

that kava had traditionally played an essential performative role installing chiefs, so they hoped 

that publicly drinking kava would increase their legitimacy (Turner 1992). Furthermore, colonial 

rule also brought increased contact between Fijians from different regions. In 1876, the colonial 

government established the Great Council of Chiefs, a deliberative body with representatives 

from around Fiji which was created to help govern the island archipelago. The Great Council of 

Chiefs had annual meetings that were often rich in ceremony. Part of the meetings included 

consuming kava , which promoted a greater degree of standardization in the kava ritual than had 

existed before (Lester 1941 ). 
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The impact of colonialism on Fijian chiefly politics was mixed. The colonial government 

placed limits on chiefly power, and in particular placed regulations dealing with the chiefly 

rights to the labor of subjects. On the other hand, it also established the Great Council of Chiefs, 

whose cumulative effect was to promote the hierarchic aspects of Fijian society. As such both the 

arrival of missionaries and colonialism produced contradictions for the hierarchic ordering of 

society. Ritualized kava drinking played a prominent role resolving those contradictions. And in 

particular, kava drinking articulated the inequality between chief and commoner by positioning 

paiticipants in the kava circle. During formalized kava circles, participants are arranged in a ring 

with the highest ranking, most senior man at the "upper" end of the circle. Across from him is 

the tanoa, defining its "lower" end. The other drinkers are seated in an arc between these two 

bowls and are organized based on their rank and seniority (Tomlinson 2007). 

The Contemporary Status of Kava 

"To the Fijians, yaqona [kava] is a link to the past, a tradition so inextricably 
woven into the fabric of culture, that life and social processes would be 
unimaginable without it. Although the use of kava is common among other groups 
in the South Pacific, for Fijians, yaqona is clearly linked to concepts of identity" -
(Degei 2007, 3). 

Recently, kava has acquired new political functions and roles. Over the last few decades, a 

number of South Pacific island nations have acquired independence, including Fiji, which 

became independent on October 10, 1970. 

Many recently independent Pacific nations have proceeded to prominently feature kava 

as a symbol of national identity. Kava 's expression of Fijian-ness and ethno-cultural identity has 
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led the kava plant and tanoa to be used as a symbol of 

Fiji. For example, the kava plant has appeared on 

postage stamps from Fiji, a tanoa is depicted on the 

Fijian one-cent coin, and a tanoa is also used as the 

logo and trophy for the annual Rau Salama Bowl (a 

rugby union tournament) (Singh 2009; S. Apo Aporosa 

2019b). Hamrin-Dahl points out that collectivism 
Figure 1.4: A 1983 Fijian postage stamp 

containing a tanoa. (Photo credit: Fiji 
Guide) 

through Pacific Islanders' use of traditional objects, 

icons, and practices in the post-colonial period affirms a construction of identity that contrasts 

with the European "other" (Hamrin-Dahl 2013) Or, in other words, now that Fijians are 

independent, they are embracing aspects of their identity that was under attack by Europeans 

during the era of colonialism. Now kava is considered one of most recognizable markers of 

traditional Pasifika identity. 4 

Alongside its return in the postcolonial era as a symbol of national identity, there has 

been a remarkable increase in kava consumption. It has been revived on islands where kava 

consumption had previously died down, spread to places where kava was not previously drunk, 

and its daily use has intensified in communities with prior kava consumption experience (Young 

1995). Part of the reason for this increase in kava consumption is due to its symbolic power. In 

addition, kava has been increasingly promoted by national governments as an alternative to 

alcohol (Singh 2009). Part of this evolution has led to a supposed democratization of kava, as it 

is now more prevalent and accessible for both Pasifika and foreigners. Kava is now used by 

commoners and even women in some places in Fiji. Although as detailed above women were 

4 I utilize Pasifika as a geographic and ethnic term to refer to the inhabitants and diaspora of the Pacific Islands. 
Throughout this thesis it will be used synonymously with Pacific Islander s. 
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previously staunchly prohibited from consuming kava prior to the 18th century, this is no longer 

the case in the contemporary era. Kava is frequently consumed by men and women alike. 

However, despite this supposed democratization, many of my female Fijian interviewees 

reported experiencing stigma for regular kava consumption. For example, Victoria, a young 

Fijian teacher and grog enthusiast reported "You still hear husbands and wives fight over the 

matter of drinking grog [kava]." 5 And Joni, a Fijian chef, added on to this to clarify, "For social 

drinking, women are allowed to drink grog. 6 But, during a cultural gathering that is where the 

line is drawn: only men and chiefs can drink grog." 7 

Furthermore, the democratization ofkava drinking has also caused some anxiety about 

the effects it could have on culture and custom. Singh reports that some Fijian chiefs have 

expressed a concern about the lack of care and respect awarded kava, ''the relaxation ofyaqona 

rules are believed to lower the dignity once associated with tradition, as accessibility to the drink 

is opened to all instead of the elite defined by traditional society" (Singh 2009, 117). Although 

kava consumption used to be controlled by chiefs who would limit the drink to certain social 

elite groups, the accessibility of kava is now based on who can purchase the root. 

To complicate this matter even further, the democratization of the kava ceremony has 

allowed kava to enter the realm of tourism. Kava circles are often performed for visitors and 

vacationers in search of an authentic cultural experience. Big touristic resorts such as the Royal 

Davui Fiji and the Outrigger Resort host "cultural" experiences where kava is prepared and 

shared. Reflecting on this phenomenon, Abramson reports that individuals are manipulating and 

reinventing the kava ceremony by ''transposing a set of ritual actions from which the ancestral 

5 Victoria. Fijian kava consumer Interview by Ariana Yett 06/24/20. 
6 In Fijian vernacular, grog is a slang tenn for the beverage prepared by grinding up kava roots. 
7 Joni. Fijian kava consumer . Interview by Ariana Yett. 06/29/20 . 
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and divine powers have been extracted" (Abramson 2005, 328). While these practices are 

gaining more popularity they come at price, "the yaqona ceremony must become less Fijian for 

Fijians in order to become more Fijian for tourists" (Abramson 2005, 329). 

Kava evokes many things: companionship, hospitality, social principles of exchange, 

respect, tradition and communication with ancestors. To this day, in the Pacific, kava retains its 

power to create symbolic and often real emotional camaraderie among groups of drinkers and in 

some places also retains its ability to evoke a kind of communion with the dead. However , as 

kava is circulated around the world, its meanings have shifted to signal different types of 

communion and it has become a tool to reflect emerging national unity and identity. 

From their early contact with Pacific Islanders, Europeans have demonstrated an interest 

in utilizing kava as a medicine. Kava was initially thought of as a treatment for venereal disease 

(Petard 1826), and later pursued as a potential tool for alleviating anxiety (Baker 2011 ). 

Targeting a European market, major pharmaceutical companies attempted to market kava as a 

natural alternative to Xanax (a common prescription sedative used to treat anxiety disorders). 

Rather than selling kava as a beverage, these companies chemically extracted kava plant material 

into tablets and tinctures. This initiative led to a rapid rise in kava exports from Vanuatu and Fiji 

mostly to the US and Germany. An estimated 1.3 million people are thought to have used kava 

products between 1996 and 1998 in Germany (Baker 2011). However, the boom was not to last. 

At the peak ofkava popularity in 1998, initial reports of hepatotoxicity came out. Concern over 

potential liver damage from these supplements resulted in a crash in the export market. 

Ultimately, in 2002, the European Union called for a temporary restriction on the sale ofkava-

containing products, and the US shortly followed, devastating the kava industry. This ban 

became known as the European Kava Ban. As I explore in Chapter 2, the European Kava Ban 
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capsized the global kava industry. Even a decade after the ban was repealed, its effects can still 

be felt at all parts of the kava supply chain. 
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2. Regulating Kava Extraction: The European Kava Ban 

"The larger political context in which kava 's transformation occurs should be 
considered, as this is not merely a case of two incommensurable views with equal 
validity and influence; it is a matter of power and authority. " - Dr. Jonathan 
Baker on the European Kava Ban (Baker 2011, 378) 

As kava is physically extracted, i.e. removed from the South Pacific and introduced to consumers 

around the world, it moves through different frameworks. Within each paradigm, consumers 

establish unique beliefs and practices surrounding kava. This chapter focuses on one particular 

transformation of kava: the creation ofkava's pharmaceutical form and the resulting impact this 

had on the kava industry. The current rapid increase in the global popularity of kava is not a 

unique phenomenon. In the late 1990s, kava was widely consumed internationally as a sedative 

and anti-anxiety medication. However, due to reported health risks , the kava industry had to 

undergo a dramatic restructuring as a result of the so-called "European Kava Ban." Many of the 

lessons and controversies surrounding the ban greatly changed the way kava was perceived both 

in Oceania and beyond. Fundamentally, the ban raised questions about what constitutes a "safe" 

botanical, how kava should be consumed, and the nature of the regulations that influence kava 

exports. 

In this chapter I explore kava's unique chemistry that prompted its extraction by 

European pharmaceutical industries, deconstruct the European Kava Ban and discuss the ban's 

lasting ramifications on the kavascape. I demonstrate the role extraction plays facilitating the 

pharmaceuticalization ofkava, leading to industrial control via the European Kava Ban, and 

standardizing the kava industry after the Ban was reversed. Ultimately, I conclude the 

establishment and subsequent reversal of European Kava Ban illustrate the inherent relationship 

between extraction and power. 
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Kava Chemistry 

Kava can have a prominent effect on the body. After extensive research on the physiological 

effects experienced by kava drinkers, Lewis Lewin, a 19th century German pharmacologist, one 

of the pioneers in the field of psychoactive drugs, said this about kava: 

a well-prepared kava potion drunk in small quantities produces only pleasant 
changes in behavior. It is therefore a slightly stimulating drink which helps relieve 
great fatigue. It relaxes the body after strenuous efforts, clarifies the mind and 
sharpens the mental faculties. If a certain quantity of these active elements is 
absorbed they produce special narcotic effects (Lewin 1886, 183). 

The psychoactive impact of kava varies considerably for each individual. In addition factors such 

as the variety, quantity, and quality of the kava root may influence the physiological effects a 

consumer experiences. Kava can induce feelings of peace, sociability, harmony, and function as 

a soporific if consumed in large enough doses. Alternatively, kava can lead to sensations of 

nausea and discomfort. Very heavy kava drinking can cause skin lesions or extensive dry and 

scaly skin on the hands, soles of the feet, and back known as kava dermopathy or kani kani in 

Fijian. Upon consumption kava initially produces a slight numbing sensation on the tongue and 

the roof of the mouth, which is thought to occur due to the presence of anesthetic kavalactones in 

the kava root. Continued kava consumption "relieves fatigue, reduces anxiety and produces a 

pleasant , cheerful, and sociable attitude" in the consumer (Singh 1992). 

The root stock ofkava contains mainly carbohydrates (43%), fiber (20%) , water (12%), 

protein (3.6%), simple sugars (3.2 %), trace minerals (3.2 %) and kavalactones (ranging 

anywhere from about 4-22%, depending on the origin and age of the kava plant) (Lebot and 

Levesque 1989). The active properties ofkava are contained in its resin and belong to a group of 

compounds known as kavalactones or kavapyrones. 8 

8 Kavalactones are organic cyclic esters that are made up of a ring of two or more carbon atoms and a single oxygen 
atom with a ketone group adjacent to the other atom. 
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Since the mid-1800s, chemists have isolated 18 kavalactones, six of which constitute the 

major pharmacologically active components: desmethyoxyyangonin, dihydrokavain (DHK), 

yangonin, kavain, dihydromethysticin (DHM), and methysticin (Appendix 2). While separating 

chemical compounds in a mixture is commonplace in contemporary laboratories with techniques 

such as gas, liquid, and solid chromatography, analytical chemistry was still developing in the 

early 19th century. As such, isolating the active properties of kava was an arduous process. 

Almost simultaneously, chemists Gobley and Cuzent isolated the first of the 

kavalactones, known today as methysticin, in 1860 and 1861 (Kilham 1996). In 1874, scientists 

Nolting and Kopp successfully isolated another kavalactone dubbed yangonin. And in 1886, 

Lewin published a seminal treatise on kava titled Uber Piper methysticum, which rapidly 

increased the attention scholars paid to kava in academic circles (Kilham 1996). Following 

Lewin's publication, scientists such Winzheimer, Borche and Macierwicz successfully isolated 

the other active kavalactones (Kilham 1996). 

The amount of each kavalactone varies depending on the origin of the root stock as well 

as the specific plant cultivar. A typical 100 grams of root stock contains 10-15 grams of 

kavalactones (World Health Organization 2007). The kavalactones are also present in different 

ratios in the kava plant. In general, the concentration of kavalactones is typically highest in the 

lateral roots, and decreases progressively towards the aerial parts of the plant (Le bot, Mark 

Merlin, and Lindstrom 1992c). The total kavalactone-content of the roots ranges from 3 to 20% 

and depends on the cultivar, geographical location, environmental conditions, age of the plant, 

and time of harvest (Ligresti et al. 2012). 

Importantly, each kavalactone has a unique pharmacological profile and the overall 

activity of the root extract is more pronounced than that of the individual constituents, suggestive 
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of synergism. As Le bot articulates, "the efficacy of kava evidently does not stem from a single 

active substance but rather from a mixture-a blending of several kavalactones that results in a 

synergistic physiological effect" (Lebot, Merlin, and Lindstrom 1992, 42) As such, it is difficult 

to attribute the activity of kava to the presence of one particular kavalactone. Studies have 

attempted to examine the pharmacological properties of each kavalactone as discussed below. 

Demethoxyyangonin is a reversible inhibitor of monoamide oxidase B (MOA-B) a 

neurotransmitter that is a target for the treatment of neuropsychiatric and neurodegenerative 

disorders. Amongst global kava consumers, demethoxyyangonin is thought to enhance focus and 

increase happiness (Prinsloo et al. 2019). Dihydromethysticin (DHM) and dihydrokavain (DHK) 

are considered the sedative kavalactones amongst frequent consumers. They both inhibit 

muscular contractions and thus act as muscle relaxants. And they are more potent muscle 

relaxers than prescription medication such as benzodiazepines (World Health Organi zation 

2007). DHK and DHK have also been shown to be the active sleep-inducing substances in kava 

(Hansel 1968). 

Kavain is thought to produce a happy/elevated mood. Studies on kavain have illustrated 

that it contains bactericidal properties, particularly against Neisseria gonorrhoeae the agent of 

gonorrhea. Additionally , kavain is thought to act as a local anesthetic , with potency equal to that 

produced by cocaine (Kretzschmar and Meyer 1969). Recent research has illustrated that kavain 

enhances the function of the GABAAR receptor, the major inhibitory neurotransmitter in 

the central nervous system, through a non-selective manner (Chua et al. 2016). This agrees with 

the finding that kava has similar functions as benzodiazepines , a class of psychoactive drugs 

frequently taken to alleviate anxiety, panic attacks, and insomnia. The majority of 
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GABAA receptors are benzodiazepine sensitive. Much, however, is still unknown about the 

pharmacological activity ofkavain. 

Some of the pharmacological effects ofkava are thought to resemble that of cannabis. 

This is likely because yangonin ( one of the six prominent kavalactones thought to induce 

physiological effects in the consumer) binds to the cannibanoid-1 receptor (Ligresti et al. 2012). 

Kava consumers associate kava high in yangonin with creativity, often claiming that it enhances 

stimulation and the ability to produce art. For example, Anna, a kava consumer, and company 

owner points out, "I like kava that is high in yangonin ... It helps release that creativity in th e 

brain and helps me focus." 9 

Finally, methysticin is the last prominent pharmacologically active kavalactone. Little is 

known about the activity of methysticin , but some kava consumers have argued that kava high in 

methysticin often alleviates pain. 

To identify the effects of the different kavas, chemical compositions are coded into a 

chemotype, a six-digit number that lists, in decreasing order, the relative amounts of 

kavalactones found (on average) in a particular kava. In general, demethoxyyangonin is coded 1, 

dihydrokavain - 2, yangonin - 3, kavain - 4, dihydrom ethysticin - 5, and methysticin - 6. Thus a 

particular kava may have a chemotype of 423156 indicating high concentrations ofkavain and 

dihydrokavain. While knowing the chemotype can inform a consumer about the relative 

concentration ofkavalactones , it does not contain any information about the actual concentration 

of specific kavalactones or the overall potency. As Gary Stoner, a kava toxicologist reports , "a 

proper effects descriptor would take into account the interaction of kavalactones as wells as their 

relative percentages " (Stoner 2015). In other words , the kava chemotype is not a perfect indicator 

9 Anna. American kava vendor. Interview by Ariana Yett. 6/22/20. 
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of the effects ofkava. In fact, many kava consumers prefer to ignore the chemotype when 

selecting a particular kava. Instead, they distinguish between "heady" and "heavy" kavas. 

Heady kavas are said to produce uplifting and cerebral effects. The Kava Society of New 

Zealand describes heady kava as the "most desirable kava" (Stoner 2015). 10 Going on to explain 

this, the Society website notes: "Such [heady] kavas can often be good for day-time drinking as 

they are thought to keep the mind relaxed and yet alert, refreshed and relieved of mental fatigue. 

They are known to promote a gentle sense of well-being, contentment and happy unconcern" 

(Stoner 2015). Heavy kavas, kavas that tend to have higher concentrations of DHM and DHK, 

are generally less popular. They are thought of as more suitable for consumers who favor, "more 

sedating, longer-lasting, body-melting and less euphoric effects" (Stoner 2015). In particular, 

these kavas are often preferred by consumers who are using herbal supplements as soporific 

agents (Stoner 2015). As I discuss in Chapter 5, consumers take advantage of these different 

chemical properties of kava to generate specific physiological effects. 

The European Kava Ban 

Drawn to kava's unique chemistry, Europeans adopted it in the mid 1800s as a tool to reduce 

stress and anxiety (Gruenwald and Skrabal 2003). In the 1860s, kava was first studied by Cuzent, 

who made extracts of kava rootstock. By the end of the 1880s, kava preparations were available 

in herbal shops. In 1914, kava was listed in the British pharmacopoeia, and by 1920 kava was 

available in European dispensaries as a sedative (Baker 2011). Taking advantage ofkava's 

diverse medicinal properties that stem from a synergistic combination of kavalactones, in 1996 

10 The Kava Society New Zealand is a kava club established in at the University of Auckland , but is no longer 
affiliated with the university dedicated to promoting "sound knowledge about kava and some of the best kavas from 
around the Pacific" (Stoner 2015). 
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the German BfArM (German Federal Institute for Drugs and Medical Devices) as well as 

numerous other international herbal organizations approved kava as a treatment for anxiety 

disorders, stress, and restlessness. By the mid 1990s international interest led kava to become 

one of the most popular plants in the world. Rather than selling kava as a beverage, German and 

Swiss pharmaceutical companies extracted kava plant material into tablets and tinctures. This led 

to a rapid rise in the kava export mostly to the US and Germany. An estimated 1.3 million people 

are thought to have used kava products between 1996 and 1998 in Germany (Baker 2011). 

However, the boom was not to last. 

At the peak of kava popularity in 1998, initial reports of hepatotoxicity (liver damage) 

emerged in Germany and Switzerland. A small number of severe adverse reactions were 

purported to result from the intake of pharmaceutical products derived from the kava root. 

Concern over potential liver damage from these supplements resulted in a crash in the export 

market. In 2000, Swiss health officials banned kava products extracted with acetone. Concerned 

by these reports, BfArM conducted their own investigation into kava's hepatotoxicity. By 2001, 

BfArM had collected over 40 case reports, including three fatalities, documenting adverse 

reactions to kava. Responding to these accusations, in November that year, Bf ArM placed 

restrictions on the sale of kava supplements. Justifying their stance, BfArM noted that "justified 

suspicion exists that these medications, when used as indicated, can have harmful effects, and 

that these effects, are in excess of the justifiable norm as based on medical science known today" 

(Baker 2011, 364). They also pointed out that kava's effectiveness as a treatment for anxiety was 

not well proven. And that many safe alternatives to kava already existed on the market, such as 

benzodiazepines (e.g. Valium), and serotonin reuptake inhibitors (e.g. Prozac). 
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As Baker points out, "in light of increased reports of toxicity, poorly established efficacy, 

and readily available alternatives, BfArM argued that it was best to remove kava from the 

market" (Baker 2011, 365). Ultimately, in 2002, the European Union called for a temporary 

restriction on the sale of kava-containing products, and the US issued an advisory shortly 

thereafter. This led to various worldwide regulations, including a ban on kava-containing 

products in Europe, which devastated the kavascape. 

Kava supporters quickly pushed back against the ban. Primarily criticizing Bf ArMs 

decision to ban kava based on what they deemed a faulty analysis ofhepatotoxicity , numerous 

reports were published by members of Commission E (the German government's advisory panel 

on botanical medicines), the American herbal Products Association (AHPA) and the European 

Herbal Practitioners Association (EHPA) (Baker 2011). These critiques emphasized that other 

factors could have caused hepatotoxicity and noted that in many of the cases , substantial 

information was missing from the reports diminishing the ability to blame kava for the adverse 

reactions. In light of these critiques, entities such as the World Health Organization (WHO) 

conducted a comprehensive analysis on the Assessment of the risk ofhepatotoxicity in 2007. Less 

partisan than BfArM or the kava supporters , unfortunately WHO was neither able to undoubtably 

prove nor disprove kava's safety. Their equivocal report just highlighted the uncertainty 

surrounding the situation. 

After a lengthy 12-year legal battle , in 2014, the European Kava Ban was overturned by 

the Federal Court of Germany. The final ruling of the court stated that it was unlikely kava had 

caused the reported deaths, and that liver damage from kava was so rare that it was likely the 

assertions were a misrepresentation of events (Aporosa 2019). 
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Yet, if all sources are to be believed, between 1998 and 2002 there were only 96 reports 

of deleterious effects that seemed to stem from kava, a number far fewer than the number of 

reported adverse reactions associated with major pharmaceutical drugs that are still in active use. 

And, kava had been consumed safely by Pacific Islanders for centuries, without any report of 

hepatotoxicity. So how did these adverse reactions happen in the first place? Why did 

associations like BfArM react so strongly to such a small number of adverse reports? And, how 

did this ban have such a drastic impact on the kava export market? 

There are many hypotheses about how kava may cause toxicity. Baker divides these 

attitudes into three distinct categories: (1) chemical/pharmacological differences between 

traditional and non-traditional forms of kava; (2) genetic /phenotypic differences in the people 

consuming the kava, and (3) differences in how, and with what, kava is consumed (Baker 2011). 

These differences range from how the kava was prepared, to the way the active compounds (the 

kavalactones) were extracted , and the dosage of kavalactones in the kava product. Due to the 

difficulty of proving any genetic /phenotypic differences amongst consumers, most research has 

focused on the differences in how kava is consumed. 

At the time of the ban, European doctors were distributing kava in tablet or extract form 

as pharmaceutical industries were primarily interested in organic solvent extracts of kava. This 

method of preparing kava is notably different from the 'traditional ' method typically used in 

Oceania. Although there are regional variations, in the South Pacific, kava is typically prepared 

by macerating, grinding, or pounding fresh or dried rhizome /root and then mixing it with water 

or coconut milk to form an emulsion. The mixture is then agitated and strained through a cloth or 

bark filter into a communal bowl producing a creamy beverage. On the other hand, 

pharmaceutical companies such as Revert and Muller /Goppinen were preparing kava medicinal 
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products sold as powdered extracts, capsules, tinctures, and fluid extracts (Kilham 1996). These 

products were prepared from a concentrated mixture ofkavalactones chemically extracted from 

dried, peeled root ( and possibly other plant parts) with either ethanol or acetone. 

Although a water-based extraction is typically a tedious and time-consuming process, the 

scientific community now agrees that it is notably safer than an organic extraction. As the WHO 

noted in its 2007 report , ''the great majority of cases of hepatotoxicity reported have been 

associated with kava products either in the form of tablets or pills and not the traditionally 

prepared water extract that is commonly drunk in the Pacific" (World Health Organization 2007, 

6). This difference in safety likely results from the chemical properties of the kavalactones and 

alkaloids present within the kava plant. Research seems to indicate that the total amount of 

kavalactones extracted using organic solvents (i.e. ethanol or acetone) is 2-10 times the amount 

extracted with water (Xuan et al. 2007). It is feasible that this higher concentration of 

kavalactones may change the safety of the substances. 

Other scholars have pointed out that there may be other factors influencing the differing 

safeties of organic and water-based extractions. For example , one Hawaii-based research group 

has pointed out that organic based extractions may contain a higher concentration of the alkaloid, 

pipermethystine, which may contribute to severe hepatotoxic reactions (Dragull, Yoshida, and 

Tang 2003). Another group has noted that kava prepared with organic solvents, unlike that made 

with a water-based extraction, does not contain glutathione, which may be responsible for 

detoxifying kavalactones in the liver (Whitton et al. 2003). At any rate, although the exact cause 

ofhepatotoxicity amongst kava consumers is unclear, it is important to emphasize that that water 

extracts as taken in the South Pacific are chemically different from the 'kava' used to make kava 

pills in Europe and this difference could be responsible for the reported hepatotoxicity in some 
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kava pill takers. 11 Kava is dramatically transformed when it is introduced into new contexts, and 

its very chemical makeup in addition to the manner in which it is used, prepared, and understood 

radically changes. It is important to understand the differences between these substances, 

because when different kavas are evaluated, evidence about one does not necessarily apply to the 

other. 

Since kava has been consumed safely for centuries in the form of a water-based 

extraction, it is noteworthy that the European pharmaceutical companies chose not to adopt that 

method to produce anti-anxiety medications. This fundamentally raises the question -why 

market organically (by use of organic reagents) extracted kava? While I will later expand greatly 

on the transformation of the form and meanings ofkava as it crosses international borders, it is 

worth briefly touching on this topic here. 

One of the key reasons European pharmaceutical companies may have turned to organic 

solvents is due to the inaccurate assumption that kava prepared with alcohol or acetone is strong. 

Following this train of thought, when organic solvents are used, less kava is required to 

manufacture concentrated extracts or pills and hence the overall venture is more profitable. 

While it is true that a higher concentration of certain kavalactones may be able to be suspended 

in an organic solution ( as opposed to an aqueous one), as Lebot emphasizes , kava produces its 

physiological effects through synergy. As such , solely extracting certain kavalactones from the 

plant's resin will not produce the same effect on a consumer. 

Furthermore , organic solvents may have been more appealing to pharmaceutical 

companies solely due to their prevalence in traditional drug manufacturing. Organic solvents are 

frequently used as reaction media, in separation and purification of synthesis products and also 

11 Here I place kava I quotation rn arks to allude to a discussion I explore in Chapter 3 about the 
definitioru'classification of kava. 
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for cleaning of equipment in drug synthesis. This approach seems to come from a broader 

practice and tradition in biomedicine to isolate effective compounds at the expense oflosing a 

plants historical and cultural context. Or, in other words to chemically extract and isolate 

individual active constituents in botanicals. Rather than locating an alternative medium to 

prepare kava, it is feasible that companies such as Revert applied the pharmaceutical solvent 

status-quo disregarding centuries of documentation illustrating kava preparation via an aqueous 

solvent. Thus, pharmaceutical companies such as Revert ultimately pharmaceuticalized kava by 

creating products that fit its processes of extraction and forms that signal its use for therapies. 

Kava ended up incorporated into a pharmaceutical context, but rather than just being translated it 

was ultimately transformed both in form and substance so that it would end up mimicking the 

single compound, standard dose associated with a pharmaceutical (Baker 2009). Regardless of 

why pharmaceutical companies chose an organic solvent, it is clear that this decision drastically 

influenced kava's reception in Europe, and the world more broadly. 

Yet, even if kava produced by organic solvents produces different effects than that 

prepared with water, there were very few reports of adverse reactions associated with this 

substance. So, why did fewer than 100 reports of hepatotoxicity prompt BfArM and other 

European organizations to ban kava? Although it is difficult to answer this question, it is worth 

pursuing this inquiry further as it will shed some light on the current rules and regulations 

governing the legality of botanicals in general and kava more specifically. 

In a 2005 study conducted in an attempt to revoke the European Kava Ban, Schmidt et al 

contrasted the safety of kava with that of Diazepam (more commonly known as Valium), a 

widely prescribed benzodiazepine used to treat muscle spasms, anxiety, and seizures. Schmidt et 

al pointed out that out of the reports used to initiate the kava ban, only 12 of the cases resulting 
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in liver failure likely resulted from kava consumption. This figure indicates a kava toxicity rate 

of 0.23 cases per million daily doses. However, in the early 2000s, the Diazepam toxicity rate 

was 900% higher accounting for 2.12 cases per million daily doses. This finding seems to 

illustrate that kava is dramatically safer than popular, readily available analgesics. Noting this 

fact, Aporosa pointed out: 

... while the frequency of toxicity from any kava-containing substance is 
exceedingly low; low enough that it can be difficult to ever observe it in the 
relatively small populations in which kava is traditionally consumed, kava tends 
to draw a higher level of criticism than a number of well controlled and regularly 
prescribed pharmac euticals known to be associated with hepatotoxicity (Aporosa 
2019, 6). 

The extensive critiques of kava likely relate to its status as an organic botanical as opposed to a 

synthetic /manufactured drug. 

Although the use of botanical herbs and plants with therapeutic properties is extensive 

throughout history, during the industrial revolution, synthetic drugs gained widespread 

legitimacy (Rates 2001 ). Explaining why this occurred, Rates noted that , unlike natural products, 

when dealing with synthetic drugs pure compounds are easily obtained , and structural 

modifications can be made to modify drug activity and/or safety (Rates 2001). Add to this the 

fact that the authority and economic power of pharmaceutical industries rapidly increased during 

the industrial revolution, and it is easy to see how synthetic products gained greater status (Rates 

2001 ). In comparison to these acclaimed synthetic products, pharmaceutical companies portrayed 

drugs created from naturally occurring plants as "an option for poorly educated or low income 

people or simply as a religious superstition of no pharmacological value" (Rates 2001, 32). 

Regardless of the potential these substances may have to support or advance medical treatments, 

Western biomedicine continues to link them to backwardness. Explaining why this occurs, 

Aporosa points out that the binaries of ''us and them," "backward versus developed" is a 
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powerful discourse constructed and propagated by a Eurocentric view that frames anything not 

perfectly aligned with a current set of standards as "other" (Aporosa 2019). This epistemology 

emerged from the Enlightenment era and still profoundly influences ideas and behaviors. As 

such, kava may have been so harshly criticized in the late 1990s because it marked a threat to 

Western biomedicine. Reiterating this sentiment, Kirk Huffman, a Vanuatu based anthropologist, 

notes that for decades the accepted medical profession has been displeased with the rapid 

development of alternative medicines in the form of vitamins or dietary supplements. Since kava 

is a relatively unknown substance (to Euro-American governments and medical associations) 

Huffman points out that it is therefore more likely to be blamed for all sorts of things (Huffman, 

2002). 

Unsurprisingly, many of my interviewees familiar with the European Kava Ban are in 

agreement with Huffman. Gilbert, a Hawaii-based kava company owner pointed out, "it's my 

belief that they [BfArM] shut the kava industry down, because here was an un-patented drug. 

And it was getting popular ... and thought to work as good as Valium. And they [Bf ArM] didn't 

want that to happen." 12 Stewart, a kava enthusiast and company owner pointed out that "kava did 

not deserve such a bad reputation. It [the European Kava ban] was completely unfair to kava. 

Kava didn't do anything wrong but was threatening to European pharmaceutical companies. "13 

And Adam, another US-based kava company owner , pointed out that there are numerous ways to 

interpret antagonism towards kava from the western world. The European Kava Ban may just 

result from "a corporate agenda from Big Pharma." 14 Although it is difficult to unquestionably 

argue one way or another that BfArM and other legislative bodies intentionally banned kava to 

12 Gilbert American vendor. Interview by Ariana Yett 07/01/20. 
13 Stewart. American kava vendor. Interview by Ariana Yett. 07/15/20. 
14 Adam. American kava bar owner. Interview by Ariana Yett 07/29/20. 
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ameliorate a threat, kava does occupy a precarious position as a botanical from ''third-world" 

countries. 

The Effects of the European Kava Ban 

"If you care about kava, then you need to put the health of the kava industry 
ahead of customer choice in this instance. So many people in villages across the 
Pacific depend on kava to make a living, to put.food on the table and to send their 
kids to school. We must take EVERY PRECAUTION to ensure that the kava 
market isn't ruined again like it was 13 years ago by the European ban." -
Kasa Balavu (Kava Forums) 15 

Although the circumstances and evidence surrounding the European Kava Ban are 

murky, the impact of the ban has been incredibly visible on the kava industry (Pollock 

2009). In the early 2000s, the ban on the sale ofkava imposed by some European 

countries severely comprised the sustainability of the trade in kava roots from the Pacific. 

As the Fiji Times notes, Fiji was earning almost $FJD 100 million per annum in early 

1998. However, following the kava ban, in 2003, the IKEC [the International Kava 

Executive Council] registered a claim of 'loss of revenue' of around $US200 million per 

annum. More than just leading to an extensive loss of income for Pacific countries, the 

European Kava Ban ultimately led to the creation of more stringent regulations for kava 

processing and export. 

One of the key recommendations that came out of the 2007 WHO assessment of kava 

was that "standards for the cultivation and processing of kava before its pha1maceutical 

processing need to be established and enforced" (World Health Organization 2007). In effect, 

this recommendation operated as a means of "extracting" control from smaller companies who 

15 Kasa _ balavu. Kava Forums. "Noble vs Tudei Kava - Megathread." https ://Kava 
Forums. com/forum /threads/noble-vs-tudei-kava-m egathread. 6208/page-8 . 09/23/2015 . 
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likely lack the capital (financial and cultural) to implement changes required to follow the new 

standards (see Chapter 4 for a more extensive discussion on regulation). Over the last decade, 

South Pacific nations have been working to establish national and regional standards governing 

kava production and export. For example, the Pacific Horticultural and Agricultural Market 

Access (PHAMA) Program, an Australian and New Zealand-funded aid-for-trade program 

partnered with governments in Fiji, Samoa, and Vanuatu to develop national kava quality 

standards and manuals to "explain production and processing methods, a practical and cost-

effective testing method and establish kava nurseries" (PHAMA 2018). 

PHAM A conducted research in both Fiji and Vanuatu (the two biggest kava producers) to 

examine and document the varieties ofkava grown locally. In Vanuatu there are more than 80 

varieties of kava, while in Fiji scholars found 13 unique cultivars (PHAM A 2016). In 

consultation with PHAMA, Lebot also developed a simple and cost-effective Acetone test to 

distinguish between noble and tudei varieties of kava. 16 The solvent changes color due to the 

presence of a molecule only found in tudei kava. While flawed at time, tools like the acetone test, 

or KavaLytics ( a handheld Near Infrared spectrometer that can be used to detect the presence of 

adulterants, as well as the kavalactone concentration) enable more effective quality assurance 

along the value chain. 

Fiji also worked to develop more restrictive national regulations for kava production. In 

2016, the Kava Bill was passed in the Fijian parliament, which aims to "ensure that the trading of 

kava at domestic level and exported or imported at international level, will be done according to 

appropriate standards and procedures." Explaining why the kava bill was passed, prime minister 

Frank Bainimarama noted the following: 

16 The terms noble and tudei are used to describe two different categories of Piper methysticum that have distinct 
chemical properties and physiological effects. Later in Chapter 2, I further deconstruct the two categories . 
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Kava is one of our nation's most cherished crops .... Despite this, however, we 
have struggled over the years with exporting kava to overseas markets. Many of 
you will remember a few years ago when Europe's demand for kava created a 
boom in the industry. Unfortunately, in the rush to take advantage of this windfall, 
little consideration was given to quality control. Leaves and stems were mixed 
with the roots and look what happened. There was no quality control. 
Governments must engender quality control and standards. (Kava Bill Summary 
n.d.). 

Helping the industry focus on producing high quality kava, mechanisms such as the Fiji Kava 

Bill, or PHAMA ' s Fiji Kava Quality Manual are successfully helping farmers grow kava with 

consistent and predictable results. In addition to these mechanisms, as of September 25th, 2020, 

the Codex Alimentarius Commission approved a standard for fresh or dried kava products that 

are used to prepare a beverage when mixed with potable water. 17 These regulations are just the 

tip of the iceberg. For a more extensive discussion on regulation , see Chapter 4. 

In addition to increasing regulation in the industry, the European Kava Ban dramatically 

changed the way that kava was perceived in the eyes of laypeople. Kava suddenly became 

associated with danger, contamination, and fundamentally with governmental failure. Although 

kava companies, consumers, and scholars have made significant progress pushing back against 

these negative ideas, some of the most frequent Google searches associated with kava still are: 

"liver danger," "hepatotoxicity," and "safety" (Kavafied 2019). As a result, global kava 

advocates have begun to shy away from anything that could potentially call into question the 

safety of kava. This mentality has led to a significant debate about consuming certain kinds of 

kava cultivars. Without a doubt, one of the biggest controversies in the kava community that has 

resulted from the European Kava Ban is the noble vs tudei debate. In fact, on Kava Forums this 

debate has been informally dubbed the 'Tudei Wars of2015-2016.' 

17 The Codex Alimentarius is a collection of internationall y recogni zed standards, codes of practice, guideline s, and 
other recommendations relating to foods, food producti on, and food safety. 
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There are significant differences between noble and tudei kava. The term noble 

( occasionally referred to as "nobel") kava is often used to describe the desirable kava varieties 

that have historically been consumed in Fiji and Vanuatu. As Garry Stoner, founder of True 

Kava (a testing and regulatory organization) notes, noble or "daily use" kavas "are routinely 

consumed by the Islanders and praised for their gentle, pleasant effects. These noble kavas bring 

about a sense of calm and euphoria while actually sharpening mental awareness and have no 

lingering effects" (Stoner 2015). Stoner points out the beneficial results of using noble kava: a 

consumer is more relaxed and at ease in the world. Although, other kava companies tend to use 

less decisive language, in general, noble kava is lauded as the safest, most useful type of Piper 

methysticum root. For example, Vincent Le bot (the father of modem kava research) notes that 

"In the case of kava, the determination of suitable qualities is reflected by the secular experience 

in the Pacific ... experience tells that noble cultivars are safe and deliver the appropriate 

physiological effects with no hang-over" (Lebot, Do, and Legendre 2014). Due to his perceived 

authority on kava, Lebot's attitude towards tudei has shaped the mentality held by the majority of 

international kava consumers. 

While most kava consumers agree about what constitutes noble kava, defining tudei is a 

much more convoluted process. The term tudei stems from the Bislama pidgin word for "two-

day kava" referring to the long-term effects that consuming that kind of kava can have. It is also 

important to note that tudei kava does not just refer to one strain or cultivar of Piper 

methysticum, but instead refers to a group ofkava cultivars that tend to have dark green stems 

and leaves, often with lighter green spots on the leaves (Kava Guru 2014). 

Taking a fairly neutral stance, the New Zealand Kava Society notes that tudei ( or non-

noble I other kava) refers to "arguably undesirable, at least when it comes to ordinary 
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consumption, cultivars. While non-noble varieties might have some potential ceremonial or 

medicinal use, they have not been traditionally consumed as daily beverage due to their higher 

potential for causing adverse reactions" (The Kava Society 2020a). Pointing out the detrimental 

side effects that can potentially arise from tudei consumption, the New Zealand Kava Society 

makes a clear distinction between the theoretically safe noble kava, and the more harmful tudei 

kava. Similarly, Kava Forums defines tudei kava as a 

... non-noble variety of Kava that is more saturated in heavier, double bonded 
kavalactones which tend to produce effects that can last up to several days. Tudei 
Kavas contain significantly greater amounts of Flavokavain B than noble which 
'may' have some negative health effects. It is generally suggested against 
intentionally ingesting tudei kava (Kava Forums 2020). 

Here Kava Forums is once again focusing on the side effects that may result from tudei 

consumption, but also calls attention to the different chemical composition of tudei. 

Nina Etkin's work on the cultural construction of side-effects provides one framework to 

use to explore the emphasis kava enthusiasts place on tudei kava. Although Etkin focuses 

primarily on the export of pharmaceuticals into West Africa, rather than the export of botanicals 

into Europe and North America, she notes that the "interpretation of 'side effects' influences the 

selection, and in some aspects the transformation, of pharmaceuticals as they are rendered 

through local paradigms of physiology, nosology, and therapeutics" (Etkin 1992, 1). Or, in other 

words, an individual's distinction between the primary effects and side effects of a drug reflects 

wider cultural constructs. 

In modem biomedical discourse, a 'side effect' refers to "problems that occur when 

treatment goes beyond the desired effect. Or problems that occur in addition to the desired 

therapeutic effect"(Merrian-Webster 2021). However, inherent in this definition is the 

assumption that every treatment contains one specific desired effect. As Etkin et al. 
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demonstrates, this is far from the case, "in some cases, what is deemed a side effect in 

biomedicine is embraced by another medical paradigm as a requisite part of a process in which 

the early outcomes indicate that therapy is under way, that the various constituent aspects are on 

course, and that the ultimate effect-full symptom remission-remains in sight" (Etkin, Ross, and 

Muazzamu 1990, 19). For example, the antihistamine Benadryl (diphenhydramine) is often 

prescribed for allergies and is noted to cause extensive drowsiness ( deemed an unfortunate side-

effect). On the other hand, at times, the very same substance is prescribed as a sedative in which 

case the drowsiness operates as a primary effect, and the antihistaminic component becomes the 

'side effect.' As Benadryl illustrates, even within the same American biomedical framework, 

distinctions between primary effects and side effects blur. This phenomenon is only exacerbated 

when a good is circulated between different systems of knowledge, as is the case with kava. 

Since kava is physically extracted, i.e. removed from the South Pacific and introduced to 

consumers around the world, it moves through different medical frameworks. Within each 

paradigm, the signs and symptoms associated with it may take on distinct meanings. As such, the 

very "side effects" of tudei that Kava Forums and the New Zealand Kava Society decry, may 

actually be praised in the Pacific. For example, Anna, an American-based Kava wholesaler , 

notes that she actually enjoys drinking Isa (a form of tudei kava primarily consumed in Papua 

New Guinea) despite the controversy surrounding it. She noted, 

I know a lot of people are afraid to drink tudei kavas because of its strength ... but 
I don't find that to be the case with this Isa. It has helped me deal with my anxiety 
in the evening so that I can sleep better with insomnia. And it helped relieve 
menopause symptoms: the insomnia and the hot flashes. 18 

Emphasizing the benefits, she receives from the lethargy associated with tudei kava, Anna 

reminded us that not all effects of substances are interpreted the same way. And, that when 

18 Anna. American kava vendor. Interview by Ariana Yett . 06/22/2020. 
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treated as a medicine, tudei kava can actually be productive. Yet, since the nausea and lethargy 

associated with tudei kavas are generally perceived as "side effects" rather than primary 

outcomes, it is worth asking then what is the primary effect sought from kava. For more on this, 

see Chapter 5. 

Notably, as the quote from Kava Forums above demonstrates, in addition to 

distinguishing between tudei and noble kava based on their perceived side effects, many kava 

consumers distinguish between the varieties based on their chemical makeup. For example, Kava 

Forums points out the different ratios of flavokavain ( one of three chalcanoids present in kava) 

present in tudei as opposed to noble kava. Flavokavains are the early stages offlavonoids, found 

in many pigmented plants, that contribute to the color of berries, carrots and vegetables. Kava 

contains three flavokavains labelled A, B, and C, that each have different effects when ingested. 

Tudei kava contains a high concentration of flavokavain B (FKB), which has been associated 

with detrimental health risks. This is likely because FKB interferes with glutathione's capability 

to neutralize highly reactive free radicals. FKB delete's the body 's store of gluthione, which can 

be harmful to the body's cells (Zhou et al. 2010). 

Similarly, both consumers and kava companies alike point to the different ratios of 

kavalactones present in tudei and noble kavas. According to Kalm with Kava, an American kava 

company, a kava is considered a tudei "if it begins 25 (DHK and DHM) or possibly if it has a 

higher percentage of DHM than Kavain" (Kalm with Kava 2021). Here, tudei kavas are defined 

based not on their percentage of FKB, but instead their respective ratios of certain kavalactones. 

For a comprehensive summary on the differences between noble and tudei kava, see Table 1 

below. Overall, it is clear that kava consumers are distinguishing between noble and tudei kava 
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based on perceived safety which is often framed as a discussion about the presence or absence of 

"side effects" or the percentage of "dangerous" chemicals such as FKB or DHM/DHK in kava. 

Table 1: A Summary of the Primary Differences Associated with Noble and Tudei Kavas 

Noble Kava Tudei Kava 
Frequently used daily in the South Pacific Primarily used for medicinal purposes in the 

South Pacific 
Tends to produce little nausea, fatigue, or Has a higher chance of producing nausea, 
lethargy fatigue, and/or lethargy 
Contains a higher percentage of kavain Contains higher percentages of DHM 

Lower DHM content Contains a higher percentage of DHK 

More expensive on average Lower cost than noble kava 

Is typically harvested anywhere from 3-10 years Can be harvested in 1-2 years after planting 
after planting 

To conclude, the European Kava Ban led to an international reckoning about the use of 

kava, and botanicals more generally. It sparked extensive dialogue about the regulation of 

import ed consumable products and the long-t erm safety ofkava. Even though the ban was 

subsequently reversed a decade later, its impact is still felt throughout Pacific today. Fearful 

about kava's potential health ramifications, consumers and producers alike now emphasize the 

necessity of regulating kava. It is notable that in response to a ban that resulted from chemically 

extracting kavalactones, consumers today are further extracting kava to its constituent chemicals, 

in the name of standardization. Thus, as a result of health scares sparked by kava's 

pharmaceuticalized transformation into packaged products, kava has ended up further 

pharmaceuticalized to gain legitimacy by orthodox biomedicine. Instead of being chemically 

extracted to produce pills, kava is now being analytically distilled to its constituent kavalactones 

for regulation. 
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The reduction of kava to a set of constituent chemicals has also led to some controversy 

about the definition of kava. After all, are products with altered forms and substances from kava 

root kava? How about kava products created through organic extraction processes? As I explore 

in the subsequent chapter, the pharmaceuticalization of kava has led to significant discussion 

about the classification of kava. Like with all discourse, these conversations are inherently 

related to power and control. 
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3. Questions of Classification: The Expansion and Distillation of 
Kava 

"If you've tried 'kava extracts', 'kava paste' or 'kava tincture[s] 'you've experienced a 
product that is as much like kava as Red Bull is like coffee. " - Garry Stoner, founder of 
True Kava (a Kava testing and regulatory agency based in the US) (Stoner 2015) 

What exactly is kava? This term has been applied to synthetic pills, the Piper methysticum plant, 

a muddy-brown beverage, as well as bear shaped chewable candies. In this chapter I explore the 

wide range of objects are labelled "kava," investigate the source of this ambiguity, and analyze 

the repercussions of this diversity. My goal here is not to resolve disputes over what constitutes 

kava, but rather to analyze why this conversation is happening in the first place. 

For a substance that supposedly leads to relaxation, kava has ironically sparked numerous 

tense controversies and heated debates. One prominent discussion centers on trying to make 

sense of what constitutes kava. Rather than being a straightforward question, defining kava has 

become increasingly complicated. Recently, several new products have entered the kavascape 

such as instant kava, kava tinctures, and kava capsules. Roots of the Piper methysticum plant are 

also increasingly being mixed with other substances (such as chocolate, or fruit juices) to create 

foods and beverages. As kava is circulated outside of the Pacific, it is exposed to a wide range of 

markets and institutions. Each of these new contexts has both distilled the concept ofkava and 

expanded it. While the label kava can now be found on a wide range of products, kava 

consumers and regulatory agencies have selectively extracted components of its rich historical 

and cultural use and/or its chemical properties ultimately reducing kava to a single form or 

function. 

Here I use the term distillation to describe a passive form of extraction. In Chemistry, 

distillation is a chemical process of purifying a liquid by successive evaporation and 
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condensation. Distillation is often used to separate components in a mixture to generate pure 

products. Echoing its chemical use, in this chapter I employ distillation to describe the 

various ways the essential meanings and most important aspects of kava are filtered when the 

plant is introduced to new contexts. 

The Simultaneous Reduction and Expansion of the Definition of Kava 

Circulated outside of the Pacific, kava is often reduced to a set of chemical compounds that 

can be added into a variety of other products. Taking advantage of the physiological effects 

produced by the kavalactones (as discussed in Chapter 2), entrepreneurs and pharmaceutical 

companies alike are utilizing specific solvents to chemically extract these active ingredients. 

Here I am borrowing the chemical definition of extraction to refer to the separation process 

consisting of the transference of compounds from a solid or liquid 

into a different solvent or phase (Craig 1949). Common everyday 

examples of this form of extraction include boiling tea leaves in 

water to remove the tannins, theobromine, and caffeine and 

introduce them to the water. 

In the kavascape there are a variety of products labelled 

"kava" that are prepared by extraction. For example, kava 

tinctures are now available in the US. They are prepared by 

Figure 3.1: Organic Kava 
Tinctures (Photo credit: Ohana 

Kava) 

extracting the active properties in rootstock (the kavalactones) using grain alcohol as a solvent. 

Often times , the plant matter is soaked , rinsed or run through ethanol and then the bulk of the 
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alcohol is either evaporated off or purified leaving a concentrated solution. 19 The products are 

often sold in 2-6 oz glass bottles and dispensed with an eyedropper into water or juices (Figure 

3.1). The tinctures are fast acting and can easily be absorbed 

into a consumer's system. Similar to kava tinctures are "kava 

extract." In an extract, the active compounds (kavalactones) in 

the rootstock are extracted into oils. At times this 

concentration is also accomplished through supercritical cold 

CO2 extraction. 20 Depending on the use of solvent, the 

resulting product varies in consistency. For example, kava 

Figure 3.2: Kava Paste (Photo 
Credit: Root Of Happiness) 

extracts range from solid mass products with a paste-like consistencies to beverages. As a paste, 

the extract is normally consumed sub-lingually (under the tongue) and as a beverage , kava 

extracts are mixed with water to prepare a consumable solution (Figure 3.2). At times, the extract 

is also embedded in starch-like casing to produce a product with an appearance of a pill. 

However, many consumers do not enjoy kava extracts in isolation. Aware of this, kava 

vendors and entrepreneurs have combined kava extracts with other ingredients to create more 

appealing and more accessible products. Among kava consumers, products that contain other 

ingredients apart from water are often referred to as kava "edibles." The number of goods 

considered kava edibles has dramatically increased over the last few years and now encompasses 

19 Ethanol is commonly used when chemically extracting botanicals due to its unique chemistry. Ethanol is both 
hydrophilic and hydrophobic (ie parts of the molecule are polar and parts nonpolar). This allows ethanol to be used 
to extract a wide variety of substances from polyphenols, to lipids, to lactone rings. 
20 Supercritical CO2 extraction is a process where the carbon dioxide gas is chilled to a low temperature and placed 
under high pressure in an extraction chamber. This condenses the gas to liquid. The liquid CO2 is then passed 
through the kava root material to extract the kavalactones. 
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items such as kava candy, tea, chocolate, soda, juice, and 

gummy bears. And new products are regularly introduced to 

the kavascape. For example, during my research a new kava 

product emerged - kava mints - which have received high 

praise on Kava Forums demonstrating just how rapidly the 

industry can expand (Figure 3.3). All of these new products 

Figure 3.3: Kava Mints (Photo 
Credit: Kalm with Kava) 

contain kavalactones, which originate from Piper methysticum 

(the kava plant) and produce similar physiological effects to the 

kava that is consumed in the South Pacific. However, that is where their similarity ends. Despite 

being so chemically different, many of these products are labelled "kava" in the US and globally. 

In addition to being chemically extracted, kava has also been conceptually extracted and 

simplified in the global market. One of the primary ways this occurs is by simplifying the 

preparation process associated with kava. As described in Chapter 1, in Fiji, "medium-grind 

kava" (kava root that has been ground like coffee) was historically consumed. Kava was 

prepared by hydrating ground roots with water, agitating them through blending and kneading, 

and filtering the resulting mixture through some sort of strainer bag. Today, many Fijian kava 

consumers still prepare kava this way. However, this process is often very time consuming and 

tedious to do. As such, many global consumers have looked for alternative, simpler solutions. 
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One way the preparation process was simplified was by altering the starting material, the 

kava root. Now, there are a variety of different types of dried kava available for consumers. For 

example, micronized ( or micro) kava is prepared with dried root. However, micronized kava is 

usually ground to a smaller size (a micron level), which slightly changes the way the root can be 

used. Instead of mixing the rootstock with water and 

straining, micronized root is often just mixed with water and 

consumed directly. Some kava consumers also skip the 

hydration step altogether and instead enjoy kava 

supplements. These supplements are typically prepared by 

packing ground kava root into a gel cap or similar container 

Figure 3.4: Kava supplements 
(Picture Credit: Waka ya Kava) 

(Figure 3.4). The gel cap then dissolves in a consumer's 

stomach once swallowed and the kava powder is 

metabolized by the stomach. Although medium, micro, and supplements are prepared slightly 

differently, each product does depend on the same starting material - dried Piper methysticum 

rootstock. 

In contrast to products made with dried root, fresh (green) kava, 

is also gaining popularity due to its more potent strength and ease of 

preparation. To prepare green kava for immediate use, consumers 

harvest, wash, peel and grind or chew Piper methysticum root stock. 

The pulverized root is mixed with water to prepare a beverage with 

a slushy-like texture. Alternatively , the pulverized fresh root can 

Figure 3.5: Fresh kava root 
(Photo credit: Northeast School 

of Botanical Medicine). 

also be frozen before it is mixed with water to facilitate transport. Similarly, instant kava can also 

be made with fresh root (Figure 3.5). Typically, instant kava is made by dehydrating the 
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prepared kava beverage to form a dry powder or paste. At times, instant kava is also made by 

dehydrating a kava beverage prepared with dried rootstock. In either case, to consume the instant 

kava, kava lovers rehydrate the kava (usually with water) to prepare a beverage that is easy to 

prepare. 

Beyond just simplifying the starting material, global kava consumers and entrepreneurs alike 

Figure 3.6: Medium-grind kava prepared 
the "traditional way" in a tanoa (Photo 

Credit: Shutterstock) 

have also come up with different ways of 

facilitating the preparation of medium-grind kava 

(the regular sized ground rootstock). These 

include the so-called traditional, toss-n-wash, and 

AluBottle methods that are each perceived very 

differently in the kava community. As the Kava 

Forums glossary explains, the 'traditional' 

preparation of medium-grind kava involves 

"placing the kava in a strainer, in a bowl of fresh water and then for a period of time, 

continuously knead, massage, and squeeze the kava that's in the strainer and covered in the 

water" (Figure 3.6). Consumers use the term ''traditional" to describe this method largely 

because it involves "preparing your Kava as closely as possible to the way the Pacific islanders, 

from long ago, prepared their kava" (Kava Forums 2020). As I demonstrate in Chapter 6, 

questions of authenticity and tradition have become key to discourses defining kava. Here, I 

adopt the term 'traditional' to refer to the kneading of medium grind kava into a basin containing 

water because this is the vernacular used by my interlocuters. Yet, it is worth remembering that 

there is no one specific kava tradition. 
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In addition to the 'traditional' method of preparing medium-grind kava, consumers also 

utilize a toss-n-wash method which involves "mixing kava root in water and drinking it without 

straining" (Kava Forums 2020). This method is often employed when consuming micronized 

kava largely because the kava powder is finer than medium grind, so it becomes easier to 

suspend the root in an aqueous solvent. The toss-n-wash method has increasingly been criticized 

for its lack of safety, largely because it does not require straining. As such, consumers frequently 

note severe digestive and intestinal problems that result from kava fibers and root material that 

end up in the kava beverage. 

Furthermore, American consumers also mention using the AluBall and accompanying 

AluBottle sold by Kavafied (an American kava company 

based in Florida) to prepare kava. The AluBall entered the 

kavascape in 2014 when the Polynesian American NFL 

player Matt Masifilo, invented a kava equivalent to 

protein shake mixer. According to Masifilo, he invented 

the AluBall because he "saw a need to develop a simple 

and quick way to make Kava" (Kavafied 2020). The 

Figure 3. 7: An AluBall containing 
medium-ground kava root. (Photo 

Credit: Kavafied) 

AluBall itself is a small pod the size of a golf-ball with stainless steel mesh (Figure 3. 7). It looks 

very similar to a large tea ball encased in a plastic ball with holes. The ball is unscrewed to open 

into two halves, powdered kava is added to one half and then closed. The ball is then immersed 

into water and shaken vigorously. In comparison to other methods of preparing kava, the AluBall 

is thought to be relatively fast, easy, and safe to use. 

Therefore, while kava has been simplified as it is circulated into the global market, this has 

actually led to its expansion. Kava is now consumed by more people than ever before and its 
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popularity has dramatically increased. In Fiji kava exports almost doubled from $4.3 million 

USD in 2015 to $7.7 million in 2017 and the industry continues to grow (Pacific Agriculture and 

Forestry Policy Network, 2018). In addition, the number of products that are labelled kava have 

also expanded. As such, distilling kava product actually expands it. Yet, this begs the question, 

why exactly has kava been extracted in the first place? 

The answer to that question is in kava's introduction to the global market. As Chapter 1 

demonstrated, kava has been consumed throughout the South Pacific for centuries. Only in the 

recent century has it gained more widespread global circulation. As kava is circulated into new 

spaces, it is exposed to different social, political, and cultural contexts. Consumers, companies 

and regulatory bodies in these different geographic and social spheres are embracing kava but 

modifying it to suit their specific contexts. 21 For example, in the US a significant portion of kava 

consumers are using Piper methysticum as an alternative for alcohol. Another branch of 

consumers treat kava as an herbal alternative to prescription anti-anxiety medication such as 

Valium or Xanax. And still others are embracing kava for its soporific properties, using it as a 

sleep aid. These consumers are ultimately expanding the use of kava significantly beyond its 

various applications in Oceania: as a social lubricant, medium for connecting with ancestors, and 

as a manifestation of mana. Thus, in order to produce products that appeal to consumers who are 

using kava for different reasons, kava's form must change. 

In addition, extraction has long been an integral part of the commodification of 

indigenous plants and products. In fact, this phenomenon happens so frequently that it has 

21 It is worth pointing out that as kava is circulated into new contexts, it is articulating existing processes of 
consumption as well as production. Some companies that manufacture various kava products are implementing 
established production meth ods that they have utilized for other botanical s. For example , ju st like the cannabis 
industry which produced edibles and tinctures, kava companies have developed kava-based foods. Thus, as kava is 
extracted globally it gets slotted into existing cultural practices and product ion streams. 
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acquired a term of its own: bioprospecting. Bioprospecting refers to the exploration of natural 

sources for small molecules, macromolecules, and biochemical information that can be 

developed into commercially valuable products for the agricultural, cosmetic, or pharmaceutical 

industries. Many of these natural sources have been chemically extracted, and all have been 

geographically removed from their origin. Historically , bioprospecting has been linked to 

colonialism. As Stoner points out, "crudely extracting some of the active components of a plant 

(along with many undesirable ones) with a highly volatile solvent is a long-standing Western 

tradition often touted as an 'improvem ent"' (Stoner 2015). Former colonized nations have had 

many of their resources forcibly removed by their colonizers. For example, substances such as 

pepper, sugar, coffee, quinine, or rubber have all become common household products through 

early bioprospecting efforts. Although Fiji, Vanuatu , and other kava producing Pacific countries 

are no longer actively colonized, they are still being exposed to bioprospecting but now in a 

neocolonial framework. 

It is worth noting here that while kava has certainly been conceptually and chemically 

extracted as it is circulated into global markets, not all consumers or corporations participate in 

this process. In fact, many are attempting to resist extraction. For example, while Kava Forums 

operates as a platform for all kava consumers and provides information about using kava 

products that have either been chemically or conceptually extracted, the administration itself 

encourages consumers to use products that are as authentic as possible (see Chapter 6 for a more 

thorough discussion of authenticity and resistance to extraction). Recently , the founder of Kava 

Forums posted the following about defining kava: "Kava is a beverage. Kava is not extracts. 

Kava is not pills or pastes, or flavored concentrates. Kava is not the canned functional drinks. 

Kava is not candy. These are considered 'Kavalacton e Products' and should be thought of as 
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totally different." 22 Therefore, the Kava Forums administration is seeking to delineate kava from 

products containing kava extract. 

Other American kava enthusiasts share a similar stance and argue that only products 

containing Piper methysticum and water can be considered kava. For these consumers, the 

presence of anything other than water and rootstock is adulteration and the resulting product is 

not kava. For example, in a guest post on the New Zealand Kava Society website, Gary Stoner 

points out that "You may have tried 'kava,' but if it was in the form of an extract, tea ... you 

haven't experienced true kava" (Stoner 2015). Here, Stoner is explicit about his stance: he 

believes that true kava is a substance that contains powdered rootstock kneaded with cold water 

in the so called ''traditional" manner. 

In addition to American consumers, many Pacific kava experts and consumers are 

striving to prevent the distillation of kava. For example, kava scholar and botanist Dr. Vincent 

Lebot is vehement in his stance about the definition ofkava. He notes that 

If some companies elsewhere want to extract the active ingredients and prepare 
some capsules or whatever, this is not called kava any more. Like if you put 
caffeine in a capsule, you cannot call it coffee; if you put in dry raisin peel, you 
cannot call it wine, and same for tea. Kava is kava; it is the traditional beverage 
prepared by cold water extraction of the ground organs of the plant Piper 
methysticum, and nothing else. We want to protect the geographical origins and 
the healthy quality kava plants we use here on an original basis. - Lebot in a RNZ 
interview (Blades 2018) 

While other kava enthusiasts are less steadfast in their differentiation of kava from products that 

contain kava extracts, they do note there is a difference. For example, Dr. Aporosa noted that 

part of the value ofkava stems from its synergy. Thus , solely consuming kavalactones from the 

plant decreases kava's chemical synergy. And, drinking instant or "micronized kava removes 

22 Kaprncrunk. Kava Forums. "Kava is Kava." https://Kava Forurns.corn/forurn/threads/kava-is-kava.18477 /. 
04/12/2021. 
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part of the social synergy" that results from the conversation and talanoa integral to the kava 

process. 23 

As this section reveals, consumers and corporations alike have extracted and expanded 

the definition of kava. More specifically, as kava is circulated into the global market, the number 

of products that contain the label 'kava' has dramatically increased. However, as kava is 

commoditized, institutions are also partially responsible for expanding and narrowing the scope 

ofkava. 

Classifying Kava in Institutional Contexts 

In addition to consumers struggling to define kava, regulatory bodies are also having 

difficulty classifying kava. Part of the reason for this difficulty is that kava is conceptualized 

differently in distinct institutional contexts. Over the years, regulatory bodies have labelled kava 

as a drug, herbal supplement, food , medicine, and beverage. In their attempt to classify kava, 

these global institutions have narrowed the definition of kava. By doing so, kava takes on a 

diverse array of meanings depending on its institutional context, yet none of these meanings 

accurately capture kava in its totality. 

In order to analyze discourse about kava, it is first essential to define the concept of 

discourse. Since the 1980s numerous anthropologists have conducted insightful discourse 

analysis. With their research, these scholars have also added nuance to the anthropological 

notion of discourse. Discourse therefore can refer to: "anything written or said or communicated 

using signs" (Fillingham 1993, 100); "talk and texts as parts of social practice" (Potter 1996, 

105); ''the flow of knowledge through time" (Jager 2004, 129); or "social cognitions, socially 

23 Dr. S. 'Apo' Aporosa . Scholar. Interview by Ariana Yett. 07/29/20. 
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specific ways of knowing social practices" (van Leeuwen 2008, 6). While each of these notions 

of discourse is indeed valuable, in this section I am borrowing from Foucault's analytical 

framework. According to Foucault, discourse refers to "ways of constituting knowledge, together 

with the social practices, forms of subjectivity and power relations which inhere in such 

knowledges and relations between them" (Foucault 1982, 27). Moving beyond using the 

common-sense understanding of discourse as conversation, Foucault points out that "discourses 

are more than ways of thinking and producing meaning. They constitute the 'nature'ofthe body, 

unconscious and conscious mind and emotional life of the subjects they seek to govern" 

(Weedon 1996, 108). Discourse is intimately tied to power and to the construction oftruth(s). It 

is also involved in the maintenance of truths. Therefore, discourse analysis can offer a view into 

what relations of power exist among constructed truths. As a form of power, therefore, when 

investigating discourse, I ask, as Foucault does in The Archeology of Knowledge: How is it that 

one particular statement , conception, or interpretation of events appears rather than another? And 

what does this interpretation reveal about existing power dynamics? 

When Europeans first came across kava during Captain Cook's explorations, they 

labelled it an intoxicant. In fact, its scientific name reflects this; Piper methysticum in Latin 

means 'intoxicating pepper.' Early research exploring the activity of kava consumption took this 

to heart and associated kava with another known substance - alcohol. For example, Louis Lewin, 

a German scientist, reported that masticating kava during preparation, "transformed the starch of 

the root into sugar, and that this by fermentation turned into alcohol" (Lewin 1998, 195). While 

this has since been proven inaccurate, from the outset, kava's botanical name made it rather 

difficult to disassociate kava from alcohol. In addition to creating a discursive link between kava 

and alcohol, Norton and Ruze suggest that early European accounts of kava drinking also 
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associated kava with opium, which is further evidence that early European categorization of the 

substance aligned it with intoxicants and drugs (Norton and Ruze 1994). 

However, even amongst regulatory bodies which label kava as a drug there is widespread 

disagreement about what kind of drug it is. As kava expert Dr. Vincent Lebot notes, looking at 

kava's complex psycho-activity, it is difficult to categorize it using a traditional drug 

classification scheme (Lebot, Merlin, and Lindstrom 1992). Schultes describes kava as a 

narcotic, Siegel a hypnotic, and Lewin uses both terms to refer to kava (Lewin 1998; Siegel 

1990; Schultes, Hofmann, and Ratsch 2001). More recently, several online health websites have 

classified kava as a drug but in a variety of ways. According to the Australian Drug and Alcohol 

Foundation, kava is a depressant drug. The foundation goes on to explain how depressants slow 

down the function of the central nervous system by decreasing the rate at which messages can 

travel between the brain and body (Alcohol and Drug Foundation 2020). Mental Health America 

defines kava as a sedative, discussing the various ways kava relaxes the body (Mental Health 

America 2020). Although each of these organizations uses different language to discuss kava ' s 

function as a drug, they both emphasize the physiological impact kava has on the body and use 

language that is frequently used to describe and classify pharmaceuticals or illicit substances. 

The ambiguity defining kava as a drug is not unique to Piper methysticum. As Ross 

Coomber, a notable sociologist who focuses on drugs and criminology, points out, most societies 

struggle articulating a clear definition of drugs (Coomber et al. 2013). Some countries (for 

example, the UK) distinguish between substances that are medically and legally sanctioned 

known as 'medicines,' and substances that are disapproved of in some way and known as 'drugs' 

(Coomber et al. 2013). Whereas in the US, all psychoactive substances regardless of legal status 

or medical sanction are considered 'drugs' (Coomber et al. 2013) and, some countries do not 
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even have a word for 'drugs' and do not make a distinction between socially sanctioned 

'medicines' and socially disapproved or illicit 'drugs' (Coomber et al. 2013 ). This difficulty 

conceptualizing drugs may be because as Jacques Derrida points out, "there are no drugs in 

'nature' ... the concept of drugs is not a scientific concept, but is rather instituted on the basis of 

moral or political evaluations"(Alexander and Roberts 2012). Labels of drug vs. medicine are 

therefore less based on a substance's perceived physical and social effects, but instead reference 

their status in systems of regulation and social control. 

Similarly, other regulatory bodies refer to kava as an herbal remedy, herbal supplement, 

herbal medicine, or dietary supplement. While each of these terms do have subtle differences, 

here I am combining them into one analytical category to facilitate analysis. 24 According to the 

Drug Enforcement Administration (DEA), "in the US kava is sold as dietary supplements [and 

is] promoted as natural alternatives to anti-anxiety drugs and sleeping pills" (DEA 2019, 1). 

Web MD states that "Kava is an herbal remedy that's made from the roots of Piper methysticum" 

and the US Poison Control defines kava as an "herbal product sold over the counter" (US Poison 

Control 2021; W ebMD 2021 ). Here, all of these institutions are emphasizing the ease of access of 

acquiring kava ( e.g. pointing out that it can be purchased over the counter) and are also focusing on 

its potential to replace other pharmaceutical drugs and medications. Importantly, it is worth noting 

that even when described as an herbal supplement rather than a drug, the physiological effects of 

kava remain paramount. With that said, the way these physiological effects are perceived differ. The 

label 'herbal remedy' suggests beneficial and healthful physiological effects. Whereas the label 

24 While some readers may wonder about my decision to combine each of these classifications ofkava into one 
analytical category, I believe that this methodological choice not only facilitates analysis, but also is reasonable as 
the categories do have very prominent overlap All of the above labels reference the fact that kava is a plant and is 
consumed to maintain or improve health. 
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'drug' is more ambiguous and could mean either positive or negative side effects and hence is 

interpreted negatively. In both cases, the labels 'herbal remedy' or 'drug' emphasize the 

physiological use and benefit consumers can achieve from ingesting kava. This focus changes when 

regulatory agencies define kava as a food or drink. 

In October of 2020, kava was officially recognized as a drink by the Codex Alimentarius 

Commission, but only when prepared with water. Prior to this approval, kava had been classified as 

a drug by the WHO and FAO. The Codex Alimentarius, also known as the 'food code,' was 

established in 1963 by the F AO and WHO to protect consumer health. It is a collection of 

internationally recognized standards, codes of practice and recommendations surrounding food 

production, quality, and circulation. The publication of the Codex is "intended to guide and 

promote the elaboration and establishment of definitions and requirements for foods to assist in 

the harmonization and in doing so facilitate international trade" (Codex Alimentarius 2020). The 

standards are based on scientific recommendations provided by independent international risk 

assessment bodies organized by the FAO and WHO. Since 2004 , the FAO/WHO Coordinating 

Committee for North America and South West Pacific have worked to establish this standard in 

part to protect the kava industry against further bans and restrictions. The CODEX provides 

specific guidelines about the parts of kava plants that can be used to prepare the beverage, the 

cultivars that are acceptable to utilize, and suggestions on the packaging and storage of kava 

products. In particular, the CODEX states that only roots coming from 'noble' kava varieties can 

be utilized, kava products cannot contain additives, and cannot have residues of upper stems, 

leavings, or bark. In general, the new standards implemented in the Codex Alimentarius are 

significant regardless of their reception. 25 They indicate kava's reconfigured status in the eyes of 

25 See Chapter 2 for a discussion on noble kava. 
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international governmental organizations such as the WHO and FAO. Freed from associations 

with 'drugs,' these new standards move kava into a theoretically safer, but still heavily regulated 

realm. Kava is still monitored but is assessed with a different set of regulations. 

The establishment of a set of kava-specific Codex Alimentarius standards has generated 

mixed feelings amongst kava consumers. Some believe that by adding kava to legislation 

produced by internationally recognized bodies such as the WHO and F AO, the demand for kava 

should increase globally. For example, Kevin, a long-time American kava consumer pointed out 

that due to the messy history of the European Kava Ban, kava occupies a precarious position in 

the global landscape. As such, he hopes that this legislation will move it out of a "gray area" to a 

more acceptable status. 26 Al, a Tongan kava grower notes that, "I can't see it [Codex 

Alimentarius standards] being anything other than a step in the right direction. It moves kava 

[out] of the kratom radar once and for all and I think it will help everyone involved in the 

cultivation and consumption of kava. Win/win" (Kava Officially Adopted by CODEX , 2020). 27 

Emphasizing the association between kava and kratom, Al uses a similar rhetoric about kava 

legality as Keith. However, Al also points out that the regulation provided by kava's updated 

status as a food, will be beneficial to the kava industry. Defining kava as a food allows it to be 

monitored for pesticides, food additives, and contaminants: all of which would harm consumers 

and by extension harm the industry. In an interview with the F AO, Michael Louze, the head of 

the Vanuatu Kava Association noted "as an exporter, having the Codex set a clear standard will 

allow us to sell exactly the same product and for customers to know exactly what they are 

26 Kevin. American kava consumer. Interview by Ariana Yett. 06/29/2020 
27 Kratom (Mitragyna speciosa) is an addictive botanical that originates in Thailand. It has a convoluted status in the 
US. The FDA has issued numerous warnings suggesting consumers should avoid kratom and has approved no legal 
uses for kratom. Kratom is often sold at the same establishments that sell kava, and the two botanicals are frequently 
confused. It is important to note, however, that kava and kratom have decidedly different chemical properties and 
should not be treated the same way . 
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getting" (Food and Agriculture Organization of the United Nations 2019, 3). Here Louze is 

simultaneously alluding to the fact that many stakeholders believe that the kava industry requires 

greater monitoring, as well as pointing to the legitimacy that kava will acquire as a result of its 

inclusion into the Codex. 

On the other hand, other kava consumers are less enthusiastic about the standards issued 

in the Codex Alimentarius. In an interview with Radio New Zealand, a liberal New Zealand 

public radio broadcaster, Kava expert and scholar Dr. Aporosa notes that he is surprised by the 

extensive attention the codex standards are generating. He points out that kava has long been 

defined as a beverage in Australia and New Zealand, so the codex standards aren't exactly novel. 

But, more importantly, Aporosa is further hesitant about these standards because he worries that 

this will facilitate cultural appropriation of the drink. He noted that, "for most of us in the Pacific 

we consider kava to be an ingestible manifestation of the land, culture, and the people. It 

contains mana- a spiritual power" (Blades 2018). Standardizing kava, therefore, would involve 

regulating Fijian spiritual power. Ultimately Aporosa and other kava scholars and enthusiasts 

that share similar views worry that it will be easier for companies to promote the production and 

consumption ofkava in bars and unrespectable settings. 

As the above analysis revealed, there is significant ambiguity surrounding the 

classification of kava. Emphasizing different properties, regulatory agencies have classified kava 

as a drug, herbal medicine, and food. Each one of these definitions captures components of 

kava's diverse array of meanings but fails to address kava in its entirety. Classifying kava as a 

drug dilutes it to a good that is only useful for its therapeutic properties. Similarly, classifying 

kava as an herbal supplement once again emphasizes kava's physiological properties, but 

without the negative connotations that frequently accompany the label of 'drug.' Neither of these 
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classifications accounts for kava's ability to facilitate socialization nor its spiritual/religious 

dimensions. Classified as a food, kava is no longer reduced to its constituent chemicals, yet this 

label minimizes its significance. Although anthropologists recognize the value and symbolism of 

substances described as food, most consumers do not. As such, even if categorizing kava as a 

food makes it appear more mainstream, it dilutes some of the meanings associated with it. All of 

the institutional classifications of kava only emphasize ce11ain properties, yet by doing so kava 

takes on a diverse array of meanings depending on varying institutional contexts. Yet why 

exactly are regulatory agencies attempting to classify kava? And why are they having such 

difficulty doing so? 

There is significant ambiguity surrounding the classification of kava due to culturally 

specific ontologies. Rather than utilizing the classification scheme for kava in the Pacific, 

consumers, and regulatory bodies in the 'global north' are presenting an alternative discourse of 

kava that conforms to their existing ontological frameworks. These frameworks employ mutually 

exclusive categories such as drugs, herbal remedies, and foods. Kava, in the Pacific, however, is 

all the above and hence none of the above. In the Pacific it is treated as an entity and category of 

its own. For example, I asked Joni, a Fijian kava aficionado to define kava. His response was 

simultaneously illuminating and maddening. He said, "kava is kava." 28 Joni fundamentally 

struggled to answer my question, because in his eyes, kava is both a category and a product. The 

term kava in the Pacific operates the same way the labels "drug" and "dietary supplement" 

function, in that these labels can describe specific products or a wide category of products. 

Lacking this nuance, regulatory agencies outside of the Pacific are attempting to metaphorically 

fit a round peg into a square hole. 

28 Joni . Fijian kava consumer. Interivew by Ariana Yett. 06/29/2021. 
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By classifying kava within their existing frameworks, regulatory agencies are attempting 

to exert power over it. This is largely because, as Foucault points out, the power of discourse 

resides in the creation of knowledge that has the status of truth. Discourse influences, regulates 

and constrains practices and meanings. Or in other words, beyond just describing a substance , 

the language an individual and institution uses to discuss kava reveals the dominant narrative at 

play. The act of naming and classifying kava thus becomes a form of control. If kava is no longer 

treated as kava, but instead described as a food, herbal supplement , or drug, it moves from being 

a deeply culturally and spiritually meaningful substance that belongs to the Pacific, to a an object 

that is governed by institutional policies and guidelines. Therefore, the classification of kava has 

the potential to decrease Pacific control over what is inherently their cultural good. 

Consequences of the Expanding Definition of Kava 

This chapter explored the ambiguities surrounding the classification of kava. I demonstrate that 

as kava is geographically extracted from the Pacific it is exposed to a range of new contexts. 

Each of these new contexts has both distilled the concept ofkava and expanded it. While the 

label kava can now be found on a wide range of products, consumers and regulatory agencies 

have selectively extracted components of its rich historical and cultural use and/or its chemical 

properties, ultimately reducing kava to a single form or function. And the terms used to classify 

kava are primarily not based the perceived physical and social effects that arise from kava 

consumption, but instead reference its status in systems of regulation and social control. By 

classifying kava within their existing frameworks, both consumers and regulatory agencies are 

attempting to exert power over it. 
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The expansion of the definition ofkava has numerous consequences. For starters, it 

creates a practical barrier for consumers. Unaware of the variation in products containing the 

label "kava," novice consumers risk harming themselves by adopting an incorrect preparation 

method. For example, instant kava is designed to be consumed without straining the Piper 

methysticum roots, but medium-grind kava requires a lengthy kneading and filtering process. If 

consumers mix medium-grind kava the same way they prepare instant kava, they will have 

severe gastro-intestinal issues. 29 Unfortunately, this happens fairly frequently. Posts abound on 

Kava Forums where novice users describe experiencing bloating and intestinal cramps after 

preparing kava and ask for help. The most common culprit behind these posts is an incorrect 

preparation method. Yet the frequency of such mistakes has led to increased negativity about this 

Pacific plant. 

In addition, the expansion of kava has unfortunately led to increased misrepresentation 

and spawned a variety of new myths including several news headlines that kava can kill 

(Stranton 2017; Rodriguez 2017). After Prince Harry, the Duke of Sussex, visited Fiji as part of a 

royal visit in 2018, a pharmacology professor from University College London spoke out saying 

that kava can be "dangerous ... it's pretty foolish to drink it" (Dymond 2018). This comment led 

to more international negativity surrounding kava, much of which is unfounded. As Aporosa 

points out, misreporting the facts surrounding kava has "made it difficult for academics, let alone 

the public, to distinguish fact from fiction, harm from health, positive from negative" (Aporosa 

2019, 8). Increasing the number of products and substances that carry the label of kava has paved 

the way for more misrepresentations for the plant to arise. 

29 Kava Forums. "Serious stomach cramps, bloating and other effects. Wondering if Kava could be the culprit." 
https://kavaforums.com /forum/threads /serious-stomach-cramps-bloating-and-other-effects-wondering-if-k:ava-could-
be-the-culprit.16884 /#post-l 80351 . 05/06/2020. 
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Finally, expanding the definition of kava has the potential to decrease Pacific control over 

what is inherently a cultural keystone. As Foucault points out discourse influences and constrains 

practices and meanings. However, discourse is not the only method by which control for kava is 

seized. As the next chapter explores, as kava is exposed to extractive global economies, kava 

companies both within the Pacific and globally have increased kava production and regulation to 

interact with the international markets. Although these transformations theoretically increase 

economic profit for the Pacific, they can limit Pasifika control over the kavascape. 
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4. Extractive Economies: Paradoxes of Kava's Global Popularity 

"It shouldn't be lost here that kava is an agricultural commodity with a medicinal value 
that.farmers are willin~ to export as an income ~enerating activity and economic 
development strategy. " - Kojo on Kava Forums 30 

Felipe is convinced that the future lies in kava farming. A young Fijian entrepreneur, Felipe 

owns a small share of South Pacific Ltd., a large international corporation that specializes in 

kava-based products. Thus, to some extent, Felipe must believe in kava 's continued potential to 

generate financial success. However, his contract with South Pacific Ltd. is not the only reason 

for his firm stance. Several of his family members have made a fortune farming kava. As he 

reported in our conversation together, 

I have a lot of cousins who were studying in Uni and were working, but they all 
resigned from their jobs and left their studies to go farm kava. In the northern part 
of Fiji , we have a lot of young farmers who have managed to make a lot of money 
because of the high demand in kava. 31 

Throughout the country, kava farming, a job that was previously looked down-upon, has become 

an increasingly popular career choice amongst Fijian youth due to its high profitability. 

A similar tale can be told about Vanuatu. Michael Louze , the owner of South Seas 

Commodities (a leading Vanuatu kava exporter) and the chairman of the Vanuatu Kava Industry 

group, notes that the country's combined revenues from the export and sale ofkava has 

surpassed the profits generated from tourism (Field 2017). This is a significant comparison in a 

nation that has previously prided itself on the significance of its tourism industry. Louze added 

that some farmers are using this surge in profit to fund their children's' education (Field 2017). 

3° Kojo Douglas. Kava Forums. "Serious Thoughts: 'Culture Appropriation VS. Cultural Borrowing/Cross 
Fertilization. '" https ://Kava Forums . com/forum/threads/serious-thoughts-cultural-appropriation -vs-cultural-
borrowing-cross-fertilization. 1533 5/page-2#post- l 69390 . 0 l /25/2019. 
31 Felipe. Fij ian kava consumer. Interview by Ariana Yett. 07/26/2020. 
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Others buy trucks, a prized possession for agricultural workers. "Most of the new [Toyota] Land 

Cruisers sold in Santo [Island] in the latest month have been paid for in cash with kava money," 

he said (Field 2017). The returns in 2018 from kava exports were $30.8 million FJD 

(approximately $15 million USD) (Tora 2020). This begs the obvious question -why has kava 

farming suddenly become such a profitable career? 

In one word - demand. According to a study published by the Pacific Horticultural & 

Agricultural Market Access (PHAMA) Plus Program, only 10% of industry revenue in Fiji is 

generated by kava export, although this number is steadily rising (PHAMA 2018). The export 

market has been growing consistently for the last 20 years, going from about 1800 tons per year 

in the 1990s to 12,000 tons in 2015 (Tora 2020). The appeal ofkava is no longer confined to the 

Pacific and the Pacific diaspora. Now, there are more than 100 kava bars across the United 

States, and the limit on kava export into Australia has been relaxed. Yet, the increased 

international popularity of kava does not solely account for the uptick in profit resulting from 

kava farming. 

This rising overseas demand for kava coincided with a supply squeeze in Fiji and 

Vanuatu. Cyclones Winston (2016) and Pam (2015) devastated thousands of Piper methysticum 

plants. The lack of kava in the region after th e two cyclones caused a spike in its price : in 2016 , 1 

kilogram (kg) of kava in Suva cost $14.00 USD, in 2017 the same amount ofkava costs $52.00 

USD, a 370% increase (Field 2017). Although the kava industry has been dramatically hindered 

by the COVID-19 pandemic, the overall production and consumption of kava both domestically 

and internationally are still trending upwards in 2020 (Nanuqa 2021). 

Kava has now become a significant cash crop in several Pacific regions , especially Fiji, 

Tonga, and Vanuatu , where kava is providing higher returns than all other agricultural crops. 
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According to kava expert and botanist Dr. Vincent Lebot , ''unlike copra [raw coconut], kava is a 

high-value, low-volume crop similar to spices" (Lebot and Levesque 1989, 39). Due to its 

potential for high financial returns, kava has become commoditized in the South Pacific. 

Commodification is a term that is broadly used in academia and spans numerous 

disciplines and topics. Even within anthropology, various scholars have expanded, relativized, 

and problematized their definitions of commodities. In general, anthropological definitions of 

commodities emphasize consumption and consumer culture. Here I borrow Arjun Appadurai ' s 

definition of a commodity-anything intended for exchange or an object of economic value 

(Appadurai 1986)-to investigate the ways that kava changes meaning as it is introduced to new 

audiences. These meanings may be intentionally created as part of a marketing scheme to appeal 

to a particular consumer base or may be implicitly applied by consumers themselves (see 

Chapter 3). In this case, kava in numerous forms is being introduced to a wide range of 

consumers in the Pacific and internationally. However, as kava is circulated outside of the 

Pacific, it ends up transformed. This leads us to ask - what have kava companies had to do or 

change as they market kava beyond the South Pacific? 

In this chapter I discuss the various contradictions that emerge as kava is exposed to 

extractive economies. I explore the consequence that result when large foreign agricultural 

companies pull kava producing island nations into the neoliberal agricultural sector in an attempt 

to extract control of the kava industry. I argue that to meet rising global demand, the kava 

industry has commodified kava by expanding kava production and regulating its chemical 

properties. Although these transformations theoretically increase the Pacific's economic profit, 

they decrease Pasifika control over kava , a cultural keystone. As the Pacific is pushed to expand 

kava production, due to the unequal nature of the global market small Pacific farmers are unable 
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to compete with multi-million-dollar international companies and may ultimately lose out on the 

ability to generate profit from the burgeoning kava industry. Furthermore, due to kava's status as 

a botanical from the 'global south,' it is seen as a threat that must be regulated. This leaves Fijian 

kava companies forced to choose between missing out on large export markets or adopting 

rigorous and costly testing schemes. Thus, the conflicts within the kava industry are 

representative of larger political and economic forces. Kava itself ends up transitioning from a 

valuable historical and cultural product to a substance equivalent to tea or coffee, a good a 

consumer uses without any understanding of its political, cultural, or historical meanings. 

Expansion of Kava Production 

"The green light by the World Health Organization has put the spotlight back on kava 
root (Piper methysticum) and has set the stage for the biggest kava demand surge in 
industry history. Everyone from pharmaceutical companies to beverage industry giants 
are once again positioning themselves to incorporate kava into their product line. " -
Kavafied (2017). 

As the blog posted by the large international kava company Kavafied explains in the quote 

above, the demand for kava is surging (Kavafied 2017). Yet with this rapidly increasing demand 

comes the necessity to expand kava production. To tap into the global market, stakeholders in all 

levels of the kava industry have had to figure out a way to meet international demand. In order to 

meet the demand generated by the global market, the kava industry has been forced to 

dramatically expand kava production by increasing kava farming in the South Pacific, moving 

production beyond Oceania, and attempting to genetically engineer more resilient kava plants. 

It is worth noting that anthropologists have long documented the relationship between 

consumption in the global north and its effects on the global south. Sidney Mintz' book 

Sweetness and Power provides one of the clearest examples of the ramifications of this dynamic. 

Mintz documents the dramatic consequences that the increasing consumption of sugar in Europe 
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had on the development of industrial plantations in the Caribbean (Mintz 1985). Other scholars 

such as Stephen Hugh-Jones and Phillip Miller have pointed out the significant control first-

world consumption has on third-world economies as a result of trade agreements such as the 

Trans-Pacific Partnership (Miller 1995). Kava is joining a long legacy of items such as tea, 

coffee, tobacco, and coca leaves that have all dramatically changed after entering a global 

market. 

One of the primary ways that the kava industry has expanded kava production is by 

increasing the number of Piper methysticum plants harvested across the South Pacific. In Fiji, 

this work was organized and led by the Fiji Kava Council, which was established in 2016 as part 

of the legislation laid out in the Kava Bill. The Kava Council was created in response to the 

effects of Cyclone Winston-a Category 5 cyclone that destroyed thousands ofkava plants 

across the country. This destruction reminded various kava stakeholders of the fragility of the 

kava industry, prompting legislative action. The Kava Bill was the first time that kava was 

formally recognized as "as a key contributor to the Fijian economy and which requires adequate 

protection, as domestic and international demand increases" (Yoshida 2020). Although Fiji was a 

member of the International Kava Executive Council when it was established in 2003 directly 

after the European Kava Ban, the Fiji Kava Council was the first national organization dedicated 

to the kava industry. 

Responding to the Kava Bill, the Fijian Ministry of Agriculture decided to expand kava 

growth to spaces beyond those that are normally harvested. Typically, kava is grown and 

cultivated in the northern and eastern divisions of Fiji, yet in 2017 the Minister of Agriculture, 

Dr. Mahendra Reddy, announced that kava cultivation would be expanded to the western 

division. Reddy justified this decision stating that "we want to spread kava outside the traditional 
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areas and to do that, we have to establish an infrastructure in the Western Division" (Chand 

2020). Although this expansion will increase the number ofkava plants available during any 

harvest, there is only so much land available in the Fijian island archipelago for farming. This is 

the perfect example of what Murray argues results from orienting local economies to world food 

regimes: the loss of the domestic food base in an attempt to cultivate a monoculture crop 

(Murray 2000). In this case, farmers in Fiji's Western Division are transitioning from planting 

and harvesting edible food supplies such as copra, taro, and cassava and instead gravitating to 

kava as a monocultural crop. Additionally, even though kava may be a cash-crop, it takes a long 

time for any plants to generate profit: kava typically takes 3-5 years to grow to maturation. And, 

extensive production of kava risks exhausting the fertile volcanic lands that abound in the 

Pacific, harming rural communities in the long run (Mikhaylov 2020). As such, there are 

numerous consequences that arise from rapidly increasing the production ofkava. 

Beyond just losing some of the agricultural diversity in Fiji, increasing kava production 

for a global market risks decreasing the variety of kava present in the Pacific. Across the Pacific , 

more than 120 species of kava have been identified (Le bot and Levesque 1989). However, 

international kava companies require a standardized kava product to meet their needs. And, in 

particular, they need a replicable supply of kavalactones to satisfy quality assessments (Pollock 

2009). Thus, within the Pacific, kava farmers, middle-men, and wholesale companies have had to 

reconcile contrasting demands. On the one hand, commercially planting and selling one variety 

ofkava will lead to financial gain. On the other hand, it will dramatically compromise the 

biodiversity of the plant and hinder its cultural uses. Kailao, a member of the Pasifika Kava 

Forums, articulated this struggle. He said, 

Kava is going to be become commercially planted and commercially farmed 
whether we like it or not. The challenge for us as Pacific islanders, as consumers, 
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planters and farmers of kava is how we can keep our traditional and cultural links 
to kava. And yet be at the cutting edge of commercially developed kava 
plantations. 32 

As Kailao demonstrates, many kava farmers in the Pacific are wrestling with conflicting 

impulses, they want to be involved in the burgeoning kavascape, yet do not want to disrespect 

their cultural links to do so. 

To complicate matters, due to the rapid surge in global interest for kava, Pacific kava 

stakeholders have come to realize that if they do not export kava, they will lose out on the market 

altogether. While kava is currently only grown for commerce in the South Pacific, innovators 

around the world are attempting to cultivate kava plants in new regions. Kava is now grown in 

the Hawaiian and Solomon Islands. Although kava was historically consumed in Hawaii, when 

missionaries arrived in the islands in the late 19th century to proselytize, they wiped out kava 

consumption. Only in the last few decades has kava production and consumption increased in 

Hawaii, largely to meet a rising international demand (Lindstrom 2009). Kava was never 

traditionally consumed in the Solomon Islands, but it is widely planted now and has become a 

commercial crop. Beyond other countries within Oceania, some innovators are attempting to 

grow kava in the US, Mexico, and South East Asia (Lindstrom 2009; Kali Kava 2020). 

And some innovators have actually been successful. Kali Kava is an American kava 

company that is striving to grow kava varieties in California. By acclimating and adapting kava 

to California 's climate while accelerating the natural selection process, Kali Kava has created 

four genetically unique varieties of kava that are capable of surviving the climate in California. 

According to the Kali Kava website, the idea of Kali Kava was born after Cyclone Pam (in 2014) 

devastated the kava industry. Following Cyclone Pam, "it was apparent that the demand for high 

32 Kailao . Pacific Kava Expert. Interview by Ariana Yett. 08/17/2020 
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quality kava and the new price that it fetched, was not going to slow any time soon and the 

politics of the South Pacific were cumbersome to the goal of the market's recove1y" (Kali Kava 

2020). Convinced that the Pacific market could not handle the international demand for kava, 

Kali Kava decided to create a domestic product. Although Kali Kava has not yet grown enough 

plants to be a competitive player in the kava industry, by 2022, it expects to be able to produce 

10,000 plants for resale. 

The cultivation of non-Pacific kava complicates matters. As Judy, a representative from 

an American-based kava company that works directly with kava farmers throughout the Pacific, 

points out, "There's nothing grown outside of those islands, but that's not to say it couldn't be 

grown outside those islands, and if that happened and plantation or a farm started elsewhere, or a 

new region grew successful, it could economically impact the Pacific Islands." 33 Unfortunately, 

Judy is on to something. Due to the small size of most island nations, if larger countries are able 

to successfully enter the kava farming landscape, there will be little the Pacific can do to 

compete in production volume. 

The surge in interest in growing kava outside of the Pacific has led many kava enthusiasts 

involved in the Pacific kava industry to worry about market access. Kailao, a member of the 

Pasifika Kava Forum is really nervous about Pacific kava farmers losing access to the 

burgeoning kava market in the US and globally more generally. During our conversation 

together he pointed out, "My biggest concern is that if we don't act early and if we don't get our 

act together and work together as kava exporting countries from the Pacific, that we will lose out 

on the market that is busting. We need to get our act together. "34 Kailao is concerned about 

missing out on the global market for numerous reasons. The kava industry is a clear source of 

33 Judy. American kava company representative. Interview by Ariana Yett. 07/02/2020. 
34 Kailao . Pacific kava expert. Interview by Ariana Yett. 08/17/2020 
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profit for island nations. For example, in 2017 kava sales both within Fiji and internationally 

amounted to $FJD 320 million (approximately $160 million USD) (PHAMA 2018). As the 

popularity of kava increases internationally, these profit margins will only increase. 

In addition, kava is integral to all aspects of Fijian life. It has become the national drink 

of Fiji and is part of Fijian identity. As such, Kailao and other kava enthusiasts worry that ifkava 

is grown elsewhere, Fijians (and Pacific Islanders in general) will lose some portion of their 

national identity. The Fijian government shares these fears. The government explicitly 

recognizes and wants to protect the economic and cultural value that kava holds for Fiji and 

articulates the necessity of doing so in the Fiji Kava Quality Manual. This manual was compiled 

by the Pacific Horticultural and Agricultural Market Access (PHAMA) program, Pacific 

Community's Pacific Agriculture Policy Project (SPC PAPP) and the University of the South 

Pacific (USP) to help farmers involved in all aspects of kava cultivation to produce a high quality 

and uniform product. The manual notes, ''with the renewed interest of markets for Kava in 

Europe and a viable and growing market in the United States of America, Fiji must explore every 

opportunity to protect kava as a true Fijian product and its Pacific heritage and status in terms of 

competing in international markets" (Ministry of Agriculture 2017). Notably, here the Fijian 

government reveals its concerns about losing out in the global market. By reminding kava 

farmers, middle-men, and companies that kava is an inherently Fijian good, the government is 

essentially trying to spur on the cultivation and protection of kava as a heritage good. Yet the 

government's reason for protecting kava is to make Fiji a more competitive player in the global 

market. Therefore, the commodification of kava is framed as the protection of a cultural good 

and a vehicle for maintaining dominance in a global market. 
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Finally, the kava industry has expanded kava production by attempting to genetically 

engineer more resilient, sustainable, and easily accessible kava plants. As kava increases in 

popularity, so does its demand. Yet, kava takes multiple years to reach maturity and can only be 

propagated using cuttings as a domesticated species. Both internationally and within the Pacific, 

scientists are working to identify a way to speed up the growth of kava. As described above, Kali 

Kava is working to modify Piper methysticum plants so that they can withstand a variety of 

agricultural climates such as those in California. However, they are not the only company 

attempting to do so. A research group at MIT led by Dr. Tomas Pluskal has successfully been 

able to synthesize the kavalactones present in kava (Friar 2019). Pluskal's research has paved the 

way for cloning these genes, inserting them into species like "yeast or bacteria that grow quickly 

and are easier to maintain in a variety of environments than a temperamental tropical plant and 

then get these microbial bio-factories to mass produce the molecule" (Friar 2019, 2). Notably, 

the Pluskal group seems to be treating kava as a production problem that needs solving rather 

than a cultural good. And the lab is turning to science and technology to identify a prospective 

solution to engineer control of production. 35 Combining a historical knowledge of kava's 

medicinal properties with mod em research tools, the Pluskal lab is striving to pav e the way for 

the rapid synthesis of kava. 

In Fiji, similar strides have been made. In 2019, a company known as FijiKava Limited, 

which was started by the Fijian entrepreneur Zane Yoshida, created a tissue culture laboratory to 

standardize and improve the quality of kava. The goal for this laboratory is to mass produce 

"disease-free kava plants with desirable traits" (Rovoi 2019). Part of the reason FijiKava Limited 

is so interested in obtaining plants with a certain subset of chemical properties is to create 

35 This mentality has emerged previou sly in history. See Mint z (1985) for a discussion on engineering control of 
sugar cane production in a post-c olonial context. 
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products that produce specific desirable effects for the treatment of anxiety, sleeplessness, and 

muscle relaxation. Here, FijiKava Limited is demonstrating what Frederique Apffel-Marglin 

argues occurs when a crop gains international popularity: farmers become forced to be 

responsive to the market in technologically or scientifically savvy ways. In many situations this 

leads to the adoption of high-tech agriculture (Marglin 1996). Although this technology allows 

for the production of high volumes of kava root, it dramatically changes a plant that islanders 

have been consuming for centuries and, decreases the ability for small scale farmers to compete. 

As I discuss in Chapter 2, this situation is made even more complicated when we consider 

islander consumption habits. Many Pasifika consumers dislike the modifications made to kava. 

Therefore, in light of the genetic modifications to kava, they are less likely to purchase modified 

kava, even if it is grown in Fiji. 

As the above discussion reveals, the Pacific is ultimately stuck in a bind. In Fiji, large 

foreign agricultural companies are pulling a number of small island nations into the increasingly 

globalized neoliberal agricultural sector (Murray 2001 ). These nation-states are unlikely to be 

able to resist such transformations given the rising external pressure to produce kava. 

Furthermore, regional elites involved in both business and politics have bought into the 

neoliberal agricultural system, helping to articulate and perpetuate it within the Pacific Islands. 

As Murray alludes to, however, the development of national monoculture crops within the 

Pacific makes economies incredibly fragile. As such it is doubtful that such systems of increased 

production will be beneficial. On the contrary, "it has the potential to contribute to the 

rejuvenated subordination of the region within the global political-economic order" (Murray 

2001, 146). Additionally , minute changes in the global economic landscape can devastate local 
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economies that are linked into global commodity chains as was clearly illustrated by the 

European Kava Ban. 

On the other hand, if the Pacific chooses not to adopt these principles or does so too 

slowly, they will lose out entirely on the burgeoning international market. And they will very 

likely lose control of kava, a historically significant cultural product. Numerous companies like 

Kali Kava are attempting to genetically modify kava plants to suit the US climate. It is only a 

matter of time until they can successfully do so largescale. Thus, Fiji finds itself forced to 

conform to export markets or perish. 

Regulation of the Kava Industry 

"Kava was originally removed from the US market by the FDA and made illegal 
in several countries due to a lack of quality controls. Without analytical testing, it 
is impossible to determine the safety or quality of the material . .. Without proper 
quality controls, it is a certainty that kava will again return to the spotlight as a 
misunderstood herb, which will lead to strict regulations or bans." - The 
American Kava Association (The American Kava Association 2021) 

Keith, an American kava consumer and entrepreneur himself, is an avid kava consumer. He 

consumes kava daily for its anti-anxiety properties. Yet, his biggest concern with the industry is 

its lack of regulation. During our conversation together he pointed out, "this is an industry that is 

primed for growth if done properly. I think that they need to wrap their arms around the quality 

control and regulation side of affairs. "36 Keith is not alone in this sentiment. Posts abound on 

Kava Forums where consumers recount horror tales about encountering a bad batch ofkava , 

kava that was contaminated by mold or mildew, or kava that produced nausea and intestinal 

issues. 

36 Keith. American kava consumer. Interview by Ariana Yett. 07/16/2020 
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The vast majority of kava consumers are interested in consuming high-quality kava. 

KavaLytics, an American company that created a hand-held sensor for kava, notes: "on average 

buyers are willing to pay a 20% premium for kava that has both a certificate of analysis and 

traceability from the producing region" (KavaLytics 2020). In response, in order to make kava 

more appealing for W estem consumers, kava companies are striving to regulate kava's chemical 

properties and circulation. In particular, to increase kava's legitimacy in the global market, kava 

companies are emphasizing greater industrial testing and monitoring of the ratio of kavalactones, 

the percentage of flavokavains and the purity of the ground root. 

One of the primary ways that kava companies are regulating kava is by implementing 

much more rigorous testing to make inroads into a Western market. According to regulation by 

the FDA, testing regimes have become integral for food and drug companies. Testing ranges 

from processes to investigate bacterial contamination such as E-Coli or Salmonella to 

chromatographic analyses designed to determine what is present in kava root. And these tests can 

be incredibly costly to organize. For example, Bula Kava House , a large company on the west-

coast of the US with a sit-in bar as well as a prominent online e-retail presence has an entire 

webpage devoted to discussing its kava testing policy. Consumers are informed that "We 

recognize the importance ofkava safety and testing. All our kava is independently tested for 

chemotype and overall kavalactone levels, yeast and mold, and microbiological contamination. 

All Bula Kava House products are tested and certified "noble" and contaminant free" (Bula Kava 

House 2021). The fact that testing occupies such a prominent role on Bula Kava House's online 

platform sends signals about the attention the company , and consumers in tum, pay to kava ' s 

regulation and safety , in essence perpetuating a continual cycle. Exposed to extensive 
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communication about testing on vendor sites, consumers eventually begin to expect testing, 

prompting vendors to conduct and advertise about it. 

Certain Fijian companies are also attempting to adopt similar testing regimes to access a 

wider market. Theo, a representative from a Fijian-based kava company expressed immense 

pride at conducting such rigorous testing, but lamented the cost required to do so. In our 

conversation he noted that "investment into HACCP was a big capital expenditure. There's only 

a handful of us in Fiji that have it and of that handful a lot of them got it within the last year and 

half or two." 37 Theo was referencing the Hazard Analysis Critical Control Point management 

system established by the US Food and Drug Administration (FDA) that addresses food safety 

through the analysis and control of biological, chemical, and physical hazards. According to the 

FDA, kava companies that export products into the United States must be HACCP and PCQI 

certified (Nutrition 2020). This leaves Fijian kava companies forced to choose between missing 

out on one of the biggest export markets, or adopting a rigorous and costly testing scheme. 

One prominent way that kava testing occurs is with KavaLytics, a handheld Near Infrared 

Spectrometer used to test kava. According to the KavaLytics website, this tool provides "clients 

with a fast, affordable, accurate and validated quality assessment method for Kava" (KavaLytics 

2020). It was started after "listening to the quality control and traceability needs of kava industry 

stakeholders at all levels of the value chain" (KavaLytics 2020). First released in 2015, this 

device has gained a lot of attention in the online kava community and, in particular, on Kava 

Forums. Discussing the KavaLytics scanner , a representative from Bula Kava House posted, "we 

should all raise a shell to Tyler at Root of Happiness for moving the kava industry forward in a 

37 Theo. Fijian kava representative. Interview by Ariana Yett. 07/09/2020 
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way that will drastically help the ENTIRE kava supply chain. "38 Thanking Tyler, the founder of 

KavaLytics, this user clearly believes that better testing will enhance the kava industry, a 

sentiment made more noteworthy given the fact that Bula Kava House is one of the largest kava 

companies in the United States. While the KavaLytics handheld scanner is used for a variety of 

purposes, most companies are using it to determine the chemotype, percentage offlavokavains, 

and the presence of contaminants in a root stock. Below, I explain each of these aspects of kava 

testing in greater detail. 

Chemotype 

In order to increase kava's legitimacy in the global market, the kava industry, and especially 

international kava companies, are striving to quantify kava's chemical properties and 

physiological effects via testing. One metric that is often referenced is the chemotype, a six-digit 

number that identifies the percentages of each of the six major kavalactones in a particular kava 

plant. Written in decreasing order, the chemotype provides a quick snapshot of kava's active 

properties. 

Very little attention is paid to a particular kava's chemotype amongst Pasifika consumers. 

However, the chemotype is important to more ardent kava consumers globally. First introduced 

to kava while living in Fiji where no mention ofkavalactones was ever made, I was very 

perplexed the first time I made my way onto Kava Forums. I was greeted with a host of 

unfamiliar terms: 'kavalactones,' 'heady,' 'heavy,' 'noble,' 'tudei,' 'preparation methodology,' 

and 'krunk.' In particular, a subset of international kava consumers was keen on discussing the 

chemotype of the kava they were drinking to better understand the effects it was having on their 

38 Bula Kava House. Kava Forums. "Kavalytics" https://Kava Forums.com/forum/threads/kavalytics.16194 / 
09/27/2019. 
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mind and body. For example, in a post reviewing a new kava, a Kava Forums user who goes by 

the username doogalas said, "Fiji V anua Loloma waka runs a 4-2-3 chemotype that is heady and 

does not put me right to sleep. It smells and tastes great." 39 Mo'iety, another Kava Forums 

enthusiast made a similar point, "Kavas with 42---- (like Borogu) usually feel more sedating to 

me than ones that start 46---- (like Mo'i). "40 Here both Mo'iety and doogalas are interpreting the 

effects they associate with kava to specific chemicals, kavalactones. 

While international consumers are concerned with the chemotype of a particular kava 

plant, this is not the case in Oceania. In the South Pacific, kava companies do not advertise, 

emphasize, or even know what the chemotype associated with their plant may be. Kailao, a 

member of the Pasifika Kava Forum, a platform "about kava, for kava enthusiasts, 

interested kava drinkers and all- around kava connoisseurs" spent some time discussing 

chemotypes with me (Pasifika Kava Forum 2020). Although Kailao is originally from Tonga, he 

is now based in Fiji. He pointed out, 

Traditionally here in Fiji and in the Pacific where kava is consumed as a 
traditional beverage, the interest in the chemotype is not necessarily there. The 
[Pasifika] kava enthusiasts will want to know where the kava came from and how 
old it is. There is very little discussion about the variety of kava, and 
subsequently, little attention paid to the chemotype. 41 

Kailao reveals a notable difference between the Pacific and global kava industries. In the Pacific, 

consumers and companies are more concerned with where the kava originated than what kind of 

species and chemotype it may be. This raises the question - why does the global market 

emphasize the chemotype associated with a particular kava plant? 

39 dooglas. Kava Forums. "Fiji Vanua Kava" https://Kava Forums.com /forum/threads/fiji-vanua-kava. l 8093/#post-
188968. 02/01/2021. 
40 Mo'iety Kava Forums. "Kavalactone Properties and Description" https ://Kava 
F arum s.com/forum/threads/kavalactone-properties-and-description. l 6972/#post-180961 . 05/24/2020. 
41 Kailao . Pacific Kava Expert. Interview by Ariana Yett 08/17/2020 
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Part of the difference in kava companies' treatment of kava stems from their consumer 

base. Marketing to Pacific Islanders, kava companies can rely on common knowledge that most 

islanders will possess, namely how a particular terroir will influence the strength of the kava. 42 

On the other hand, international consumers lack this type of knowledge. As Judy, a 

representative for one of the largest American kava companies points out, "'If you said kava came 

from Taveuni it wouldn't mean anything for us [international consumers]. We wouldn't know 

how to interpret that. Somebody has to translate and interpret that information. So here we use 

the variety, and chemotype to do that. "43 In other words, Judy seems to be implying that kava 

companies are using the chemotype to translate local knowledge to foreigners. And while this 

may be true to an extent, it is notable what form this translation takes. In order to appeal to an 

international market, kava companies are describing kava by distilling ( extracting) it to a ratio of 

chemicals. 

The Percentage ofFlavokavains 

In addition to the chemotype , many kava companies are also testing kava to determine its 

percentage offlavokavains. Flavokavains are chalcon es, a particular chemical structur e made by 

combining an aromatic ketone and enone. In particular , KavaLytics can identify the percentage 

offlavokavain B (FKB), which has been associated with and often blamed for some of kava' s 

detrimental side effects. FKB has been identified as a potent hepatoto xin both in vivo and in vitro 

because it can cause oxidative stress and cell death (Zhou et al. 2010). However, alternative 

42 Terrorr is a French word that stems from the root "terre" meaning land. It is often used to describe the 
microclimate of a region and encompasses factors such as altitude, soil type and quality, temperature , humidity, and 
rainfall. Although terroir is most commonly used to describe a land 's suitability for growing wine grape s it can also 
be used to describe land for coffee and kava. 
43 Judy. American kava company representative. Interivew by Ariana Yett . 07/02/2020. 
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research has also revealed that, due to these same properties, FKB may actually be beneficial for 

kava consumers serving as an anti-cancer agent. As such, both the kava drinking, and scientific 

communities are not entirely sure what FKB produces. 

Yet despite this ambiguity, most international kava companies are striving to minimize 

the presence of FKB in their strains of kava. This decrease in FKB is often accomplished by 

selling certain noble varieties of kava known as opposed to the tudei varieties which tend to 

produce longer term physiological effects as well as nausea. Tudei varieties are also often higher 

in FKB content (see Chapter 2). On the other hand, most Pacific companies do not even 

document, let alone emphasize the presence or absence of FKB present in Piper methysticum 

plants. This discrepancy may once again be due to internalized knowledge. Most Pasifika 

consumers are familiar with the properties associated with kava plants from particular regions of 

the Pacific. As a result, they are aware for example, that kava from Taveuni tends to produce 

both mind and body relaxation, while kava from Kadavu is generally more stimulating. 

Therefore , kava companies that target Pacific consumers can convey information about the 

quality of kava, and by extension the content of FKB in certain rootstock solely by referencing 

the region that the kava originates. 

The Presence of Kava Adulterants/Contaminants 

Finally, KavaLytics also documents the presence of contaminants present in kava such as stump 

and stem peelings, peeled upper stems, spent kava, or the green aerial parts of the plant such as 

Piper methysticum leaves. Although most kava companies both in the South Pacific and around 

the world are concerned about having contaminated kava root, the way they analyze and report 

the contaminants dramatically differs. KavaLytics reports the presence of these contaminants 
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quantitively. For example, a result might read: "Batch 3 contains 15% non-root matter." On the 

other hand, most Pacific companies distinguish between the quality of kava root that they sell by 

referencing its color. For example, Theo, a representative from a highly profitable Fijian kava 

company that sells most of its products domestically, describes how his company uses color, 

texture, and taste to determine the purity of kava. In our conversation he explained: "The color 

plays a big part determining the quality ofkava. A light brown kava is really nice, but a dark 

brown kava isn't." 44 Theo illustrates that purity is still a significant property of kava for Fijian 

consumers, however this information is conveyed by examining the color of kava root rather 

than analyzing a quantitative result provided by a technical device. 

Therefore, as the three categories above illustrate, kava consumers both in the Pacific and 

internationally are concerned about certain properties associated with kava. However, they 

ascertain and describe these properties very differently. To appeal to international consumers, 

global kava companies describe kava's chemotype, safety, and purity using quantitative 

standards. Both international consumers and companies alike are therefore commodifying kava 

by redefining it in terms of its extrinsic, and measurable characteristics (King and Stewart 1996; 

Halewood and Hannam 2001; Suddaby and Greenwood 2001). On the other hand, Pacific kava 

companies, and, in particular, companies that are selling these products to islanders, do not 

quantify these values, but instead rely on local knowledge about the strength and safety of kava 

plants. If consumers both within the Pacific and internationally are interested in knowing more 

about their kava, why is analytic testing not prominent throughout Oceania? 

Part of the reason for the lack of quantitative analytical testing in the South Pacific may 

just be the lack of resources to do so. Most analytical testing relies on wet chemistry methods 

44 Theo. Fijian kava representative. Interview by Ariana Yett. 07/09/2020 
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referring to techniques such as high-performance liquid chromatography, gas chromatography, 

and mass spectroscopy which all utilize solvents to extract samples into a liquid phase for 

analysis (McEvoy et al. 2007; Forgacs and Cserhati 2003; Busch 2000). All of these techniques 

require access to expensive and difficult to use instruments. In addition, farmers often run into 

sampling difficulties when implementing wet chemistry-based quality control methods. Due to 

the sheer volume of kava being harvested at once, it is practically impossible to spot-check a few 

roots out of every bag ofkava. Instead, a small sample of roots is taken from the batch and 

analyzed. However, kava is very heterogenous. Individual plants from the same crop can have 

drastically differing chemical properties, making it difficult to generalize about the quality of a 

particular batch of kava (Le bot, Mark Merlin, and Lindstrom 1992b ). As such, many kava 

farmers implement organoleptic quality controls: methods that rely primarily on visual 

inspection, characteristic smell and taste to analyze kava (KavaLytics 2020). Regardless of 

whether kava is tested via organoleptic controls or analytic methods , clearly, testing is important 

for consumers. So, why is the regulation ofkava so important? 

Both international and Pasifika kava consumers have demonstrated an interest in having kava 

that has been thoroughgoingly investigated and tested. One Kava Forums member that uses the 

screen name Jacob Bula mentioned that he intentionally selects kava companies based on how 

they advertise their testing: "I started out with KWK due to how professional the website and 

packaging was, and how they advertised their lab testing. There [sic] packaging makes kava look 

like something you would find on the shelf of Kroger." 45· 46 For this Forum member 

45 Jacob Bula. KavaFounns. "Your favorite vendor/cultivar from the last year." https ://Kava 
F orurns.com/forurn/threads /your-favorite-vendor-cultivar-from -the-last-year.18023 /. 0 l/21 /2021. 
46Beyond just discussing testing, Jacob Bula also alludes to another barrier that Pacific companies have to over come 
in order to gain access to international market: packaging Most global consumers are not going to be willing to 
consume a brown powder that is sold in a paper bag. Instead , they expect to come across substances that are cleanly 
packaged, and explicitly labelled. As such, small producers that lack the capital investment required to assemble an 
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documentation of analytic testing increases his confidence in a particular brand of kava because 

it resembles other products he is familiar with. Testing thus moves kava from the realm of the 

unknown to a more familiar environment. Jacob Bula is not unique in this regard. Most 

Americans are used to interacting with hyper-quantified and regulated systems, particularly when 

consuming foods and beverages. Thus, the absence of these statistics can easily generate alarm 

about a substance. 

However, more than just increasing confidence about a product , for some consumers, the 

appeal of testing is that it provides information about the contents of kava. Testing is particularly 

important for goods that are designed to be ingested. For example , another user, Edward, on 

Kava Forums reported that they "always buy kava from vendors in the US .... It 's more 

expensive of course but then all the testing has been done and you know what you are buying. "47 

In order for this consumer to trust a kava brand or company, they require some proof of its 

quality and content. While it makes sense that consumers are leery of kava products unless they 

have precise documentation about its content, notably most American kava consumers do not 

apply that same mindset to other substances that are synthetically produced in a lab. This 

mentality may result from a trust in agencies that regulate pharmaceutical drugs in the US. 

Furthermore, some of the attention surrounding the quality and content of kava may stem 

from its status as a botanical that originates from a non-western nation. For example, Coomber 

and South note that regardless of the value that substances 'beyond the West' possess, 

contemporary western discourse links these substances with backwardness or underdevelopment 

(Coomber et al. 2013). This mentality largely stems from the presence of a hyper-medicalized 

extensive packaging scheme are left out of the higher levels of profit that result from kava ' s global circulation. For a 
more extensive discussion on packaging see Baker 2009. 
47 Edward. Kava Forums. "Tainted Kava." https :/ /Kava Forums. com/forum/threads/tainted-kava. l 8022/#post-
188381. 01/21/2021. 
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society that is greatly shaped by certain national powers. The US, in particular, is increasingly 

playing a prominent role in determining how substances are treated by a global market. With 

sometimes excessive inputs from biomedicine, law and policies, the US has increasingly sought 

to impose global control on the production, distribution and use of substances in an attempt to 

establish a dogma of prohibition and oppression (Fazey 2005). Therefore, cultural practices and 

goods like kava in their natural form come to be seen as threats that must be regulated (Aporosa 

2019). 

In addition, it is worth mentioning that the regulatory attitude towards kava is also likely a 

response to the late 20th century European Kava Ban, which dramatically reshaped the kava 

industry. Due to the numerous reports ofkava hepatotoxicity that arose during this time frame, 

kava consumers became increasingly worried about developing adverse reactions to kava 

consumption. This sparked numerous investigations by regulatory organizations such as the 

World Health Organization and ultimately no clear relationship between hepatotoxicity and kava 

consumption was found (see Chapter 2 for more details). However, even to this day, the specter 

of hepatotoxicity still lurks over the kava industry. In our conversations, numerous 

representatives from international kava companies revealed that consumers still regularly ask 

about the safety of kava as it is generally a concern of new users beginning to venture into the 

kava world. The general preoccupation with safety has prompted many companies such as 

KavaLytics to advocate testing arguing it is ''the responsibility of all members of the kava value 

chain to uphold the safe reputation and value of kava through the uniform implementation of 

standardized quality controls and traceability" (KavaLytics 2020). As such , it is likely that some 

of the fixation towards repeated testing of kava stems from fears generated by the European 

Kava Ban. 
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Conclusion 

Overall, this chapter has demonstrated that as kava gains widespread international popularity, 

demand for Piper methysticum plants has dramatically increased. To meet this rising demand and 

tap into the burgeoning market, the kava industry has had to expand kava production and 

increase regulation/monitoring of kava's chemical properties. While the rising interest in kava 

globally has the potentially to significantly benefit the Fijian economy and increase public 

awareness of Oceania, this financial profit comes at a cost. The globalization ofkava is 

endangering the Pacific's hold on kava. And in particular, it threatens to diminish the rich 

cultural significance of kava within Fiji and the Pacific as a whole. Exposed to the global market , 

kava is transformed from a cultural good to a commodity. 

Further, the nature of the global market has created significant barriers hindering the 

potential for small-scale Fijian producers (and those in other kava producing Pacific nations) to 

function as competitive players. Unable to propagate on its own, and requiring 3-5 years to grow, 

kava in its current form is difficult to sustainably grow in large volumes. This is particularly the 

case in nation-states that are frequently devastated by natural disasters such as cyclones. As both 

Fiji and Vanuatu have experienced, a tropical cyclone can wreck thousands ofkava plants and 

significantly damage the kava industry. Therefore, if the demand for kava keeps rising and the 

Pacific remains unable to meet it, large multinational corporations may seize an opportunity to 

tap into the global market and step in to grow kava. US-based producers are already attempting 

to do so, and attempts have been made to grow kava in southeast Asia as well. If these nation-

states step into the kava landscape, due to both geographic and environmental constraints , the 

South Pacific will be unable to compete. 
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Furthermore, the global market places a significant emphasis on the regulation and 

monitoring of kava. This hinders small scale producers in developing nations from accessing 

these markets due to their exclusion from profitable ends of commodity chains that could finance 

instrumentation required for the appropriate analytical techniques. For example, the FDA 

requires extensive documentation of rigorous wet-chemical tests such as high-performance liquid 

chromatography for most kava imports to the US. Most Pacific farmers are unable to access 

these instruments and are forced to sell their products to middle-men or international 

corporations or else miss out on the burgeoning market. In other words, the global system is set 

up in a way that favors large multinational companies and excludes small scale producers who 

are unable to afford the required large-scale capital investment. 

The very emphasis on monitoring and testing ofkava's chemical properties is a clear 

example of the influence of the global market on the development of the Fijian economy and 

specifically on the use and function of a traditional cultural good (Mohanty 2017). Yet, it is 

noteworthy that out of all of the properties regulated, the chemotype, percentage offlavokavains, 

and purity were selected. So, why was this the case? Why is kava's chemistry a tool for its 

regulation? In order to answer this question, we have to consider the varied uses that consumers' 

have for kava, which is detailed in Chapter 5. 
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5. The Socialization, Medicalization, and Recreationalization of 

Kava 

Halfway through my first interview with a kava consumer, Joe, I naively asked: "What do 

you think about the taste of kava?" I expected to receive a lengthy soliloquy about the appeal of 

the slightly bitter, earthy plant. To my surprise, Joe burst into laughter: "It's absolutely 

disgusting." 48 Although Joe has consumed kava for over 15 years , and has accrued extensive 

knowledge about the growth, harvest, and consumption ofkava, he still hates the taste of it. And, 

Joe is not alone in sharing this sentiment. 

Kava Forums, a message and discussion platform dedicated to conversations solely about 

kava, abounds with posts detailing potential methodologies to mask the flavor of kava. The 

primarily American and Canadian consumers participating on this forum discuss everything 

ranging from mixers that mask the bitterness ofkava, to swallowing techniques that minimize 

the length of time the beverage comes into contact with yourtastebuds. For example, as one kava 

enthusiast on the forum, who uses the usemame ShannyinSobriety notes, 

Kava can taste like you licked something off the dusty back end of a Rhino, it ' s 
bitter, earthy and sometimes chunky depending on your method of preparation 
and that's why you make the 'Kava face .' I have hacked the bitter Kava taste, 
right out of the equation! Simply add cinnamon , sugar ... and a small amount of 
clove powder and stir into individual servings. 49 

As ShannyinSobriety's comment illustrates, despite their feeling that kava has an unplea sant 

taste (in this case, likened to a rhino's rear), many consumers still gravitate to the plant. This 

48 Joe. American kava consumer. Interview by Ariana Yett 06/02/2020. 
49 ShayninSobriety. Kava Forums. "Kava Taste Hacks" https://Kava Forums.com/forum /threads/kava-taste-
hack.4215/ 06/15/2015. 
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begs the question, if kava tastes so horrendous, what exactly is the appeal for it? Why consume 

kava? 

Throughout the history of the plant known as Piper methysticum, people have sought it 

out for a variety of purposes. For centuries, residents of the South Pacific have used kava for 

medicinal, religious, political, cultural, and social purposes. Kava's cultural significance goes far 

beyond just operating as a national beverage in many of these regions. Kava is ingrained in 

everyday life. As detailed in Chapter 1, one of the key uses of kava has been in the context of 

kava ceremonies. During events such as the installation of a new village Chief, agreements and 

conversations between communities, or greeting an important visitor, kava will always be 

served. Yet, beyond the ceremonial uses of kava, kava has also been used for medicinal purposes 

for centuries. Medicine men and healers would often tum to kava for its effects as a sedative and 

muscle relaxant. And, due to its soothing physiological effects, kava has also been used as a tool 

to resolve conflict. 

Therefore, throughout history, kava was consumed for a variety of cultural purposes. 

However, as the substance circulates in a global marketplace, and is introduced to new contexts 

and cultures, consumers are turning to kava for a wider range of reasons. For most international 

consumers, the appeal ofkava depends not on its taste, but on its function and impact. As 

renowned kava expert Dr. Vincent Lebot reported in an interview with RollingStone magazine in 

2018, "Kava is not consumed for its taste, but for its effects" (Scaccia and Scaccia 2018). Yet, 

these effects are used, praised, and conceptualized in dramatically varying ways. Addressing the 

different uses ofkava, Judy, an employee at one of the largest international kava companies, 

pointed out in our conversation: 

Consumers are not coming at [kava] from a cultural interest in Fiji. They're 
coming at it from a 'I can't sleep. I've heard kava could help' or 'I've been taking 
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this [drug] and I don't want to do it anymore.' Or 'I've stopped drinking alcohol, 
but I'd like something to help me de-stress after work. ,so 

Although she emphasized that, in an ideal world, all consumers would gravitate towards kava 

solely due to an interest in Pacific culture and history, in reality, most of the customers she was 

dealing with were using kava to target a specific problem. This perspective was shared by other 

prominent American-based kava company owners who felt that many international consumers 

were using kava for a specific purpose, one that differed from the use of kava in the South 

Pacific. 

It is not surprising that these transformations are occurring. Extensive research on both 

foods and medicines demonstrates comestibles are interpreted through the lens of the culture into 

which they have been introduced. Although the substance can move from one place to another, 

its associated meanings do not remain static. As Jonathan Baker notes, "cultural and social 

information is less evenly transmitted than the substances themselves and plays a variable role 

with respect to how novel foods and medicines are perceived" (Baker 2012, 236). Depending on 

the context of consumption, a product will be used and perceived differently. 

Kava is transported around the globe and introduced into many different contexts. Each 

context has its own set of associated beliefs and practices. In some cases, kava is dramatically 

transformed, while other contexts demand less of a change. In many of the cases discussed here, 

kava is treated as an analogue to a substance already in use. This association shapes how kava is 

perceived, adopted, and transformed. Although Pacific consumers also note the horrendous taste 

ofkava, the function they associate with it greatly differs from the use of kava in certain spaces 

in the US. Spatially circulated out of the South Pacific and introduced to global consumers , kava 

ends up distilled from plant prepared for collective consumption in different ceremonial contexts 

50 Judy. American kava company spokesperson. Interview by Ariana Yett. 07/02/2020. 
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to a product that is purchased and consumed by individuals for specific therapeutic effects. 

However, geography is not the only factor influencing the numerous desires consumers associate 

with kava. A consumer's social position, experience, and living context will also shape the way 

they think about kava. 51 

After interviews with both American and Fijian kava consumers and observing 

conversations that took place on Kava Forums, I argue that, circulated out of its place of origin, 

kava acquires a new set of meanings and uses. In particular, in the US, consumers use kava as 

social lubricant, a form of therapeutic alleviation, and recreational entertainment. Yet, notably, 

the way an individual consumes kava (henceforth referred to as their consumption preferences) is 

shaped by their perception of its function. I argue that an individuals ' attitude about the taste , 

presence of others, and ease of kava consumption is related to their perception of kava 's 

function. Further, I demonstrate how these consumption preferences become a lens into how 

people think about social engagement, medicine /medication , and recreation. 

Kava as a Social Lubricant 

"One of the things that I feel like in our society is lacking is connection. We live in 
a world now of social distancing, masks, and technology. I think that's the best 
part of what kava can offer. Yes, the anxiety part, yes, the stress part, but the 
connection to other humans that can help alleviate the stress and anxiety. Take 
kava to help you be in the present and stay focused and boost connection." 
- Rebecca 52 

51 I initially thought I would be able to speak to some of the differences in kava consumption preferences based on 
demographics in this thesis, however as I continued to do my research that no longer appeared to be the case. Based 
on the limited number of interviews I carried out as well as the lack of identifiable demographic information on 
platforms such as Kava Forums or Best Grog Fiji , I felt that I could not make accurate conclusions about variations 
in kava preferences based on demographics. 
52 Rebecca. American kava vendor. Interview by Ariana Yett. 07/28/2020. 
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Kava is commonly used in the South Pacific, and in Fiji in particular, as a social lubricant. 

Fijians share a drink called 'grog,' that is made by pounding dried kava root into powder and 

straining it with cold water. Grog is incredibly popular amongst Fijians of all ages, and often 

brings people together for storytelling and socializing that can last for prolonged periods of time. 

Reflecting on the social use of kava, James Turner notes that "even in areas where the emphasis 

is on the internal, subjective experience of the drug's effects (for example, Tanna) there is an 

intensely social aspect to kava's use" (Turner 1995, 99). 53 Although his research was published 

in 1995, the social component of kava is still gaining traction to this day. 

Early on in our conversation Joni, a middle-aged Fijian accountant pointed out that "kava 

drinking here [in Fiji] is for social gatherings. We sit down, we have a laugh. We believe that 

when we drink kava in the evening, it relieves stress. So, we like to sit down, have a bowl [of 

kava], and chat. "54 Here , Joni frames kava as a drink consumed primarily in social settings , but 

also recognizes the additional effects (i.e., anti-anxiety) that stem from its consumption. 

Similarly, Semesa, a young female Fijian high school teacher, described her attraction to kava in 

the following way: "I like to drink kava just to catch up with friends and unwind. Ifl 'm 

overthinking things, I can sit down and have a mix [ a bag of kava] with my friends and share 

what I'm going through." 55 For both Joni and Semesa, there was no question about it -kava was 

primarily a social lubricant. Their responses echo what numerous anthropologists have noted 

about the relationship between consumption of food /beverage and commensality. 

According to Maurice Bloch, the practice of sharing food and eating together in a social 

group is central to defining and sustaining the family. He notes that, "in all societies, sharing 

53 Tanna is an island in Vanuatu that was the center of the John Frum religious movement. It is known for its 
emphas is on religion 
54 Joni. Fijian kava consumer. Interview by Ariana Yett. 06/29/2020. 
55 Semesa. Fijian kava consumer. Interview by Ariana Yett. 06/26/2020. 
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food is a way of establishing closeness, while, conversely, the refusal to share is one of the 

clearest marks of distance and enmity" (Bloch 1999, 133). Bloch goes on to define commensality 

as ''the action of eating together" and points out how it is one of the most powerful operators of 

any social process (Bloch 1999). Although Bloch frames commensality primarily as the act of 

consuming solid food, I argue that the act of sharing a beverage together (in this case kava) also 

establishes closeness. Part of the reason that commensality is so powerful is that it enacts, 

expresses, and produces trust. Eating the same food or drinking the same beverage as a group of 

others indicates that we are willing to introduce similar substances into our body. And consumers 

feel closer to people who are imbibing the same foods/drinks as they are producing sensations of 

trust, and cooperation. These feelings facilitate social engagement and can enhance 

conversations both professional and personal. 

For example, Leveni, a young Fijian entrepreneur pointed out that he depends on the 

connection kava produces to do business: "I use kava as a means to network. It is a social tool. ... 

And a lot of CEOs, a lot of decision makers, and young entrepreneurs use kava to sit down and 

exchange ideas and talk about market dynamics." 56 Although Leveni consumes kava at home 

frequently as well, he enjoys consuming kava primarily because it helps him form and maintain 

contacts that will allow him to better run his business. On the other hand, Felipe, a middle-aged 

IT specialist at one of the largest telecommunications companies in Fiji, pointed out that he 

drinks kava solely to have conversations with his friends and family: "drinking kava is the only 

way [I] can sit around with my parents, with my brothers and sisters, with extended family. 

Apart from that , everybody will be in their own space doing your own little thing with their own 

gadgets. "57 Ironically, although Felipe is heavily involved in the technological world , he laments 

56 Leveni. Fijian kava consumer. Interview by Ariana Yett. 06/22/2020. 
57 Felipe. Fij ian kava consumer. Interview by Ariana Yett. 07/26/2020. 
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the impact that technology has had on inter-personal connections and claims that his family is so 

involved in their own private social worlds such that "the only way to socialize is through kava." 

Beyond just facilitating feelings of camaraderie, a kava session also involves other forms 

of communication that enhance socialization. As Turner points out, the exchange of anecdotes 

(veitalanoa), and jokes (veiwali) that are interwoven between rounds of kava "are fertile sources 

of information about social relationships, tensions, concerns, and current events" (Turner 1995, 

97). Combined with discussion, these kinds of conversations facilitate the sense of camaraderie. 

Therefore, drinking kava together reflects ties of kinship, neighborhood, and friendship. 

Consumption Preferences Associated with the use of Kava as a Social Lubricant 

The association most Fijians have of kava with socialization influences their consumption 

preferences and the extent to which they consume kava in the presence of others. For example, 

Joni very explicitly pointed out that he would never drink kava alone: "I don't like to drink grog 

alone. It is boring. And it doesn't taste the same. Grog tastes better when you sit with 

someone." 58• 59 Similarly, Semesa stressed that: 

.. .it is the friends, the company that really influences your experiences with grog. 
If you don't have a good company of friends, wherever you drink it, at home, in a 
kava bar or in a social gathering it wouldn't taste better. The atmosphere, the 
company and the friends you have are the things that really shape the grog 
session. 60 

Both Joni and Semesa make it clear that because they associate kava with socialization, they 

prefer having kava in the presence of other people. In the absence of others , kava loses an 

58 In Fiji, the tem1 grog is often used in slang to describe kava . 
59 Joni. Fijian kava consumer. Interview by Ariana Yett. 06/29/2020. 
60 Semesa. Fijian kava consumer. Interview by Ariana Yett. 06/26/2020. 
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integral dimension and becomes bland and tasteless, leading Semesa to ask: "why would you just 

sit down by yourself and drink kava?" 61 

In fact, several of my other interlocuters went a step farther and mentioned that the 

presence of other people is so integral to a kava experience that drinking kava alone is 

considered taboo amongst Fijians. Part of the reason for this mentality is embedded in Fijian 

history and culture. According to Victoria, a 24-year-old Fijian teacher, solo kava consumption 

conjures up notions of witchcraft: "Back in the day, people that were into witchcraft would 'grog 

alone' ... so if you are drinking alone you are probably doing something that is not so kosher. No 

one ever speaks of solo grog sessions. "62 This finding is significant and illuminates the extent to 

which cultural expectations dictate the consumption ofkava in the presence of others. Due to the 

lingering legacy and fear of witchcraft (i.e. harm to persons or their belongings inflicted by 

human or spiritual beings), Fijians avoid consuming kava alone. Victoria is not the only person 

to notice this parallel. Anthropologist Christina Toren from the School of Oriental and African 

Studies noted that in Fiji, "'Drinking kava alone' is an idiom for witchcraft. It implies the 

pouring of libations to the ancestors for some evil purpose .... [Social] kava-drinking is virtually 

obligatory; a refusal to drink effectively constitutes a denial of society and a rejection of the 

status quo" (Toren 1988, 704). Victoria and Torren's comments therefore beg the question -why 

exactly is solo kava consumption associated with witchcraft? 

While it is difficult to unambiguously answer this question, it is feasible to speculate 

about an answer. Witch craft is the practice of magical skills and abilities, often consisting of 

using spells, incantations, and magical rituals. Although the term is rather broad it is most 

commonly used to refer to the use of the supernatural to cause harm to others (Russell 1984). 

61 Semesa. Fijian kava consumer. Interview by Ariana Yett. 06/26/2020. 
62 Victoria. Fijian kava consumer. Interview by Ariana Yett. 06/24/2020 . 
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Unlike sorcerers that deliberately use rituals to impose their will, witches harbor destructive 

sentiments (e.g. envy, and jealousy) that they use special powers to act on to cause harm to 

others (Evans-Pritchard and Gillies 1976). Witchcraft can be both intentional or unintentional, 

even negative gossip about someone could lead to actual harm, generating extensive stigma 

surrounding witchcraft (Stephen 1987). As a result, the label 'witch' was often applied to 

individuals who practiced behavior that differed from the status-quo or were anti-social. 

Although witchcraft had a fraught role in Fiji, and the Pacific more generally, evangelical 

Christians broadened the definition of witchcraft to encompass behavior that had been 

historically linked to traditional religious practices (Rio, Maccarthy, and Blanes 2017). 

Like in other parts of Oceania, the advent of evangelical missionaries in Fiji led to a 

denunciation of indigenous religious practices. In particular, in the early 1990s, a third way of 

evangelism and apocalyptic thinking took off in the South Pacific with the goal to "attack 

directly invisible evil forces such as witchcraft and sorcery through 'spiritual mapping,' 

'healing,' and 'crusades."'(Rio, MacCarthy, and Blanes 2017). Through this confrontational, and 

aggressive evangelical movement , witchcraft as a category became even more shunned and 

taboo. In particular, individuals (and more often than not, specifically women) thought to be 

practicing 'unchristian' behavior were labelled 'witches' and were socially exiled. These people 

would therefore be unable to participate in communal kava consumption and be forced to drink 

kava alone. Although Fiji has come a long way since the witch-hunts in the 1990s, consumers 

still refrain from participating in any behavior that could be read as a sign that someone is a 

witch (i.e., an anti-social individual). 

Beyond just shaping consumers' attitudes about solo kava consumption, conceptualizing 

kava as a social lubricant also influences the role flavor and taste play in consumer's 
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consciousness. However, like with all consumption preferences, there are individual variations in 

overall trends. For example, Jesoni pointed out that the slightly bitter and acrid taste of kava is 

integral to a kava session: "Even though we don't like the taste of it, we will still drink it. 

Because it is a social thing. You never see a local lift a bowl up and smile. Every time he takes a 

bowl [of kava] he will cringe. "63 But Jesoni went on to point out that the grimacing associated 

with chugging a bowl ofkava was also something to bond over. In fact, he and his fellow 'grog 

mates ' would often recount interacting with a particularly "bad-tasting" kava. On the other hand , 

other Fijian kava consumers adopt a very different stance towards the taste of kava. For example, 

Leveni was ecstatic about instant kava because he thought the centrifugation and drying process 

to produce instant kava (see Chapter 1 for a more comprehensive discussion of the differences in 

kava varieties) improved the flavor. And hence because he enjoyed drinking kava more, was 

more likely to spend a longer time at a 'grog session.' As Jesoni and Leveni contrast - an 

individuals' attitude about the taste of kava shapes their reaction to its overall flavor. Yet, as with 

all products, it is impossible to unambiguously generalize about an individual's kava 

consumption preferences solely by considering their desired effects. 

Medicinal Use of Kava 

"He kanaka, ka mea inu 'awa, he pua 'a laho, ka mea inu kuaipa" - the man who 
drinks 'awa [kava], is still a man, but the man who consumes alcohol, becomes a 
beast. " - Old Samoan Saying about kava 

Surprisingly, one of the most prominent uses of kava is as a substance prized for its therapeutic 

effects. In particular, many consumers are gravitating towards kava to ease anxiety and stress, 

alleviate pain , or improve sleep. Keith is one such user. An American entrepreneur, Keith has 

63 Jesoni. Fijian kava consumer. Interview by Ariana Yett. 07/01/2020. 
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consumed kava intermittently for over 15 years, but has been a more regular consumer since late 

2019. Part of the reason Keith revisited kava was due to increased stress he was experiencing. 

During our conversation he noted, 

... my life's been really, really stressful over the last few months. Probably like 
the most stressful my life has ever been. And kava has been that tool that I've used 
that basically helps me wind the day down. It really helps to just kind of ease the 
anxiety and worries and it's very nice to relax to, and it helps me fall asleep. "64 

Unlike Leveni and Semesa, Keith does not use kava to facilitate his engagement with other 

people. Instead, he treats kava as a substance consumed in private, primarily to aid sleep. And 

Keith is not alone in this regard, 55% of my survey respondents indicated that the primary reason 

they consume kava is as a form of treatment. 65 This begs the question -why do American 

consumers gravitate towards kava as a form of medicine, consumed in private? 

To answer this question, we must take a step back and investigate the role medicine plays 

in American society. Afterall, the desires that surround the consumption ofkava are embedded 

within a broader cultural context. Kava is not the only botanical used for physiological effects-

cannabis, ayahuasca, kratom, and coffee, are all prominent examples of this trend, indicating a 

larger pattern at play. Beyond botanicals, Americans also consume prescription medication at 

extraordinarily high rates. The number of adults prescribed benzodiazepines has increased by 

67% between 1996 and 2013 (Olfson, King, and Schoenbaum 2015). 66 Similarly, opioid 

consumption has increased to such an extent that the US now considers itself embroiled in an 

64 Keith. American kava consumer. Interview by Ariana Yett. 06/18/2020. 
65 A total of 250 kava consumers were surveyed. Interview respondents hailed from 17 different countries, but more 
than 70% of respondents were from the US. See methodology section for more information about survey 
respondents. 
66 Benzodiazepines , sometimes called "benzos", are a class of psychoactive drugs known as tranquilizers . They 
work to cairn or sedate a person by raising the level of the inhibitory neurotransmitter GABA in the brain. Common 
benzodiazepines include diazeparn (Valium), alprazolarn (Xanax), and clonazeparn (Klonopin) . 
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opioid epidemic. The notion of medicalization can help explain why so many people in the US 

regularly use prescription medications. As discussed in the Introduction, medicalization refers to 

the process by which human conditions and problems come to be defined and treated as medical 

conditions, and thus become the subject of medical study, diagnosis, prevention, or treatment 

(Zola 1972; Conrad 2005). As Medical Anthropologist Ingrid Walker notes, 

From birth to death, socialization into a medical model of self-understanding 
shapes many aspects of Americans' lives. People are taught to understand their 
physiological and psychological selves within a medical framework. That 
framework determines that physiological or psychological concerns often require 
medical oversight (Walker 2017, 95). 

As Walker points out, the medicalization of society leads people to think that numerous kinds of 

experiences of discomfort, whether psychological or physical require some form of medical 

intervention. This mentality has had a significant impact on American conceptualization, 

discussion, and consumption of drugs (as well as botanicals such as kava). Beyond just 

emphasizing a medical purview of the body, the medicalization of society teaches people that 

from an early age that they are responsible for regulating their own bodies whether through 

exercise, hygiene, or through diet (including by consuming dietary supplements such as kava). 

This emphasis on individual medical supervision, has become an internalized form of social 

power, what Michel Foucault dubs "technologies of the self' (Foucault 1988). 

Foucault has theorized extensively about governmentality and, by extension, technologies 

of power: technologies imbued with aspirations for the shaping of conduct in the hope of 

producing certain desired effects and avoiding others (Rose 1999, 52). Technologies of self are 

one type of technology of power. They are commonly defined as any technique that allows 

individuals to produce, by their own means, operations on their bodies, minds, souls, and 

lifestyle to transform themselves (Rose 1999). Technologies of self can be anything from 
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reading, exercise, meditation, to medication and dieting-all of which allow for self-

development While Foucault never explicitly wrote about botanicals , many botanicals such as 

kava are often consumed as a self-administered treatment for anxiety and stress and hence can be 

considered a technology of self-allowing one to improve the self in line with broader social 

ideals. For instance, Keith's use of kava to cope with unusual levels of stress at work reveals 

how he is using kava to improve his ability to cope with physically and psychologically 

demanding circumstances. 

Although the medicalization of society emphasizes the individual consumption of 

medicine and drugs, only certain substances are seen as acceptable for regular consumption. As 

Walker notes, "primary among the outcomes of medicalization for drug users is an implicit 

assumption that most or all voluntary users who take psychoactive drugs without physician 

prescription and oversight are potential abusers or addicts" (Walker 2017, 98). Although 

determining who is a drug addict is difficult to do, the term 'addiction' has come to designate a 

chronic, progressive compulsion to consume a particular substance or engage in a particular 

activity (Garriott and Raikhel 2015). And in particular, addiction has become a broad term 

signifying cultural and pathological abnormalities. 

Individuals who fall into the category of 'addict' are often ostracized by mainstream 

society. This mentality stems from temperance discourse that arose in the late 18th/19th century 

which framed addiction as a loss of individual self-control (Garriott and Raikhel 2015). Treating 

addiction as a disease tends to reduce blame on the individual (Garriott and Raikhel 2015). 

Although many scholars in the social sciences have worked hard to naturalize the notion of 

addiction as a disease, rather than criminal activity, this mentality has not completely permeated 

public consciousness ( Jay 201 0; Walker 2017). Whether treated as a brain disease, psychological 
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distress, problem of living, or symptom of structural violence, addiction is perceived as a 

condition to be eradicated. 

Notably, in today's hyper-medicalized US society, not all regular drug consumption is 

labelled addiction. As Andrea Tone and Elizabeth Watkins, medical anthropologists note, "a 

drug's value is measured not only by its pharmacological effects but also by the cultural contexts 

in which it is made, circulated, and used" (Tone and Watkins 2007, 5). For example, most 

Americans would agree that the there is an epidemic of 'bad drugs' such as heroin, crack-

cocaine, and methamphetamine. And users who frequently use these substances would be 

questioned. However, a dependence on caffeine and nicotine is commonplace, and considered 

normal even though some illicit substances may actually be less addicting than coffee and 

cigarettes. To complicate matters further, the substances themselves change status depending on 

the context in which they are consumed. For example, opioids are accepted as legal when 

prescribed as prescription pain medication , or treatment for certain medical conditions. However , 

recreational use of the same substances is perceived very differently. The fact remains that some 

highs are more socially acceptable than others within a sociomedical context. Within this 

substance-focused society, consumers are facing dual pressures to regulate their health and 

wellbeing by medical interventions, yet at the same time must avoid any appearance of substance 

dependence. 

In this convoluted context, kava is seen by some consumers as an optimal product. It is a 

substance prized for physiological effects like mental and physical relaxation , valuable as a 

technology of self, yet it is non-addictive, and is not stigmatized as an illicit drug. As such, a 

significant proportion of American consumers are gravitating towards kava as an alternative to 

more harmful and addictive commonly utilized recreational substances. In fact, an entire sub-
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forum on Kava Forums is dedicated to discussion about Addiction and Recovery. Stories abound 

about how forum participants utilize kava as an alternative to alcohol. For example, Juniper 

noted that, "Kava is the only thing that allowed me to quit drinking alcoho 1, and I tried 

everything under the sun for many years. I can't thank this plant enough ... [kava] doesn't make 

me do any of the negative things I did regularly on alcohol." 67 Juniper is not alone in this 

feeling. Another user, kavalover reported that: 

As a recovering alcoholic who has tried to quit countless times with no success, I 
can attest to kava's usefulness in this regard. While my alcoholic drinking phase 
was fairly short (3-4 years), it made my life completely unmanageable ... Enter 
kava. I have now put together about 90 days totally free from booze. 68 

For both consumers, their desire for kava is not based on an appreciation for its rich cultural 

history, but instead stems from an inclination to minimize their use of alcohol. Although both 

anonymous users describe experiences with alcohol, several of my interviewees have shared 

similar stories detailing their decision to use kava as an alternative to opioids. 

Beyond just using kava as a substitute for alcohol , opioids , or other recreational uses of 

substances, many consumers are also gravitating towards kava as an alternative for 

pharmaceuticals or prescription medication to treat anxiety. Part of the appeal of kava as an 

alternative to substances such as Xanax or Valium is its lack of addictive prope1iies. On Kava 

Reddit, a user who goes by ginger _gcups reports, "the thing about kava and its addictivene ss is 

that it doesn't consume your life."69 In another post on KavaForums Kapmkrunk echoes this 

sentiment and points out that unlik e other drugs he has used, "kava doesn't force you to see your 

67 Juniper. Kava Forums. "Kava vs Alcoholism. " https://Kava Forums.com/forum/threads/kava-vs-
alcoholism.1644Wfuost-l 81400. 01/06/2020. Note that because this sub-forum can only be accessed by registered 
members, Junip er has been assigned a pseudonym. 
68 Kavalover. Kava Forums. "Kava vs Alcoholism. " htt_ps://Kava Forums.com /forum/threads/kava-vs-
alcoholism.1644 Wfuost-181400 . 01/06/2020. Note that because this sub-forum can only be accessed by registered 
members, kavalover has been assigned a pseudonym. 
69 Ginger _gcups. KavaReddit. "If you are a person that abuses substance s, you should lay off kava. " 
htt_ps://www.reddit.com/r/Kava/comments/llr4bf/if you are a person that abuses substances you/ . 01/05/2021 . 
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friends at a certain time. It doesn't tell you when you can go out... It doesn't cage you in like 

every single addictive drug does." 70 Notably, both Kapmkrunk and ginger_gcups frame their 

interest in kava as a desire to regain autonomy and control over their own lives. They realize that 

they need a substance in their lives, but do not want that substance to dictate their every move. 

Yet, kava's lack of addictive properties is not its only appeal as an alternative to 

prescription medication. Some consumers prefer using kava because it is a natural substance. 

Theo is one such consumer. Although he used to regularly depend on anti-anxiety medication, he 

no longer uses such substances. Explaining this change in behavior, Theo points out, "Well, kava 

is a natural herb. There is a lot of literature out there saying it's nature 's version of Xanax. 

Anything that is using a natural supplement, using something natural or herbal is probably a lot 

better than a synthetic version." 71 Theo's mentality is not uncommon. Around the world, 

consumption of alternative, herbal and traditional medicine is at record highs. In 1990, only 2.5 

percent of American adults had used at least one herbal medicine in the previous twelve months 

(Eisenberg et al. 1993). By 1997, this figure had risen to 12.1 percent , and Americans were 

spending $5.1 billion out of pocket for herbal medicines (Tyler and Richter 2002). Since 1997, 

this figure has continued to rise (Eisenberg et al. 1993). Herbal medicine is now easily available 

to consumers. Botanicals can be purchased in supermarkets, pharmacies, and other larger 

mainstream retail outlets. This begs the question, why are herbal remedies appealing to a 

significant portion of American consumers? 

Although there is not enough room in this thesis for a lengthy analysis of this question, it 

is worth diving in briefly in order to understand the desire many consumers have for kava as 

7° Kapmkrunk . KavaF oruns . "Ka va vs Alco holism" https://Kava Forums com/forum/threads/kava-vs-
alcoholism. l 644 l /#post-181400 . 01/06/2020. 
71 Theo. Fij ian kava compan y representative. Interview by Ariana Yett. 07/09/2020. 
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Complimentary and Alternative Medicine (CAM). 72 Alternative medical systems and therapies 

have historically existed on the margins of mainstream US society. But, in recent decades, 

numerous consumers with disposable incomes have turned to these practices largely due to a 

dissatisfaction with biomedicine (Baer 2008). And, in particular, a dissatisfaction with 

biomedicine's ability to treat chronic diseases, including anxiety and insomnia. This has led 

many consumers to seek out alternative treatments for these conditions. Kevin, a long-time 

consumer who praises kava for its therapeutic benefits, actually first used kava as an alternative 

to prescription medication. His wife suffered from anxiety and insomnia and did not want to 

receive treatment from a physician. As Kevin reports, 

... we had tried everything with her [his wife's] approach to treating anxiety. She 
was at the very end stage before you go to the doctor and say, 'Okay, I give up, 
give me whatever drugs or whatever treatment,' but she really wanted to avoid 
that. And that was when we found kava. 73 

Interestingly, Kevin and his wife gravitated towards CAM even before turning to biomedicine, 

illustrating the extent of dissatisfaction and the lack of confidence he has in the biomedical 

system. Yet, Kevin and his wife remain entrenched in a medicalized society and hence feel 

pressure to regulate their health and wellbeing. 

Furthermore, some of the appeal of CAM, and kava by extension, also stems from the 

fact that it is deemed natural rather than synthetic. As numerous psychological, anthropological, 

and behavioral studies have illustrated, in recent decades a strong desire for things that are 

natural has appeared (Rozin et al. 2004). This preference is perhaps most clear in the domain of 

food yet is also documented in a host of other contexts as well , including therapeutics. Although 

72 Complementary and Alternative Medicine (CAM) is a phrase that refers to therapeutic practices that differ from 
biomedicine. Alternative medicine often refers to the use of therapies as substitutes for biomedical treatment, an:! 
complementary medicine refers to 1he use of such therapies in conjunction with biomedicine. 
73 Kevin . American kava consumer. Intervie w by Ariana Yett. 06/15/2020 . 
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it is currently unclear what is the primary driving force for consumers ' preference for natural 

rather than synthetic products, extensive literature has documented the presence of an ideational 

factor (Rozin et al. 2004; Li and Chapman 2012). These ideational factors focus on the inherent 

appeal of natural items, such as the idea that they are morally better because they are linked to 

nature (Rozin et al. 2004; Rozin, Fischler, and Shields-Argeles 2012). An alternative explanation 

for the appeal of natural products points to a fear of synthetic products. Since the 1960s, a 

pervasive fear of chemicals has swept across the developed world (Saleh , Bearth, and Siegrist 

2020). Known as chemophobia - this fear of artificial, man-made chemicals has led many 

consumers to prefer natural products (Rozin et al. 2004; Saleh, Bearth, and Siegrist 2020; Entine 

2011 ). This is because these natural products are perceived as safe and healthy, while synthetic 

ones are considered dangerous. Thus, the risk of a chemical is judged based on its origin (man-

made or found in nature) despite the fact that a chemical's origin has no reflection of its toxicity 

(Bearth, Saleh, and Siegrist 2019). Regardless of why exactly natural products are increasingly 

appealing to consumers, this mentality has permeated the US, shaping the context where kava is 

being introduced, and fueling its appeal. 

Consumption Preferences Associated with the Use of Kava as a Therapeutic Treatment 

The desire that consumers have to use kava as an alternative recreational substance or 

pharmaceutical treatment shapes their consumption preferences. One prominent way this 

preference manifests is in attitudes towards the taste of kava. As Nancy Chen, an anthropological 

scholar of the use of food as medicine points out, "taste may determine whether we reject a food 

item. Taste is highly individual while it is also culturally prescribed. The kinds of tastes can be 

divided according to such qualities as bitterness, sweetness, sourness, or saltiness, and different 
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cuisines may emphasize or combine distinctive tastes" (Chen 2009, 11 ). Chen goes on to point 

out that cultural notions of taste dictate what flavors people expect to detect in substances 

typically used as medicine. As discussed above, kava has a very distinct flavor profile. Its earthy, 

bitter flavor can be particularly notable for consumers that are used to using biomedical 

medications, which typically include sugar or other additives to mask the taste. 

For some American kava consumers that use kava for its therapeutic properties, the 

flavor of kava serves as a reminder of its chemical activity. As ThePiper, a Kava Forums user 

reported, "I feel like I've become more fond [sic] of the taste [ofkava] with time. I associate it 

with the enjoyable effects ofkava and I grew to appreciate the natural earthy or piney tones as a 

reminder that this plant is a pure and loving product of the earth, and also to indicate potency. "74 

This consumer treats the unfamiliar and off-putting taste of kava as a sign of its naturalness and 

its potency. Kava does not taste the same as the other medications they use and hence offers the 

possibility for an alternative, but beneficial, effect. Similarly, Jana, another Kava Forums user, 

points out that while she hates the flavor of kava, she knows that "Life's best medicine is often 

also the toughest to swallow." 75 Here, Jana is intentionally reframing her perspective about the 

taste ofkava Rather than focus on the bitterness present when consuming kava in any form, she 

instead emphasizes the effects that kava produces. The flavor of kava is read as a sign of its 

medicinal properties, a mentality that stems from cultural associations of medicine with bad 

taste. The bitter flavor, therefore, becomes just a means to an end - a way of achieving kava's 

therapeutic benefits. 

74 ThePiper. Kava Forums. "WHY DOES KAVA TASTE SOOO DISGUSTING! " https://Kava 
Forums com/forum /threads/why-does-kava-taste-sooo-disgusting 8 l 59/page-2#post-99044 05/25/2016. 
75 Jana. Kava Forums. WHY DOES KAVA TASTE SOOO DISGUSTING!" https://Kava 
F orums.com/forum/threads/why-does-kava-taste-sooo-disgusting. 8 l 59/page-2#post-99044 . 05/26/2016. 
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On the other hand, flavor can be a significant deterrent for some consumers that are 

drawn to the anti-addictive properties of kava but are looking to completely substitute kava into 

the role that alcohol or opioids held in their lives. For example, on KavaReddit, one frustrated 

consumer that goes by the moniker Arkfal1108 lamented "I like the feeling of Kava, but the taste 

is awful. How difficult would it be to simply extract the compounds that give you the pleasant 

effect and put it in a pill that you could swallow without having to actually taste anything. " 76 

Used to consuming anti-anxiety substances that have no strong flavor in pill form, Arkfal1108 

struggled to incorporate kava into their routine. While they did not explicitly state what form of 

kava they were consuming, the context they provided made it clear they were consuming some 

form of dried kava root: (i.e. medium-grind, micronized, or instant kava - see Chapter 2 for more 

information). Beverages made from mixing this dried kava root in water have a different taste 

than substances commonly consumed as medicine in the US where the ubiquitous image of a 

flavorless pill for treatment abounds. This blog post seems to indicate that Arkfall108 does not 

just want to use kava as an alternative for other substances ( e.g. Alcohol or opioids), they want to 

use it as a direct replacement. 

The contradiction Arkfal1108 and Jana's perspectives illustrate reflects the various ways 

consumers utilize kava for its therapeutic properties. Fundamentally, the question becomes what 

exactly a consumer wants to replace - the chemical they are imbibing, or the role substances 

have in their lives. Arkfal1108, appears to want to do the former: distill kava down its active 

properties and transform it into a more familiar form (the pill) which remains flavorless. On the 

other hand , both the anonymous Kava Forums user as well as Jana are using kava to help 

establish a new set of habits surrounding substances in their life. 

76 Arkfall _ l 08. KavaReddit. "How hard would it be to make a kava pill?" 
https://www.reddit.com/r/Kava/comments/httf33lhow hard would it be to make a kava pill/ . 07/18/2020. 
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Beyond just influencing the ways that consumers conceptualize the taste of kava, desiring 

kava for its medicinal properties' shapes consumers' attitudes about the ease ofkava preparation. 

Preparing medium-grind kava via a water-extraction is a lengthy process. Novice and long-term 

medium-grind kava consumers alike report that the preparation process can be seen as tedious 

and time-consuming. The kava powder must be placed in a straining bag and rigorously kneaded. 

As one American kava bar owner, Caleb, reports, the preparation time for kava can be 

"intimidating for some people ... People are very overwhelmed when I tell them you have to 

squeeze it, and then you have to strain in, and you should do all of those things before you 

consume it. "77 This process has led certain consumers to look for shortcuts or ways of decreasing 

the amount of time it takes to prepare kava in order to rapidly tap into its therapeutic anti-anxiety 

benefits. 

Instant and micronized kava are both gaining traction amongst American consumers 

because they facilitate the rapid preparation of kava. For example, Victoria, a Fijian kava 

consumer describes how easy instant kava is to make, "compared to the one where we need to 

use the sulu [ a straining cloth) and all of that, it is very easy. It is just like mixing a juice sachet. 

You just pour [the powder] in water and mix it up." 78 A faster preparation time for kava, means 

that it is takes less time to feel calm, which for many consumers is very appealing. Large 

international kava corporations have noticed this trend. Judy, a representative from one of the 

biggest American kava companies, points out that "culturally, the idea of sitting and the actual 

exercise of kneading the kava and talking as you do it, is not what consumers want. "79 Instead, 

she thinks that the majority of her customers are looking for a quick fix, a rapid way of relaxing 

77 Caleb. American kava bar owner. Interview by Ariana Yett. 08/01/2020. 
78 Victoria. Fijian kava consumer. Interview by Ariana Yett. 06/24/2020. 
79 Judy. American kava company representative . Interview by Ariana Yett . 07/02/2020. 
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and tapping into kava's therapeutic properties. As such, she notes that the most popular product 

sold by her company is micronized kava. 

Kevin, a long-term American kava consumer and an expert in kava preparation methods , 

noticed a similar trend in the popularity of kava products. Kevin believes that the biggest trend 

increasing the popularity of kava globally is the uptick in global anxiety. Yet most of these 

consumers want instantaneous alleviation of their anxiety, so are looking for forms of kava that 

are quick and easy to use. As Kevin points out, one of the biggest factors influencing a 

consumer's kava preferences is the extent to which they care about convenience: "Convenience 

is a factor. Some people drink micro-grind as their only form of kava and those tend to be people 

who are not drinking kava for pleasure. They tend to be drinking it strictly for anxiety. "80 

Alternatively, some consumers do not want to change the type of kava they are 

consuming, but still want to speed up the kava preparation process. Several interviewees describe 

using the AluBall and AluBottle to do so. 81 As Keith notes , "AluBall prep is great when you 

don't have time. And even if you do have time, it's great for when you're lazy. "82 In fact, Matt 

Masifilo, the owner and creator of the AluBall devised his product solely to suit the American 

culture of instant gratification. In our conversation he described that "the one thing we 

[Americans] lack is patience. We expect things to be fast and the AluBall makes kava over 10 

times faster than it would take to make it traditionally. "83 Seeking to appeal to a consumer base 

that moves at a different pace from South Pacific island life, Masifilo created the AluBall. 

8° Kevin. American kava consumer. Interview by Ariana Yett. 06/16/2020. 
81 The AluBall is a golf-sized meshed ball similar to a tea strainer. Dried kava powder can be placed into the 
AluBall , sealed , and added to the A luBottle for a quick and easy way to prepare kava. 
82 Keith. American kava consumer. Interview by Ariana Yett. 06/18/2020. 
83 Matt Masifilo. American kava company owner. Interview by Ariana Yett. 06/30/2020 . 
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On the other hand, some consumers that desire kava for its therapeutic properties, do not 

decry the lengthy time it takes to prepare medium-grind kava with a water extraction. In fact , 

they think the exact opposite. The time it takes to prepare kava only enhances the symbolism and 

cultural richness of kava. One such consumer who adopts this mentality is a Kava Podcaster who 

posts programs via the usemame: TheKavaFlow on Y ouTube. This podcaster points out that 

"Just the ritual alone of squeezing a bag of kava is somewhat religious to me, as a time to reflect 

and not be affected by outside influences." 84 Other users on Kava Forums agree with this 

mentality. In particular, Krunkonaut has made frequent mention of how kava consumption goes 

beyond just drinking a pre-prepared beverage: "If it were to be sold in bottles, I certainly 

wouldn't enjoy it as much as I do now. Getting ready for a kava session and the session itself are 

things I have to take time for, it's a time of self-reflection for me. "85 For TheKavaFlow and 

Krunkonaut, the preparation of the beverage becomes part of the relaxation associated with its 

consumption. 

Interestingly, although kava is available in other forms as well - kava pills and tinctures , 

which are more in line with what Americans often associate with medicine-these products are 

not quite as popular in the US. This discrepancy is likely due to the fears associated with kava 

supplements that was generated during the European Kava Ban as described in Chapter 2. 

During the early 1980s, US and German pharmaceutical companies sought to capitalize on the 

pharmacology of kava. Yet, they wanted to do so using a methodology that was sustainable and 

familiar to W estem consumers - via a pill. Reflecting on this decision, AluBall founder Matt 

Masifilo points out that, "perhaps consumers felt that taking a pill was a more legitimate, 

84 TheKavaFlow. Kava Forums. "Kava Cultures. " https ://Kava Forums.com/forum/threads/kava-
cultures. l 7342/page-2#post-184262 . 09/15/2020 
85 Krunkonaut. Kava Forums. "What's your Kava Ritual?" https://Kava Forums.com/forum/threads /whats-your-
kava-ritual.15080/. l l /18/2018. 
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effective, and convenient alternative medicine than preparing and consuming a beverage made 

from kava root and water?" 86 A water-based extraction of kava was unfamiliar to most 

international consumers during the late 20th century, and hence was not an appealing choice as an 

alternative medicine. At any rate, the medical concerns and reports ofhepatotoxicity associated 

with kava pills that were produced during the late 20th century have decreased the appeal of these 

products for current consumers. 

Finally, desiring kava for its medicinal properties' shapes consumers' attitudes about the 

presence of other people during a kava session. Unlike the social consumption of kava, which 

inherently involved consuming Piper methysticum around others , the therapeutic consumption of 

kava is generally a solo endeavor. Richard, a twenty-year-old kava drinker and a frequent gamer 

who drinks kava for his anxiety prefers consuming kava alone. He points out that the presence of 

other people, "can become a little bit distracting from the kava experience." When he is around 

other people, Richard finds himself unable to relax and process his day in a way that alleviates 

his anxiety. On the other hand, when Richard drinks kava alone, it is contemplative. He can 

partake in a practice known as "listening to the kava. "87 

Listening to the kava is a practice that has been frequently employ ed by kava consumers 

for centuries. Unlike in Polynesia, in Melanesia ( and in particular Vanuatu) the kava experience 

is more contemplative, inward focused and intense. More than just an additive to a conversation, 

kava becomes the focal point of one ' s attention. As the New Zealand Kava Society reports, 

listening to kava is characterized by "a sense of deep calmness coupled with heightened 

awareness of the external environment, an increased sensitivity to sound and light, and feeling 

sensation of gentle well-being and self-awareness" (Different Ways of Drinking Kava and the 

86 Matt Masifilo. American kava company owner. Interview by Ariana Yett. 06/30/2020. 
87 Richard. American kava consumer. Interview by Ariana Yett 06/24/2020. 
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Art of "Listening to the Kava" 2020). This produces an effect that Dr. Robert J. Gregory 

describes as "looking into a mirror. One's mind goes beyond one's body and looks back" 

(Different Ways of Drinking Kava and the Art of "Listening to the Kava" 2020). In this mental 

state, an individual is able to think, reflect, and engage with their thoughts, which is best 

facilitated by a tranquil environment. 

On the other hand, as described earlier, certain consumers use kava as an alternative to 

other addictive substances. For these people, the presence of others may both be welcome and 

integral to kava consumption. Several kava bar owners throughout the US are leaning into this 

desire and frame their entire kava bar around alternative substance usage creating a social space 

to consume kava therapeutically. Caleb, a kava bar owner, and a recovering drug addict himself, 

reported, "I really wanted to offer a safe place for people that are looking for an alternative. And 

it doesn't even have to be for drug addicts or alcohol addicts. I think at least 60% of my 

customers definitely have struggled with things in the past and are looking for alternatives." 88 

The prominence of such spaces in the US illustrates the extent to which the desires consumers 

associated with kava blend: kava bars mix both social and therapeutic functions ofkava. 

The medicalization of society has pushed individuals to conceptualize their health and 

wellbeing as processes that must be constantly monitored, regulated, and negotiated. People are 

responsible for maintaining their own health via technologies of the self, such as exercise, diet, 

and medication. Yet, while certain behavior is encouraged, anything resembling addiction is not. 

This uber substance-focused context coupled with a prominent chemophobia has prompted 

consumers to gravitate towards alternative medicines and non-addictive substances as a way of 

utilizing their technologies of self. Kava, as a non-addictive natural substance , has therefore 

88 Caleb. American kava bar owner. Interview by Ariana Yett. 08/01/20. 
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become an appealing alternative to other therapeutic treatments. As the last few pages have 

illustrated, however, there is no clear trend between a consumer's desire for kava as form of 

medicine and their consumption preferences. A consumer's attitudes towards the taste, 

preparation and consumption of kava remains incredibly individualized. Yet, this preference is 

based on an individual's conception of medicine and medication. 

Recreational Use of Kava 

"J like getting kava dope, so I will try my best to get as dope as I can. I like 
pushing my limits. I want to find out how much I can do when I get really dope." 
-Jesoni 

One increasingly prominent use of kava in both the US and throughout the rest of the world is for 

recreation. Consumers like Jesoni are using kava to enter a state of intoxication and inebriation 

commonly associated with other drugs used for recreational purposes. Just like other botanicals 

that are increasingly gaining global popularity such as khat (Catha edulis) , kava is now growing 

in popularity as an alternate, legal high. Recreational use of kava occupies a catch-all role 

whereby consumers focus on the effects of kava as an intrinsic end. As such, it is difficult to 

make strong generalizations about the context surrounding recreational substances. 

While there are numerous definitions of recreational substance use, here I borrow 

Jonathan Baker's notion of recreationalization. Baker defines recreationalization as the process 

by which "something is translated into a context of use primarily focused on inducing 

intoxication or inebriation" (Baker 2012, 238). It is important to note that this does not mean that 

the use of kava for recreational purposes is devoid of meanings. Numerous scholars have 

demonstrated that intoxicants play a very complex role, primarily socially. However, the extent 

to which kava is consumed as a legal high varies depending on the geographic context. 
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There is a notable difference between the social and medicinal uses ofkava and the 

recreational use of this substance. Consumers that use kava for social or medicinal reasons rely 

on the physiological effects to facilitate socialization or therapeutic alleviation: the intoxicating 

effects are a means to an end. However, for the recreational use of kava these intoxicating effects 

are the goal of consumption in of itself. For instance, Joe, a long-time kava user and founding 

member of Kava Forums points out that many people use kava to reach a natural high, which 

partially contributes to the popularity of platforms such as Kava Forums. He notes, "It [Kava 

Forums] was such a small group and it continued to be small for a while. And then once it started 

to pick up, I believe it was due to people looking for that natural high. A bunch of people wanted 

to get 'twisted' on it." 89 Although currently kava is used by members of Kava Forums for a 

variety of purposes, it still plays a prominent role as a recreational substance. This begs the 

question - what is appealing about altering one's consciousness? Why gravitate towards feelings 

of inebriation and intoxication to begin with? 

As anthropologists, psychologists, and neuroscientists have demonstrated, although drug 

cultures are endlessly varied, drug use in general is ubiquitous among our species. In his list of 

'human universals,' anthropologist Donald E. Brown includes "mood- or consciousnesses -

altering techniques and/or substances" as one of the essential components of human culture 

along with music, hairstyles, and grammar (Brown 1991). Very few people live their lives 

without using some sort of mind-altering substances whether this is a glass of wine, cigarettes, or 

kava. Mind altering substances are so appealing because they "answer the deep desire - need, 

even - we have to enhance and extend our ordinary experience oflife" (Jay 2010, 6). At its core , 

taking drugs is a form of experimentation , one way of satiating human curiosity. As Aldous 

89 Joe. American kava consumer. Interview by Ariana Yett. 06/08/2020 . 
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Huxley notes, ''the urge to escape, the longing to transcend themselves if only for a few minutes, 

is and always has been one of the principal appetites of the soul" (Huxley 1954, 23). Drugs can 

operate as a sensory prosthetic allowing consumers temporary access to alternative states of 

being. Yet, drugs are not the only way of acquiring this state of being. Religious and spiritual 

practices, meditation, fasting, sleep deprivation, and hypnosis are all forms of achieving an 

altered mental state. If there are alternative ways of arriving in this state of consciousness, one 

must ask - what is then so appealing about consuming drugs? 

Unfortunately, this question is much more difficult to answer. Numerous scholars have 

attempted to understand why and how individuals gravitate towards consuming mind-altering 

substances, but no clear-cut explanation exists. Factors such as individual curiosity, coupled with 

personal attributes such as childhood development, family, and culture are all thought to 

influence drug consumption. Regardless of why exactly individuals are turning towards drugs as 

a way of altering their consciousness, it is clear that intoxication and inebriation are states that 

many individuals globally hope to achieve. One of the ways that they can do so is by consuming 

kava. 

In the US, kava bars have cropped up as spaces to socially consume kava for its mind-

altering effects. Bars in Florida and New York City offer drink specials similar to those at 

alcohol-serving establishments, and they appear to be marketing themselves primarily to the 

college-aged crowd. In many of these spaces, kava functions as an analogue for alcohol 

consumption. It is still a social beverage, but the norms of social interaction resemble what 

would be seen in a bar serving alcohol. In an attempt to describe his frustration with this kava 

culture, Kojo, a kava blogger and expert on kava, notes that some of these bars feature "strobe 

lights, and really annoying Instagram accounts with scantily clad patrons. These people seem to 
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have evolved from the 'legal high community. "' 90 Approaching kava with a very different 

mentality about how it should be used and approached, Kojo is clearly struggling to 

conceptualize the recreational kava bar scene. And not all kava bars use and sell kava this way. 

For example, Kava Social, The Kava House, and Tanoa all strive to distance themselves from 

appealing to the legal-high crowd. All of these bars seek to cultivate quiet, inclusive, spaces 

designed to teach patrons about the culture of kava. Yet, the fact remains that kava is desired and 

used by many consumers as a way of achieving an altered mental state similar to the intoxication 

one could acquire by consuming copious amounts of alcohol. 

Even within the Kava Forums community, which describes itself as a space where 

individuals respect kava for its cultural, medicinal and recreational importance, terminology 

linking kava to alcohol abounds. 'Krunk,' a combination of the terms 'kava' and 'drunk,' is a 

term often employed to describe the inebriating effect one can get from consuming kava in 

excess. For example, posts abound on this platform where users describe the different 

preparations ofkava that will maximize the sensation of inebriation. And many users incorporate 

the term 'krunk' into their usemames, indicating just how prevalent this association is. 

Although kava has dramatically transformed when introduced to novel cultures and 

contexts, this transformation is not unidirectional. The circulation of kava has also influenced the 

desires that Pacific Islanders have for kava. Now, within Fiji, kava is used for recreational 

purposes. As Jesoni described in the beginning of this section, for many Fijians one of the 

biggest benefits of kava is that it provides a cheap alternative to alcohol. Drinking kava is a way 

of altering one's consciousness without accruing the negative side effects that stem from 

alcoholism. Leveni, a young Fijian entrepreneur admitted that "it is cheaper now to drink kava 

9° Kojo. Kava Forums . "Kava Cultures." https://Kava Forums.com/forum/threads/kava -cultures.17342/ . 09/11/2020. 
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than having a jug of beer. If you spend $15 on kava, I can go on for a good 3 hours drinking and 

having a good time with friends. If I spend the same $15 on beer, it will last me half an hour a 

jug. "91 For Leveni, kava is useful because it is an affordable way to socialize with others as well 

as modify his mental state. 

Similar to the use of 'krunk' on Kava Forums and in vernacular by American kava 

consumers, Fijians use the term 'dope' to describe an inebriated state they are able to reach by 

consuming kava. The use of the term 'dope, ' a phrase that was initially used to describe 

marijuana but now is used to describe any drug commonly used, illustrates the close parallels 

consumers draw between kava and other drugs. The prevalence of this term in Fiji surprised me. 

I expected that, due to the rich history and culture associated with kava consumption, most 

islanders would not associate kava with intoxication. Yet, even the slang used to describe kava in 

Fiji, grog, makes its association with alcohol clear. 92 So where did this association with alcohol 

come from? 

As I described in Chapter 1, when the British navy first encountered kava during the 

journeys of Captain James Cook in the 18th century, kava was initially mistaken to be an 

alcoholic brew. Johann Forster (1754-1794), a naturalist aboard Captain James Cook's 

Endeavour, gave kava its botanical name Piper methysticum (intoxicating pepper) based on this 

misrepresentation. Dr. Aporosa suggests that from the outset the early European accounts of 

kava drinking solidified the association between kava and alcohol that still permeates Fijian 

consciousness to this day ( Aporosa 2019). 

91 Leveni. Fijiankava consumer. Interview by Ariana Yett. 06/22/2020. 
92 The word grog was first used to describe a mixture of rum and water that the British Vice-Admiral Edward 
Vernon provided to his camadron in 1740. However , it is since used to describe a variety of alcoholic beverage s 
mixtures around the world. 
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Consumption Preferences Associated with the Use of Kava as a Recreational Substance 

The desire that consumers have to use kava as a legal high partially shapes their consumption 

preferences. In particular, it shapes consumers' attitude about engaging with other people while 

using kava. Many consumers who desire kava to explore an altered consciousness tend to want to 

use kava in the presence of other people. As described above, some kava bars in the US and in 

particular in Florida and New York City thrive off of this desire. They become spaces for 

individuals to explore the intoxication and inebriation that kava produces with others. 

Although this use ofkava may seem similar to the social consumption described above , in reality 

there are subtle differences. In this scenario, the kava bar is primarily a means to explore the end 

goal ofkava's intoxicating effects. On the other hand , when kava is consumed as a social 

lubricant, its intoxicating effects serve as a means to facilitate engagement with others. 

In addition , consumers that use kava as alternative recreational substance tend to dislike 

the taste ofkava. This has led recreational kava bars such as Kavasutra to mix kava with sodas , 

fruit juices, or other emulsifiers such as coconut milk to improve the flavor and experience of 

consuming kava. In many ways, products sold at these recreational kava bars parallel the 

flavored mixed drinks sold at traditional alcohol-focused bars. In both contexts , the addition of 

other ingredients is an attempt to mask the flavor and odor accompanying a drug. However, as I 

have illustrated throughout this chapter there is no universal trend between a particular use of 

kava and an individual's consumption preferences. Plenty ofrecreational kava consumers enjoy 

the bitter, earthy flavor of kava and prefer consuming it without adulterations. 

So, what is kava for? 
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Responding to the query: "Should you eat before drinking kava," one British kava enthusiast 

who goes by the screen name Edward noted that: 

I had an interesting conversation with a Fijian man the other day. He told me the 
old groggers he knows all eat as much as they can before and during a kava 
session. I asked why and he said so that they could drink more for longer. I'm not 
sure I see the point of that? I'd rather drink less on an empty stomach for less time 
and then have a nice sleep. 93 

In response, a kava enthusiast who learned to drink kava in Fiji, that goes by the screen name 

recentrerun, pointed out: 

The beverage was introduced to me as first and foremost a social activity: 
conversation, card playing , music etc. in a group setting. It makes sense that 
someone wouldn't want to get so doped they lose motivation to be social, get 
nauseated, or have to sit out too many communal rounds when their goal is simply 
to socialize. 94 

This led Edward to respond: "I suppose that is a big difference between traditional use and 

modem use. The rest of the world is full of crazy anxious, addicted and otherwise damaged 

people drinking kava on their own to feel better. "95 

This conversation illustrates many of the themes I explore in the pages above. 

Approaching kava as a therapeutic tool to alleviate his anxiety, Edward has one notion of what 

kava is for and how to consume it. On the other hand, recentrerun uses kava to facilitate 

socialization and has a decidedly different perspective about the use of kava. These different 

desires lead the two to have very different relationships with kava, revealing the extent to which 

the perceived function of kava dramatically influences a consumer 's preferences. 

93 Edward. Kava Forums "Fijians eating with Kava" https ://Kava Forums.c om/forum/threads/fijians-eating-with-
kava.17946 / 01/02/2021. 
94 recentrerun. Kava Forums. "Fijians eating with Kava" https ://Kava Forums.com/forum/threads /fijians-eating-with-
kava.17946/ 01/02/2021. 
95 Edward. Kava Forums "Fijians eating with Kava" https://Kava Forum s.com/forum/threads /fijians-eating-with-
kava.17946/ 01/02/2021. 
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Throughout this chapter, I have illustrated the ways that the meanings associated with 

kava and the reasons for its consumption vary among consumers. And in particular, I have 

demonstrated that kava is used by US consumers as a social, medicinal, and recreational 

substance. Although I have attempted to distinguish these different desires, it is impossible to 

clearly delineate them. Social, medicinal, and recreational desires for kava can and do overlap as 

consumers often have multiple goals when they consume kava. 

Beyond just illustrating how kava is conceptualized in diverse ways, this chapter also 

explores how an individual's consumption preferences relates to their use of kava. While certain 

trends are described, namely an individual's attitude about the taste, presence of others, and ease 

of consumption ofkava, no universal statements are made. This is largely because kava 

consumption in the US, like other substances, is highly individualized. As such, while these 

preferences cannot be used to indicate a correlation between kava's desired function and its 

form , they do operate as a means to study larger social patterns. These individual consumption 

habits become a lens into how people think about social engagement , medicine /medication, and 

recreation. 

Throughout this chapter I have explored the conceptual extraction ofkava and the various 

ways consumers create new meanings. Yet it would be inaccurate and unfair to depict all US 

consumers as extracting kava. As the next chapter explores, some consumers seek to resist 

extraction in its many forms, although their success in doing so remains to be seen. 
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6. Resisting Extraction and Extractive Resistance 

"All of those other kava shops have stuff that really isn't traditional. There are no 
ceremonial actions within that. Pouring traditional shells for everybody at the bar, and 
saying shells up and having everyone say 'bula. 'All of that may sound dumb, but that 
carries the tradition of kava and respects it. " - Caleb 

Caleb opened his botanical bar and cafe eatery in 2017. He was introduced to kava in Florida 

where he had moved in order to get sober. Struck by the wonderful culture he discovered, Caleb 

decided he wanted to open his own kava business. His goal was ''to create a safe place for people 

to showcase this tradition [ofkava consumption], share how kava is consumed in other countries 

and demonstrate that there are alternative ways to celebrate and to come together without 

alcohol." 96 In particular, Caleb emphasized that he sells ''traditional kava." Unlike some of the 

other bars he had been to that ''try to modify kava and add things to drinks ... we serve kava 

traditionally like they do in Fiji. We make it daily, freshly squeeze the root with water in a 

cheesecloth. "97 

During many of my interviews and investigations into kava culture, I noticed a similar 

trend. Frustrated by aspects of global kava culture, certain consumers, company owners, and 

vendors stress the importance of consuming kava as authentically and respectfully as possible. 

These sentiments are often employed to resist the extraction of kava. Authenticity is often used 

to demonstrate an opposition towards the extraction of kava 's chemical compounds. Respect, on 

the other hand, is invoked to demonstrate an opposition towards the conceptual extraction of 

kava. For example, Caleb has such a staunch stance about preparing kava because he has been to 

96 Caleb. American kava bar owner. Interview by Ariana Yett 08/01/20. 
97 Caleb. American kava bar owner. Interview by Ariana Yett 08/01/20. 
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a variety of kava bars that made him uncomfortable. He notes that these bars, "described kava as 

a drug, and pushed their customers to use all these different extracts and liquids shots." Upset by 

the fact that these bars diluted the culture of kava to that of a party drug by conceptually and 

chemically extracting kava, Caleb wants to distinguish himself and his bar. He chose to do so by 

emphasizing the importance of consuming kava as traditionally as possible. Here, Caleb is 

framing tradition as a way of establishing authenticity and respect and, by extension , resisting the 

conceptual extraction of kava as a drug. Yet, it is important to think critically about this 

behavior. This chapter explores the various way Caleb and other kava enthusiasts strive to resist 

extraction. I seek to answer questions including: Why do Caleb and other kava enthusiasts 

emphasize authenticity and respect? What do these terms even mean? What does authentic and 

respectful kava consumption look like? And, do these properties actually resist extraction? I 

demonstrate that although invoking authenticity and respect may appear productive for resisting 

extraction on the surface , consumers are unable to resist all dimensions of this pervasive 

phenomenon. Inevitably in their quest to resist extracting kava, individual consumers end up 

simplifying components ofkava 's meanings, traditions , and uses enacting what I refer to as 

extractive resistance. 

The Quest for Authentic and Respectful Kava Consumption and Preparation 

Why do certain kava consumers seek out authenticity and respect when preparing and consuming 

kava? Here I rely on Pierre Bourdieu's conceptuali zation of distinction and more specifically his 

notion of habitus. As Bourdieu argues, judgments of taste are related to social position, or more 

precisely, are themselves acts of social positioning. Social agents develop strategies, mostly 

unconsciously as a result of extensive exposure to fields such as economy, politics , art, science 
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or education. Habitus therefore is the physical embodiment of the deeply ingrained habits, skills, 

and dispositions that individuals acquire because of their life experience. Bourdieu goes further 

to point out how habitus extends to an individual's taste for cultural goods shaping their 

aesthetic, culinary, and clothing preferences (Bourdieu 1986). Yet, for Bourdieu, these tastes do 

not simply result from a cultivated appreciation for certain cultural goods over others, instead he 

argues that "taste is first and foremost distaste, disgust, and visceral intolerance of the taste of 

others" (Bourdieu 1984). In this respect, according to Bourdieu, preferences for certain products 

and conceptualizations of goods result from an attempt by consumers to distinguish themselves 

relative to others in society. 

Kava consumers and enthusiasts employ 'tradition' and by extension authenticity and 

respect to distinguish their consumption and/or preparation of kava. Although authenticity and 

respect are often invoked in similar ways, they are used for slightly different purposes. 

Authenticity is frequently used to demonstrate an opposition towards the extraction of kava's 

chemical compounds. Respect, on the other hand, is invoked to demonstrate an opposition 

towards the conceptual extraction ofkava. 

For example, Caleb pointed out that at his kava bar, "We don't have any additions [in our 

kava], a lot of people add lots of things or serve extracts. But we serve pure kava to keep it as 

authentic as possible. A lot of other companies are trying to modify things. "98 Emphasizing the 

difference between the products he serves and the products that other companies sell, Caleb 

utilized authenticity to signal his allegiance with a counterculture of kava consumers. And more 

specifically, Caleb invoked authenticity to demonstrate his resistance to the chemical extraction 

98 Caleb. American kava bar owner. Interview by Ariana Yett. 08/01/20. 
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ofkava. Similarly, Adam, another American kava bar owner, pointed out the differences 

between his bar and others': 

If you've talked to or been to other kava bars you will see a pretty big difference. 
Most kava bars you'll find are in South Florida. I'd say nine out often of those 
places are a place to come get a legal high. Most of the bars do not pay any 
respect to the tradition ofkava. There is not a whole lot of culture you get when 
you are there. Maybe you get some 'kitchy' tiki bars or something like that. And 
they are probably selling a lot more kratom than kava. We don't sell any kratom 
here. We just do kava. We only do traditional. We don't do any kava cocktails or 
things like that, which you will often find at other kava bars. 99 

In an attempt to distinguish his company from other bars that sell kava as a method to get high, 

Adam stressed how different his bar is. He only serves 'traditional' kava, rather than preparing 

adulterated products or serving an addictive substance such as kratom. Adam also made very 

explicit his attitude towards the environment some kava bar owners cultivate pointing out that 

they fundamentally disrespect kava culture. Here, Adam is using terms such as 'respect' and 

'tradition' to demonstrate his resistance towards both the extraction ofkavalactones from Piper 

methysticum plants and the extraction ofkava from Pacific culture and context. 

Some Pacific kava bar owners also utilize similar terminology. For example, Tony, a 

Pacific kava bar owner pointed out "I think what is really problematic in the US is that a lot of 

places call themselves kava bars , but they sell kratom and other legal highs, which is really 

problematic to me. We are just kava, that's it. I think that's upholding the respect around kava. 

We make it the centerpiece of what we do." 100 Tony's sentiment is further evidence of the use of 

terms such as authenticity and respect to distinguish kava bars from one another. Adam, Caleb 

and Tony are employing authenticity and respect to signal their opposition to a dominant 

consumer culture in the US which commodifies kava, chemically extracts its active ingredients, 

99 Adam. Kava bar owner. Interview with Ariana Yett. 07/29/2020. 
100 Tony. Pacific kava bar owner. Interview by Ariana Yett. 07/22/2020. 
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and removes it from its original context and meanings. While the above illustrates why kava 

consumers, and owners are using such phrases, it begs the question: what exactly are authenticity 

and respect? 

Conceptualizing Authenticity 

In our globalized world, Americans have become obsessed with authenticity. As Robert Ku 

notes, one of the reasons for this obsession is that foodscapes have become more convoluted than 

ever (Ku 2013). Consumers now have thousands of variations of food to select from, which 

causes excessive anxiety. Stifled by the overabundance of options, gastronomic authenticity 

provides a welcome relief differentiating cuisine from the "minefield of synthetic and potentially 

toxic foodstuffs" (Ku 2013, 36). Authenticity is also one way of distinguishing taste. Aware of 

the impact that labelling a dish 'authentic ' can have, corporations have increasingly relied on this 

attribute for contemporary marketing, further signaling to the average consumer that authenticity 

is an important culinary characteristic (Freedman and Jurafsky 2011, 50). Yet while consumers 

are desperate to have access to authentic cuisine, there is no consensus on what this authenticity 

should look like. In this respect, authenticity is a mirage, ''which the diner obsessively pursues, 

even as it 'invariably vanishes just when we think we have it within reach"' (Ku 2013, 37). After 

all, does authenticity emerge from the substance itself? Or is it an external norm reflecting some 

imposed standard? If so, whose standard? While individuals are tossing around the word 

'authentic' to describe numerous dishes and foods, less attention has been paid to defining what 

constitutes authenticity. 

There is a general agreement amongst anthropologists and sociologists that authenticity is 

a modem value, which is commonly linked with ideals such as individualism, uniqueness, 
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sincerity, and personal choice (Johnston, Baumann, and Baumann 2014). Being authentic 

therefore is frequently seen as being "true to one's self." While this common-sense definition is 

often employed, it fails to acknowledge the fact that humans do not exist in vacuums and instead 

are greatly shaped by larger social forces. Echoing this train of thought, philosopher Charles 

Taylor argues that authenticity, as a concept, is too often seen solely as an individual process. 

Instead, Taylor emphasizes the importance of considering authenticity in a larger social context 

(Taylor 1991). Choices and experiences are therefore seen as authentic because they are socially 

significant. Authenticity cannot solely be evaluated through an individual lens but must be 

considered in a broader social context. 

Similarly, authenticity is not inherent. As Johnston notes, it is not a simple case of either 

you have an authentic food, or you do not. Instead, authenticity is constructed in relation to other 

foods. Put differently, authenticity is generated "through perceptions of how a cultural object 

negotiates a set of standards and values, instead of emerging from a cultural object ' s qualities" 

(Johnston, Baumann, and Baumann 2014, 63). No good is ever inherently authentic, but it is 

cultivated and understood through a complex set of interactions. Which begs the question - what 

exactly is authentic kava? Or rather, how do kava consumers conceptualize authentic kava? Note 

that while determining what constitutes authentic kava would be a worthy pursuit, here I am not 

seeking to answer these questions, rather I aim to analyze existing perceptions of authenticity. 

While it is clear that authenticity has become a desired characteristic of consumption, it is 

difficult to unambiguously define it. This desire for authenticity, but lack of clarity on the 

concept is largely responsible for some of the debate surrounding the consumption of kava. 

Although numerous food scholars have pointed out the complexity and lack of uniformity in 

depictions of authenticity, Johnston has compiled a set of categories that can be applied to 
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evaluations of authenticity. In particular, she notes goods are often deemed 'authentic' when they 

have geographic specificity, are simple, have a personal connection, can be linked to a historical 

tradition or have "ethnic connections" (Johnston, Baumann, and Baumann 2014, 60). While 

some of these categories can be used to shed light on the consumption of kava, not all of them 

are applicable. Based on my interviews with global kava consumers, individuals that seek 

authenticity are looking for substances that can be linked to a particular Pacific Island region , 

echo historical consumption habits and preparation, and involve an appreciation for Pacific 

values. 

Although several of my interlocuters admitted to little knowledge of South Pacific 

islands, the majority were familiar with the region. Despite displaying varying levels of 

knowledge about the South Pacific, most consumers distinguished between authentic and 

inauthentic kava by referencing consumption habits in the South Pacific. As illuminated in my 

conversations with Caleb, phrases such as "islander way ," "Fijian preparation ," or "Polynesian 

products" were often invoked when defining authentic kava. This leads many consumers to 

associate authentic kava with goods consumed and prepared in the South Pacific. In this regard, 

explicitly linking goods containing Piper methysticum to the South Pacific either by referencing 

Pacific consumption habits, or by noting how closely a good resembles its original root form, 

constitutes authenticity. 

Yet, while these kava consumers invoke the South Pacific as a whole to distinguish 

between kava products, this does not accurately describe reality. As I discuss in Chapter 1, 

although kava is consumed throughout Oceania, it is and has been consumed in many different 

forms and conceptualized in diverse ways in different times and places. For example , Fijians use 

the term 'kava' to refer to a beverage that is prepared by medium-grind root, kneaded into water. 
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But, in Vanuatu, kava typically refers to the product made with fresh root (green kava). And 

kava consumption and preparation have dramatically evolved in both regions over time. For 

example, as Theo, a representative from a Fijian kava company noted in our conversation: "Kava 

evolves. It started with women chewing the root - in Fiji it was drunk green and then slowly 

evolved into being dried kava. And then using the cloth to mix/knead it. And then prior to that, it 

was being pounded." 101 Referencing the different forms of Piper methysticum that acquire the 

label "kava," Theo rightly points out that there is no universal, static form of kava - the form and 

meanings kava changes over time. So, while some global consumers reference the South Pacific 

to distinguish authentic kava from other products, it is worth pointing out the reference state 

itself is dramatically changing and has changed over time. 

That then forces a critical reader to ask - given the fact that kava itself is conceptualized 

various ways in the South Pacific depending on the country and time frames, which 

conceptualization ofkava do global consumers reference when they describe authentic or 

traditional kava? And, why is this form ofkava preparation and consumption considered 

authentic? 

Interestingly, many of my interlocuters use the term 'traditional' to describe dried, 

medium-grind root kneaded into water. This is likely because it is very difficult to export green 

kava outside of the South Pacific. Fresh kava has only entered the international market in the 21st 

century. Kanaka Kava (based in Hawaii) began to sell frozen green kava in the early 2000s but 

struggled distributing and delivering the temperature-sensitive good. In 2019, Kalm with Kava 

and the New Zealand Kava Association collaborated to produce the first shelf-stable form of 

green kava. As they advertise on their website: "Pacific Roots Kava is the world's first and 

101 Theo. Fijian kava company employee. Interview by Ariana Yett. 07/09/20 . 
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only bottled Fresh Kava Beverage made from nothing but fresh pressed Noble Kava Roots 

and water." Emphasizing the novelty of fresh kava as well as the simplicity bottled kava 

provides, Kalm with Kava and the New Zealand Kava Association are trying to increase the 

prevalence and accessibility of green kava to diverse consumers. Yet, this innovation is only 

relatively recent. Thus, for many international consumers, fresh kava has been inaccessible 

for years. 102 On the other hand, dried medium-grind root can easily be shipped and 

distributed while still maintaining its potency and freshness. As a result, consumers are likely 

associating traditional kava with dried medium-grind root solely due to its prevalence in 

overseas markets. 

Although association with the South Pacific was the primary way kava consumers 

distinguished between products containing Piper methysticum, some consumers also invoke 

historical preparation and consumption habits to define kava. For example, explaining what 

kinds of products he sells , Adam, an American kava bar owner , noted "it is important for me to 

kind of do it (prepare and sell kava] as traditionally as possible. We only serve medium-grind 

root and water. .. We want to give customers the real experience, we want them to understand 

what kava does and why it has been consumed this way in the Pacific for centuries." 103 

Emphasizing the need to echo historical preparation of Piper methysticum root in order to 

produce a "real" kava experience, Adam reveals that for him and other kava bar owners, 

invoking tradition becomes a tool to validate the kava experience. Here the label 'traditional' is 

employed to legitimize certain Piper methysticum products by emphasizing their similarity to 

102 It is worth noting that Vanuatu does export dried medium-grind root and has done so for decades. So while 
Vanuatu-style fresh kava is not necessarily been consumed in the global market- Vanuatu still has a very 
prominent role in the international kava landscape. 
103 Adam. American kava bar owner. Interview by Ariana Yett. 07/29/20. 
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products historically prepared with rootstock. Authentic kava in this sense, then, is any Piper 

Methstcium good that aligns with a consumer's notion of how kava was historically prepared. 

Yet, while kava bar owners are very specific about the type of product they prepare, 

interestingly, many pay less attention to the tools they are using to do so. Although kava lovers 

define traditional kava as that which echoes the way Piper methysticum was historically 

prepared, when conceptualizing authentic kava, most consumers only focus on the final product, 

not necessarily the tools used to prepare or consume it. For example, historically, medium-grind 

kava was prepared by mixing powdered root into water and straining the resulting mixture 

through hibiscus leaf. However, now most American consumers prepare what they consider 

medium-grind kava by mixing the root and straining it through a cheesecloth. And, while 

historically kava has been consumed in a bilo ( coconut shell shaped as a bowl), several of my 

global kava consumers described drinking kava from plastic cups or glasses. Pointing out how 

much easier it was to consume kava this way, Kevin, a long-time kava lover stated , "I like to 

drink my kava with ice in a glass with a metal straw." Kevin went on to explain that this way he 

could sip and savor his kava as opposed to downing it which is easier to do with a bowl or 

coconut shell. Just like Kevin, several other interviewees mentioned going through a complete 

''traditional" prep, but then point out that they consume their kava in plastic or glass cups. 104 

Therefore, these interviewees were less concerned with consuming their kava authentically, but 

instead worried more about ensuring that they prepared the beverage in an authentic way. 

Consumers are determined to have an authentic form ofkava, but don't necessarily seek to 

authentically consume it. This distinction illuminates what aspects of kava consumers deem most 

104 It is worth noting that many kava consumers in the US and globally consume kava in coconut shells. In fact, 
coconut shells are often sold by kava vendors as part of a "starter kit" So consuming kava from a shell is significant 
to many consumers as well. 
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relevant. And, more generally, is useful to identify where the focal point lies for consumer 

attention. 

While the above narrative seems to imply that all global kava consumers use an 

abstract notion of tradition to distinguish between authentic and inauthentic kava, this is far 

from the case. In reality, tradition occupies a much more fraught role in the kav as cape. Many 

of my interlocuters pushed back against the dominant narrative that only Piper methysticum 

products prepared a so-called 'traditional' way can be considered authentic kava. For 

example, Matt Masifilo, the inventor of the AluBall, revealed that he thought tradition was 

overly used to justify distinctions between kava, "it's a bunch of baloney really when you 're 

trying to keep [kava] traditional because you create traditions, wherever you move to and also 

from generation to generation. It's something that adapts with the time." 105 Pointing out the fluid 

nature of kava and the fact that it has and will continue to shift over time, Masifilo echoing 

Theo's remarks, described above, argues that there is no traditional form of kava. Instead, certain 

products containing Piper methysticum are advertised as 'traditional' to enhance their appeal to a 

certain segment of consumers. 

It is worth noting here that Masifilo is of Polynesian ancestry. He is from Ha'atu'a (Kolo 

Maile) on the island of 'Eua, Tonga. Similarly, Theo who is quoted above noting the transient 

nature ofkava customs, is from the Pacific as well. Although Theo is from Fiji and Masifilo 

from Tonga, these interlocuters have a direct link to the Pacific and are both intimately familiar 

with Pasifika customs and cultures. This was not the case for many of the other kava consumers 

and bar owners that I spoke to. For example, Caleb was introduced to kava in Florida, Anna at a 

tourist resort in Fiji, and Rebecca learned about kava in Hawaii. Based on these limited surface 

105 Matt Masifi lo. American Kava company owner. Interview by Ariana Yett. 06/30/20. 
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level interactions with the Pacific Islands, it makes sense that some of these kava bar owners and 

vendors fetishize tradition and fix a practice in time. As such, the different perceptions of 

tradition that Masifilo and Caleb articulate are likely due to their different relationships with the 

Pacific. 

Regardless of whether a certain kava product can be classified as authentic or traditional, 

it is worth thinking about why these labels gain so much significance in the kava community. As 

scholars of consumption have illustrated, terms such as 'authentic' and 'traditional' are 

frequently employed to legitimize a particular form of a good. For example, in 2015, Stephen 

Christ studied authenticity in Mexican restaurants. He discovered that the use of the term 

depended largely on the customer and not on the chef. For the customer, the most important 

consideration influencing a designation of authenticity was "how much does this food fit my 

expectation of what Mexican food is based on growing up and having taco day at high school or 

eating at fast-food taco restaurants" (Christ 2015). 

In Christ's research, consumers used the term authenticity to describe substances that 

matched their preconceived notion of what 'real' Mexican food is like. Although not explicitly , 

in our conversations, kava consumers employed the term similarly. For many consumers, 

authenticity of kava is tied to a stereotyped conception of life in the South Pacific. As such, 

while these consumers are striving to consume kava as accurately as possible, they are 

fundamentally simplifying (i.e. extracting) kava from its context. 

Ideas and notions of authenticity are often being formed in opposition to perceived 

mainstream uses ofkava that emphasize the physiological effects produced by kavalactones via 

chemical extraction. As I illustrate above, conceptualizations of authentic kava are not uniform. 

There is no universal definition of authentic kava nor are there objective boundaries between 
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authentic and inauthentic kava. What comes to be seen as authentic is instead the outcome of 

selection processes that emphasizes an overly simplistic, static notion of Pacific kava traditions. 

These individuals employ authenticity to differentiate and distance themselves from other kava 

enthusiasts, assigning themselves greater value in the process. 

Conceptualizing Respect 

"Kava is directly connected to culture .... you shouldn't just pop a pill or tincture or drink 
it out of a solo cup because it's not as respectful. There are more respectful ways 
consume kava. "-Margaret 106 

Although respect is often invoked at the same time as authenticity, it is conceptualized slightly 

differently. Respect is often used to describe regard and admiration for Pacific kava culture, in 

particular admiration for the variety of functions and meanings that kava holds in the Pacific. For 

example, Kevin, an American kava enthusiast noted, "when properly drinking kava, you've got 

to respect it. You got to respect the culture it comes from. And you have to respect the spiritual 

components of kava" (italics added). 107 Emphasizing the different types of kava functions, Kevin 

is stressing the necessity embracing kava in entirety rather than selecting aspects of its 

consumption and meaning that are useful. Similarly, in a discussion on Kava Forums about the 

distinct kava cultures that have emerged in the US, Kampcrunk the founder of Kava Forums 

points out, "we [the administrators of Kava Forums] respect this plant for its cultural importance , 

its medicinal impo1iance, and its recreational importance. The difference between 

a common kava/kratom bar atmosphere and the atmosphere here is that we understand these 

differences and we respect them on an individual level" ( emphasis included). 108 Kampcrunk's 

106 Margaret. American kava consumer. Interview by Ariana Yett. 06/12/2020. 
107 Kevin. American kava consumer. Interview by Ariana Yett. 06/29/2020 
108 Kampcrunk . Kava Forums. "Kava Cultures" https://Kava Forums .com/forum/threads/kava-cultures.17342 / 
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message is that respecting kava involves acknowledging its different uses, and embracing all of 

them rather than reducing kava to a solely recreational substance. 

In a similar vein, according to Kailao, a Tongan member of the Pasifika Kava Forum, 

respecting kava also involves ''telling its story," i.e. treating kava as a cultural product rather than 

a commodity. Justifying this stance towards respect, Kailao noted that "some kava bars in the US 

tell the story [ of kava], but some kava bars just want to sell kava. They may have a picture or two 

about the South Pacific (the movie from the 1950s) and then a picture or two about Fiji and Fiji 

tourism. And that's about it. And when people are drinking kava [in those kava bars] it is almost 

as if you are drinking it out of context." 109 

Kailao alluded to a process that other Pacific kava scholars have noted: the 

decontextualization of kava. This phenomenon is not only applicable to kava. For decades 

consumers of a particular culture have adopted elements of another culture and used these 

cultural practices outside of their original context. Although the consumption of goods produced 

by cultures not of your own is inevitable in today ' s hyper-connected globalized world, the 

manner in which this consumption occurs is significant (Shiva 2007). Kailao appears to want 

kava bars to engage with kava and Pacific culture beyond the surface. Rather than just cherry-

picking cultural elements of kava and Pacific life more generally (i.e. showcasing Pacific climate 

with palm tree motifs or emphasizing Fiji tourism) , Kailao hopes for a more nuanced portrayal of 

the Pacific. This begs the question - what does telling the "story" of kava look like? Can 

consumers and kava bar owners pay homage Pacific culture without misappropriating it? 

Caleb attempts to respect Pacific culture in his bar by serving kava in bilos ( coconut 

shells) and adopting the Fijian practice of saying 'hula' when drinking the shells. 110 Similarly , 

109 Kailao. Pacific kava consumer. Interview by Ariana Yett. 08/l 7 /2021. 
no Caleb. America n kava bar owner. Interview by Ariana Yett . 08/01/20. 
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Rebecca, an American kava vendor, hosts combined kava/yoga programs where she and her 

customers will "sit around the tanoa with coconut shells, set intentions, say a little prayer, drink 

a little kava, and then do some yoga. "111 Yet it is worth wondering if the practices Caleb and 

Rebecca embrace to respect kava have the opposite effect. Neither Caleb nor Rebecca have close 

ties to the Pacific and neither of them are implementing a complete kava ritual when they serve 

kava. As such, in their effort to respect kava ceremonies, some may argue that they are 

tokenizing Pacific cultural practices. And one frustrated Samoan did, pointing out that the owner 

of a white-owned kava bar in the US only did a "quick read about the origins of kava online, and 

then suddenly [felt] they [understood] the meaning behind this drink" (Portland Mercury, 2018). 

As such in their attempt to avoid treating kava solely as a commodity, Rebecca and Caleb have 

ended up simplifying kava culture and distilling to a set of clapping gestures or prayer. Or in 

other words, Rebecca and Caleb have extracted kava rituals from their local context. 

On the other hand, the absence of these rituals/practices can also be problematic. In 2017 

a New Zealand kava club, the Kava Society, came under fire when members of the Pacific 

diaspora accused it of appropriating kava and stripping it of its cultural roots. 112 In a report with 

Radio New Zealand (RNZ), one of the founders of the Kava club, Zbigniew Dumienski, said 

''the group didn't pretend to follow any rituals or ceremonies and thinks it would be bad, 

111 Rebecca. American kava vendor. Interview by Ariana Yett. 07/28/20. 
112 The Kava Society was founded in 2011 by a group of academics from the University of Auckland dedicated to 

the "joyful consumption of fine kavas, kava advocacy, as well as promotion of the kava culture and pure, noble kava 

varieties from around the Pacific" (The Kava Society 2020b). The Society has now expanded and has a small shop 

where they sell a variety of kava. 
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culturally, if they did" (Tupou 2017). Aware ofhis position, Dumienski and the Kava Society 

focused primarily on the biological side of kava, not the cultural. Yet , this selectivity frustrated 

many Pacific kava consumers who took to Facebook to protest. Comments erupted lambasting 

the Kava Society. One Facebook user noted that Kava Society was "colonising (sic), 

commodifying and bastardising (sic) a cultural tradition that's not [their own]" (Tupou 2017). 

And Emmaline Matagi, a Fijian schoolteacher pointed out: 

Just to see people drinking out of protein shakers and passing it around like it's 
water, or a protein shake they'd have before the gym, was really offensive in my 
eyes ... .It was a world away from how it was done in Fiji where it's grown, dried, 
pounded and then mixed in a tanoa - or kava bowl. It would then be consumed as 
part of a ceremony with high chiefs and people of high status (Tupou 2017). 

These commentators fundamentally took issue with the Kava Society because they were 

failing to acknowledge the cultural symbolism and ritual present in a kava session. The 

Kava Society faced condemnation because in the eyes of members of the Pacific they 

were using a cultural substance without abiding by historical rituals. 

Yet, if respect for kava is cultivated by paying attention to a historic ritual, then 

some Pacific islanders do not respect kava. As Dr. Edmond Fehoko, Te Tomokanga 

Postdoctoral Fellow at the University of Auckland noted, although kava ceremonies are 

still practiced with all of their accompanying rituals, there has been a move to more social 

kava consumption by Pacific Islanders. In an interview with RNZ he said, "we [islanders] 

don't go in and do a ritual [when we are consuming kava], heck no. We go in like 

everyone else and just sit there and drink, talk, share, offload our stories, offload our 

experiences, stuff we can't share with our wives, partners , and families" (Tupou 2017 ; 

Fehoko 2017). Fehoko saw no difference between the kava consumption organized by the 
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Kava Society and that of any other Pacific islander beyond "the color of their skin" 

(Tupou 2017). 

And just as with authenticity, if establishing respect for kava requires paying 

homage and acknowledging the rituals present in a kava session, which ritual should a 

consumer/vendor acknowledge? There are a variety of kava rituals that differ within any 

given Pacific Island. For example, in certain parts of Fiji, clapping is an integral part of 

the kava ceremony, while in Vanuatu silence is the preferred medium of interaction. 

Therefore, as the above discussion reveals, there is no unanimous agreement as to which 

kava rituals should be featured in respectful kava consumption. 

Beyond just respecting the rituals associated with kava consumption, another key 

component of respecting kava involves acknowledging its ontological value. Or in other words, 

treating the plant as a being. In the Pacific tradition, kava is not a thing or an object that can be 

mindlessly exploited, but instead a substance that is animate , has mana, and personhood 

(Aporosa 2015). However, capitalist societies view plants, animals, and things as inanimate 

natural resources, substances that consumers can utilize with no consequences (beyond 

financial). Even the English language itself has very few tools for incorporating respect for 

animacy , "in English you are either a person or a thing" (Kimmerer 2013 , 56). When kava is 

introduced to contexts that do not necessarily share the Pacific ontological framework , some 

consumers use it as a tool that can be exploited to generate a specific physiological effect. In the 

vernacular of consumers who are striving to resist the extraction of kava , this form of 

consumption is tantamount to abuse. Respecting kava therefore entails refraining from abusing 

the substance and approaching it with the appropriate intentions. 
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For example, responding to a novice kava consumer that ended up hospitalized after 

over-consuming kava, Yogini a member of Kava Forums had the following to say: 

To vomit and continue? That is drinking for the wrong reason. That is drug 
seeking behavior not respecting the plant behavior. Those who want to take the 
journey need to check their intentions. [Kava] is not kratom and [kava] is not 
marijuana. [Kava] is not about escaping yourself. You do not need to drink so 
much you're hospitalized because you disrespected the energy of the plant and 
yourself. 113 

According to Yogini, inappropriate kava behavior involves treating it as a drug , or an easy way 

to acquire a 'legal high.' Respecting kava therefore involves consuming it in modicum amounts 

without using it to acquire a recreational buzz. Caleb also uses respect in a similar fashion. Caleb 

described the kava culture he cultivated at his bar as the following: "Drinking kava isn 't about 

'getting messed up for us.' More than 90% of my kava drinkers have developed a respect for this 

plant." 114 Caleb therefore clearly associates respect with a particular mentality about kava, a 

mindset that values kava for reasons that extend bey ond its physi ological impact. 

Interestingly, in the present day and age, many islanders are deviatin g from kava 

consumption that Caleb and others would consider respectful. As Felipe , a thirty-year-old Fijian 

kava consumer shared , "now Fijians are over-consuming kava. While kava can be good in 

moderation, now mor e people are abusing it." 115 For certain consum ers, primarily young er men, 

kava has gone from being a cultural good in Fiji, to a cheaper alternativ e to alcohol. For 

example, during our conversation, Leveni, a Fijian entrepreneur, disclosed that many of his 

friends consume kava because it is more affordable than drinking alcohol. Jesoni , a young Fijian 

chef agreed , and shared that he frequently consumes kava with the goal of gettin g kava dope. He 

said, "I like getting kava dope, so I will try my best to get as dope as you can ... it ' s almost like 

113 Yogini Kava Forums . "Just took my first kava dose " 01/29/2019 
114 Caleb. American kava bar owner. Interview by Ariana Yett. 08/01/20 
115 Fe lipe. Fij ian kava consumer. Interview by Ariana Yett 07/26/2020 
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feeling high." 116 Sentiments like those shared by Jesoni are almost verbatim an attitude that 

Caleb and certain members of Kava Forums decry as unrespectful. After all, Jesoni and Leveni's 

friends are intentionally consuming kava to "get messed up." This tension just illustrates the 

complexity present when conceptualizing respect. Behavior that Jesoni and Leveni deem 

perfectly acceptable is considered disrespectful by others. And vice versa. Respect is defined and 

established various ways by different kava consumers. Notions of respect (and authentic) are not 

automatically tied to geography and ethnicity. 

To conclude, in an attempt to avoid appropriating and extracting kava, certain global 

kava consumers have emphasized the necessity of consuming kava authentically and 

respectfully. Although these terms are frequently invoked, they are difficult to define. There is 

no universal agreed upon definition of authentic kava, nor do consumers have a uniform 

conception of respectful kava consumption. Kava is a "canoe plant," it was physically 

transported and circulated around Oceania by early Polynesian and Micronesian settlers (Lebot, 

Mark Merlin, and Lindstrom 1992b). Everywhere the root travels a new kava culture is created 

around it. As such, in their quest to resist extraction, any individual consumer will end up 

simplifying components ofkava's meanings, traditions, and uses. 

116 Jesoni. Fijian kava consumer. Interview by Ariana Yett. 07/01/2020 
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Conclusion: The Future of Kava 

In this thesis I have traced the transformation of kava in meaning, form, and function as it is 

circulated outside of the Pacific. Through a mixture of semi-structured interviews, online 

discourse analysis, surveys, and a literature review I discovered that, entering into circulation in 

the global market, kava ends up extracted geographically, conceptually, and chemically. Or in 

other words, as kava is circulated it ends up dis-embedded from Pacific culture and context and 

re-embedded into novel geographic, social, economic, and cultural spaces. In these new spaces, 

everything from the form that kava takes (i.e. the material classified as kava) to the function 

consumers associate with kava is transformed. As kava is circulated into the US, it enters a 

hyper-medicalized society where consumers emphasize its therapeutic properties and 

conceptualize kava using scientific language. 

The global circulation ofkava is not a new phenomenon. In the 1990s kava gained 

widespread international popularity as pharmaceutical ingredient and was sold by German, 

Swiss, and US companies as an anti-anxiety medication. Yet the boom did not last. In 1998, 

numerous reports of hepatotoxicity emerged leading to a ban on the sale of kava in Europe 

(known as the European Kava Ban), which significantly stifled the industry. Although the 

industry is slowly recovering, the Ban still remains in the forefront of kava farmers', vendors', 

and consumers' minds. Afraid of deleterious health effects and damaging the kava industry 

again, producers and consumers alike are emphasizing the necessity of standardizing kava. The 

emphasis on kava chemical constituents has led to some controversy about the definition of kava. 

As kava is circulated outside of the Pacific, it is exposed to a range of markets. Each of 

these new contexts has both distilled the concept of kava and expanded it. While the label 'kava' 

can now be found on a wide range of products (including pills, tinctures, lotions, and chocolates) 
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kava consumers and regulatory agencies have selectively extracted components of its rich 

historical and cultural use and/or its chemical properties reducing kava to a single function. As 

kava is simultaneously expanded and distilled, the kava industry has struggled to avoid 

misrepresentations of the plant. 

Responding to these misrepresentations and myths, and a growing global demand for 

kava, kava companies both within the Pacific and globally have increased kava production and 

regulation to interact with the global market. Yet, due to the unequal nature of the global market, 

requirements for increased kava production and regulation have led to a monopolization of kava 

export. Small Pacific farmers are unable to compete with multi-million-dollar international 

companies, and may ultimately lose out on the ability to generate profit from the burgeoning 

kava industry. 

Circulated out of its origin, consumers in the US attempt to fit kava into a prescriptive 

form and function. Consumers primarily perceive one of three purposes for kava: use as social 

lubricant, a form of therapeutic alleviation, and recreational entertainment. These different 

desired functions of kava result from the prominence of biomedicine in the US. In addition to 

reflecting hegemonic epistemologies, an individual's use of kava is related to their consumption 

preferences. I discover that a kava consumer's attitude about the taste, presence of others, and 

ease of kava consumption is related to kava 's desired function. 

Yet, not all consumers embrace various trends that have accompanied the chemical and 

geographical extraction of kava. Some global consumers strive to resist these processes kava by 

consuming kava authentically and respectfully. Both of these terms are often employed to 

distinguish an individuals' consumption habits from a perceived extractive mainstream society. 

As such, authenticity and respect become terms used by kava enthusiasts to signal allegiance 
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with a counterculture ofkava consumers. Although these terms are frequently invoked, they are 

difficult to define. There is no universal agreed upon definition of authentic kava, nor do 

consumers have a uniform conception of respectful kava consumption. Inevitably in their quest 

to resist extracting kava, an individual consumer ends up simplifying components of kava's 

meanings, traditions, and uses. 

In sum, this project reveals that circulated out of the Pacific, kava is subjected to the 

norms and standards of the contexts into which it is introduced. Kava is treated as something else 

already in existence in that context and is transformed to better match. As such, kava becomes 

enmeshed in neocolonial processes that continue to reproduce unequal global power 

relationships. Although its circulation has increased global awareness of the Pacific and Pasifika 

culture, it has also presented the opportunity for the exploitation of kava by external economic 

powers in the interest of profit and with little regard to local socio-economic, cultural, and 

environmental contexts. 

Although this is a thesis about kava , it is also a thesis about botanicals and local products 

more broadly. Kava is part of a much wider trend of agricultural globalization that has pushed 

many developing countries and regions into international markets , supplying primary products to 

wealthy industrialized nations. And, unfortunately kavajoins many other indigenous plants as a 

target of bioprospective extraction as pharmaceutical, and nutraceutical companies adopt kava 

for its therapeutic properties originating in its kavalactones. It is worth asking: what is at stake 

with this extraction? 

As the European Kava Ban demonstrated , when kava is extracted geographically , 

conceptually, and chemically it has the potential to significantly harm the long-term 

sustainability of the global kava industry. With the rising demand for kava, South Pacific island 
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nations could lose access to and control of a local crop that is deemed religiously, culturally, and 

socially integral. 

A word of caution is in order. Throughout this thesis I have employed the theme of 

extraction to refer to the dis-embedding and re-embedding ofkava. While extraction is often 

framed as a detrimental force, it does not have to be. Realistically, kava can be a difficult 

substance for newcomers to embrace. Afterall, a brown beverage that tastes like mud is a hard 

substance to enthusiastically adopt. Even Fijians (like Felipe) that grew up surrounded by kava, 

at times struggle consuming it, let alone foreigners that encounter this substance for the first 

time. As such, creating products that make kava more accessible and appealing to consumers has 

the potential of generating more global interest. 

Kava is a unique plant that fulfills a critical role for consumers. Most kava consumers 

extol its praises and have a deep appreciation for it. As many of my interlocuters pointed out, 

everyone could benefit from consuming more kava. Perhaps the key to ensuring that they are 

able to do so, as Margaret points out, is to "find a way to share kava appropriately and 

respectfully in a way that makes sense with the culture it is being brought into." 117 Advocating 

strict adherence to a notion of Pacific 'tradition,' will not only make it difficult for new kava 

consumers to consume this plant, but, as discussed earlier, is impossible. The word 'tradition' is 

often used or understood in a way to refer to behavior or practices from the past that have a fixed 

form. While the value associated with this notion of tradition as it is applied to kava is usually 

positive (as in traditions are seen as something valued) , these ideas fail to recognize how 

traditions are "performative, dynamic, and subject to reinterpretation and strategic 

reconfiguration based on present political and social contexts" (Baker 2012). There is no stable, 

117 Margaret. American kava consumer. Interview by Ariana Yett. 06/02/2020. 
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static tradition of kava, and implying otherwise alludes to discourse that ranks nations on a 

continuum of development where tradition is often juxtaposed with modernity. Instead, 

consumers should have access to alternative kava products such as mints, or chocolates which 

can operate as a gateway to Pacific kava culture. Coupling such products with extensive 

education on kava, may prove beneficial. For example, kava bars like the Kava House (in the 

US), or Bilo (in New Zealand) have extensive information about kava history, culture , and safety 

easily accessible to consumers. Online platforms such as Kava Forums or r/Kava on reddit, have 

also made it easier than ever to communicate information to consumers and spark dialogue about 

kava. 

The future of kava remains unclear. After the repeal of the European Kava Ban, the kava 

industry had been steadily expanding and kava was making inroads in numerous new cities and 

countries. In early 2020, the US boasted 180 kava bars alone (a 300 % increase from the number 

ofkava bars that were open three years prior). Unfortunately, the COVID-19 pandemic has 

significantly hindered kava export outside of the Pacific, as numerous ships and planes were 

suspended from travelling. In addition, unable to open up in-person, various kava bars and 

vendors were forced to transition to an e-retail format. And fewer customers have disposable 

incomes available to purchase kava. These factors combined have diminished the growth of the 

industry. However, as made evident by the resurgence of the kava industry after the advent of 

Christian missionaries, and again after the European Kava Ban, the COVID-19 pandemic will 

not eradicate kava. Instead, the kavascape will adapt. And it has already begun to do so. The 

Pasifika Kava Forum has hosted weekly online talanoa sessions to communicate with its 

members , and biweekly online kava socials are now occurring on platforms such as Kava 
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Forums. I expect the religious, social, and cultural meanings of kava to continue to evolve. And I 

look forward to investigating future adoptions and elaborations of kava's use. 
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Appendices 

Appendix 1: Demographic Profile of Jnterlocuters 

Pseudonym Country of Origin a Relationship with kava Date of Interview 
Joe USA Kava Forums Founder/Consumer 06/08/2020 
Jack USA Novice Consumer b 06/ 10/2020 
Bob USA Consumer 06/ 12/2020 

Margaret USA Novice Consumer 06/ 12/2020 
Kevin Jamaica Consumer 06/ 16/2020 

Ignacio Mexico Novice Consumer 06/ 17/2020 
Keith USA Consumer 06/ 18/2020 

Richard USA Consumer 06/24/2020 
Joshua USA Consumer 07/22/2020 
Leveni Fiji Consumer 06/22/2020 

Victoria Fiji Consumer 06/24/2020 
Semesa Fiji Consumer 06/26/2020 

Joni Fiji Consumer 06/29/2020 
Jesoni Fiji Consumer 07/01/2020 
Filipe Fiji Consumer 07/26/2020 
Anna USA Consumer /kava company representative 06/22/2020 
Matt USA Consumer/kava company representative 06/30/2020 

Gilbert USA Consumer /kava company representative 07/01/2020 
Judy UK Consumer /kava company representative 07/02/2020 
Theo Fiij Consumer/kava company representative 07/09/2020 

Stewart USA Consumer /kava company representative 07/ 15/2020 
Rebecca USA Consumer /kava company representative 07/28/2020 
Adam USA Consumer/kava company representative 07/29/2020 
Tony USA Consumer /enthusiast 07/22/2020 
Apo Fiji Consumer/kava scholar 07/29/2020 

Caleb USA Consumer/kava company representative 08/01/2020 
Kailao Tonga Consumer /enthusiast 08/ 17/2020 

a Country of origin as self-reported 
b The term novice consumer is applied when interlocuters indicate less than 1 year of kava consumption at the date of the interview. 
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Appendix 2: The Active Pharmacological Chemicals in Kava 

General Name Chemot e Chemical Structure Activit 
Desmethoxyyangonin (DMY) 1 '-o Dopamine 

booster 

0 

Dihydrokavain (DHK) 2 '-o Sedating /relaxing 

Y angonin (Y) 3 Stimulating 

'o 
Kavain (K) 4 Produces a happy 

and elevated 
mood 

0 

Dihydromethy sticin (DHM) 5 'o Sedating (and 
long lasting) 

<° 0 

Methysticin (M) 6 Pain relieving 

0 

<a 
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Appendix 3: Glossary 

Term Description 
AluBall Kava making product offered by Kavafied. 

Dried kava powder is placed into a golf-ball 
like pod with stainless steel mesh. Water is 
added, you shake and pore the resulting kava 
out. 

AluBottle The bottle that water and the AluBall are 
placed to produce kava. 

Bilo A half-coconut shell that is hallowed out and 
polished. Typically a bilo holds 
approximately 8-12 ounces ofkava. 

Chemotypes A six-digit number that lists in decreasing 
order the relative amounts of kavalactones 
found in a particular kava. Ex: "465213" This 
numerical system was developed by Vincent 
Le bot and Joel Levesque. 

Cultivar A specific strain of a kava plant. 
Demethoxyyangonin (DMY) One of the six active kavalactones that 

produces physiological effects in the body. In 
particular, DMY is known as a MAO B 
inhibitor/dopamine booster. DMY produces a 
sense of happiness, almost euphoria, yet does 
so without interrupting the ability to focus 
and maintain attention. DMY is often 
assigned the chemotype attributing number 1. 

Dihydromethysticin (DHM) One of the six active kavalactones that 
produces physiological effects in the body. In 
particular, DHM is known for producing 
sedative and long-lasting effects. DHM is 
often assigned the chemotype attributing 
number 5. 

Dihydrokavain (DHK) One of the six active kavalactones that 
produces physiological effects in the body. In 
particular , DHK is known as a relaxing 
sedative. DHK is often assigned the 
chemotvpe attributing number 2. 

Dope A Fijian term analogous to krunk. It describes 
an almost inebriating effect one can get from 
consuming kava in excess. 

Emulsifiers A substance that stabilizes an emulsion. For 
kava, emulsifiers are often used to enhance 
the extraction of kavalactones. Emulsifier 
range from coconut milk to soy lecithin. 
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European Kava Ban A ban that was put in place in the early 2000s 
as a result of reports on kava hepatoxicity. 
The ban was eventually overturned in the 
early 2010s, but its legacy still lives on. 

Flavokavain - B A chalconoid that is extracted from the kava 
plant. It contains some hepatotoxic properties 
that are deemed potentially harmful to the 
liver. 

Green Kava Also known as fresh kava, green kava is 
typically harvested, washed, peeled, or 
chewed for immediate consumption. Green 
kava tends to have more potent effects than 
medium grind kava. 

Grog A slang term for kava primarily used in Fiji. 
Heady kava Kava that produces more effects on the mind 

rather than the body. Heady kava can lead to 
euphoria, energy, 

Heavy kava Kava that produces more effects on the body 
rather than the mind. Heavy kava tends to 
produce an all-around slow and sedating 
experience. Heavy kava can often relieve 
pain. 

Instant Kava Dehydrated or freeze-dried green or 
"medium-grind" kava. Instant kava can be 
rehydrated with water and ready to consume 
within seconds. Instant kava was designed to 
facilitate ease of use. 

Isa A type oftudei kava that comes from Papua 
New Guinea 

Kava Forums An online community designed ''to educate 
current, and prospective kava consumers 
about all things kava, to provide honest and 
thorough reviews of vendors and their 
products, and to provide a sense of 
community for those that chose to consume 
our beloved root." 

Kava Supplements Kava root that packed into a gel cap or similar 
container. 

Kava Tinctures Tinctures are prepared by extracting the 
active properties in rootstock (the 
kavalactones) using grain alcohol as a solvent. 
Often, the plant matter is soaked , rinsed or 
run through ethanol and then the bulk of the 
alcohol is evaporated off. 

Kavain One of the six active kavalactones that 
produces physiological effects in the body. In 
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particular, kavain is known for leading to 
happy and elevated moods. Kavain is often 
assigned the chemotype attributing number 4. 

Kavalactones Organic cyclo-carboxyllic esters containing 
oxygen, with similar structures that is found 
in kava. Kavalactones are considered the 
primary source ofkava's psychotropic effects. 

Kneading Repetitive mixing and squeezing. Kneading is 
often employed when preparing medium-
grind kava the traditional way. 

Krunk A term to describe the inebriating effect one 
can get from consuming Kava in excess. 
Some consumers strive to get "krunked," 
while others frown on it and believe it's 
tantamount to kava abuse. 

Lawena Fijian kava made from basal stump 
Makas The insoluble part of the kava discarded after 

mixing. Makas are what you throw out after 
making kava in a strainer bag. 

Medium-grind root The most common kava powder available. 
The dried root is usually ground to table salt 
size. 

Methysticin One of the six active kavalactones that 
produces physiological effects in the body. In 
particular, methysticin is known for its 
analgesic effects. Methysticin is often 
assigned the chemotype attributing number 6. 

Micronized Kava Whole kava root, or processed kava root that 
has been ground in a way that breaks the 
particle size down to the micron level. This 
grind is much finer than medium grind kava. 

Noble kava Types of kava cultivars that produce a milder 
effect profile on consumers. Noble kava tends 
to have higher kavain and lower DHM 
content than tudei kava. Noble kava also takes 
a significantly longer time to grow prior to 
harvest (3+ years) than tudei. 

Piper methysticum The botanical name for the domesticated kava 
plant which is the focus of this thesis 

Piper wichamanii The botanical name for the wild kava plant 
often considered to be an ancestor of Piper 
methvsticum. 

Strainer Any porous material that is used during kava 
preparation to help separate the kavalactones 
from the root pulp. 
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Tanoa 

Toss and Wash Method 

Traditional Method 

Tudei/two-day kava 

Waka 
Yangonin 

Yaqona 
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A Fijian word to describe an inclusive, 
participatory and transparent dialogue. The 
purpose of talanoa is to share stories, build 
empathy and to make wise decisions for the 
collective good. 
A Fijian word for a term describing the bowl 
that kava is prepared and served in. Typically, 
a tanoa has four legs and a lug for hanging. 
Mixing kava root in water and drinking it 
without straining. Often prepared with 
micronized kava 
Liquid kava that is prepared by kneading 
medium-grind root in a strainer. 
The term tudei is Bislama pidgin word for 
"two-day kava". Also known as non-noble 
kava, tudei kava tends to produce effects that 
can last up to several days and contains 
greater amounts of Flavokavain B, DHM, and 
DHK than compared to noble kava. Tudei 
kava can usually be harvested in less time 
than noble kava (1-3 years). Tudei has 
generated extensive controversy in the global 
kava community. 
Fijian kava made entirely from lateral roots 
One of the six active kavalactones that 
produces physiological effects in the body. In 
particular, yangonin is known for producing 
stimulating/creative effects. Y angonin is often 
assigned the chemotype attributing number 3. 
The local term for kava in Fijian 
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